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This book is dedicated to all the writers who know 

there is a book inside of them. One of the most 

amazing publishing experiences you can have is to hold 

a printed and bound copy of your own book for the 

first time. I hope The Fine Print of Self-Publishing helps 

you find the right publisher for your book.
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1The Fine Print of Self-Publishing

I n t r o d u C t I o n

If you’ve been considering self-publishing for any length of time, your 

head probably feels like it’s about to explode. Between the books, the 

blogs, the publishing-related websites, and the opinions of writers, friends, 

enemies, frenemies, true publishing professionals, and people who hold 

themselves out as publishing gurus or divas, you may just want to throw 

your arms up in the air and scream.

The publishing world, as you probably know, is changing so rapidly 

it’s hard to keep up. Amazon.com has eclipsed Barnes & Noble as the 

largest retailer of books in the United States.1 Borders, Waldenbooks, and 

many iconic independent bookstores around the country (including Blue 

Elephant Book Shop in Decatur, Georgia; Robin’s Books in Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania; and Edgartown Books in Martha’s Vineyard) are now 

buried in the same literary graveyard2—and Barnes & Noble may be 

joining them, cutting its retail stores by one-third and planning to close 

twenty stores a year for the next ten years.3 Barnes & Noble still won’t 

sell titles published by Amazon,4 and both Walmart and Target have 

dumped Kindle faster than a crazy bachelorette gets sent home on The 

Bachelor.5 Throw in which retailers are picking whose sides, and you’ve 

got the makings of a reality show that would put a Real Housewives cast to 

shame. And, just for fun, toss in the multibillion-dollar world of e-book 

1 “Amazon, Barnes & Noble and Bookstore Sales Numbers Annual Update,” Foner Books 
website, accessed May 2013, http://www.fonerbooks.com/booksale.htm.

2 “Independent Bookstores Continue to Close,” February 17, 2012, http://www.care2.com/
causes/independent-bookstores-continue-to-close.html.

3 “Barnes & Noble closing 20 stores a year over next decade – report,” January 29, 2013, 
http://blog.zap2it.com/pop2it/2013/01/barnes-noble-closing-20-stores-a-year-over-next-
decade---report.html.

4 “Barnes & Noble vs. Amazon: Book Wars Get More Interesting,” October 10, 2012, http://
www.forbes.com/sites/lauraheller/2012/10/02/barnes-noble-vs-amazon-book-wars-get-
more-interesting/.

5 “Target Kicks Kindle to the Curb, Will Best Buy Be Next?” May 3, 2013, http://www.forbes.
com/sites/lauraheller/2012/05/03/target-kicks-kindle-to-the-curb-will-best-buy-be-next/.
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publishing (which has exploded since the last edition of this book was 

published), and, well, it’s about as interesting as it gets.

There are the headline-grabbing changes, and then there are the 

ones that affect the writers trying to get their books published. If you are 

reading this book, you probably already know that it’s harder than ever 

to get published “traditionally.” One fiction editor estimated that only 

1 in 100 novels get published by a traditional publisher.6 In 2011, there 

were approximately 20,000 fewer titles traditionally published than in 

2010.7 This means that more authors are competing for fewer spots on a 

publisher’s roster.

You should look at statistics like these as blessings in disguise. 

They force writers to abandon the notion that nabbing a contract from 

a traditional publisher is some kind of Holy Grail. For writers “lucky” 

enough to get such a contract, the reality is that many traditional publishers, 

especially smaller ones, have small or even nonexistent marketing budgets 

for books by new authors. Many of these publishers make the expenses 

of book marketing the responsibility of the author, who gets a minuscule 

royalty from each sale. In most of these cases, if a title by a new author is 

successful, it is due to the author’s efforts. 

Of course, you have to balance that with the fact that the publisher, 

big or small, took the risk of all of the upfront production costs. In the 

event that the book is successful, the traditional publisher gets the lion’s 

share of the reward, even though the author may have spent a lot of time 

and money marketing the book. Fair? Depends on how much risk the 

author wants to take. Since traditional publishing contracts are harder to 

get these days, only the author who secures a publishing deal will have the 

opportunity to weigh such options. 

6 “4.7 Million Novels Rejected Annually,” Bella Rosa Books, accessed May 2013, http://
writersinfo.info/mediakit%20Folder/5MillionRejections.pdf.

7 “Publishing Market Shows Steady Title Growth in 2011 Fueled Largely by Self-Publishing 
Sector,” June 5, 2012, http://www.bowker.com/en-US/aboutus/press_room/2012/
pr_06052012.shtml.
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While it’s great to be a dreamer, in book publishing it’s smarter to be 

a realist. One of the best reports chronicling the reality of book sales was 

done in 2004 by Nielsen BookScan, which tracked the sales of 1,200,000 

books through retail locations (including online retailers) in the United 

States. Of all books sold, 79 percent sold less than ninety-nine copies.8 

Another 200,000, or 16.67 percent, sold less than 1,000 copies.9 Only 

25,000 books, or 2.1 percent, sold more than 5,000 copies.10 Fewer than 

500 books, or 0.04 percent, sold more than 100,000 copies, and only 

ten books, or 0.0008 percent, sold more than a million copies each.11 

Remember, these figures are almost a decade old, so when you factor in 

the explosive growth of self-published titles since 2004, the percentage of 

books selling fewer than 1,000 copies would be greater still.

If you’re serious about publishing your book, self-publishing (either on 

your own or through a good self-publishing company) might be your only 

option—and your best one, even if a traditional publisher is interested. The 

biggest growth area in book publishing is in self-publishing. The number of 

self-published print titles in the US alone has exploded by 287 percent since 

2006.12 In 2011, there were 148,424 self-published titles in the United 

States.13 Add in e-books, and the total surges to 235,000 titles.14 In 2012, 

self-published titles surged to 391,000, an increase of 59 percent over 2011 

and 422 percent over 2007.15

Yes, the marketplace is more crowded than ever before. But the 

opportunities to distribute and market your book have also expanded like 

8 Chris Anderson, “A Bookselling Tail: Why Publishers Should Focus on the Misses Instead 
of the Hits,” Soapbox, Publisher’s Weekly, July 14, 2006, http://www.publishersweekly.
com/pw/by-topic/columns-and-blogs/soapbox/article/6153-a-bookselling-tail.html.

9 Ibid.
10 Ibid.
11 Ibid.
12 “Self-Publishing Sees Triple-Digit Growth in Just Five Years, Says Bowker,” October 24, 

2012, http://www.bowker.com/en-US/aboutus/press_room/2012/pr_10242012.shtml.
13 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
15 Self-Publishing in the United States, 2007–2012. http://www.bowker.com/assets/

downloads/products/selfpublishingpubcounts_2007_2012.pdf.
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never before. The Internet has helped to level the playing field, but it 

takes more than having a website and a Facebook account to be successful 

online. There are many facets to effective book marketing, both on- and 

offline. Chapter 7 touches on several of them, but believe me: online book 

marketing could fill a book by itself. 

If you want proof that online marketing works, you’re reading it 

right now. When I published the first edition of The Fine Print of Self-

Publishing in 2004, I couldn’t afford any traditional book publicity 

efforts, such as hiring a publicist to get me on radio programs, or buying 

ads in relevant print publications, like Writer’s Digest. So, I marketed this 

book exclusively online. I’ve still never purchased an ad in a magazine, 

on the radio, or on television. The website for this book is search engine 

optimized (SEO) and ranks high on search engines for terms that I know 

authors use when looking for information on self-publishing over the 

Internet. I also purchase pay-per-click ads on most major search engines, 

which helps put my book in front of people who are already searching 

online for information about book publishing. 

Combining smart online marketing with an e-book-only release can 

take your publication to a whole new level. By cutting out the costs of 

a printed book, the postage fees, and the customer’s wait for delivery, 

you ensure a nirvanic book experience can be enjoyed by all (with the 

exception of those who prefer the smell and feel of a physical book).

This isn’t to say that printed books are going away. They aren’t. 

But the advances in e-book reading technology and continued price 

reductions in e-book readers and tablets make e-books a must for almost 

every author. In the first quarter of 2012, e-book sales (based on data 

from 1,189 publishers) surpassed hardcover book sales at $282.2 million 

(compared to $229.6 million for hardcover books).16 E-book sales were 

16 Jason Boog, “E-Book Revenues Top Hardcover,” June 15, 2012, http://www.mediabistro.
com/galleycat/e-books-top-hardcover-revenues-in-q1_b53090.
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barely behind adult paperback sales, which did $299.8 million during that 

same quarter.17 But, e-book sales blew away mass-market paperback sales 

during the same time period, as mass-market sales stumbled in at $98.9 

million.18 By March of 2012, e-book sales were up by 28.1 percent, while 

hardcover sales were up by just 2.7 percent; paperback sales were down 

by 10.5 percent and mass-market paperback sales really took a nosedive, 

down 20.8 percent.19 As of November 2012, almost 30 percent of books 

purchased in the United States were e-books.20

As e-readers move down in price and consumers become more 

comfortable curling up with a device instead of with a print book, e-book 

sales will grow even faster. The Book Industry Study Group’s November 

2012 report, Consumer Attitudes Toward E-Book Reading, revealed how 

and why American book buyers are turning toward e-books. Sixty percent 

of people who purchased an e-book over the eighteen months of the study 

exclusively bought books in e-book format.21 In the last edition of this 

book, I said there was an e-book revolution happening. It’s no longer a 

revolution, it just is. That’s why you’ll find an entire section of this book 

(chapter 6) dedicated to e-book publishing.

As the publishing world evolves, authors like you and me have more 

opportunity than ever before to carve out our slice of the publishing pie 

without waiting for traditional publishers to open the door for us. What 

makes The Fine Print unique among books on self-publishing is that I’ve 

experienced the industry as an author, a book publisher, and a marketer. 

I know what it feels like to hold a copy of my own finished book for 

the first time. I also know what it takes to publish, print, and market 

17 Ibid.
18 Ibid.
19 AAP Monthly StatShot, March 2012, http://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/

industry-news/financial-reporting/article/52611-aap-monthly-statshot-march-2012.html.
20	 Jason	Greenfield,	“E-Retailers	Now	Accounting	for	Nearly	Half	of	Book	Purchases	

by Volume, Overtake Physical Retail,” March 18, 2013, http://www.digitalbookworld.
com/2013/e-retailers-now-accounting-for-nearly-half-of-book-purchases-by-volume/.

21 Consumer Attitudes Toward E-Book Reading, The Book Industry Study Group, November 
2012.
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that book. In addition to this publication (and its four previous versions), 

I’ve published two of my own novels. I’ve made every mistake you can 

make in publishing and have tried just about every type of marketing tool 

available.

Being a successful author can mean a lot of different things. For 

some, it’s making enough money to write full-time, or using the book 

as part of an ongoing business strategy. For others, it’s having a book to 

share with your family and friends. For still others, it’s the fulfillment 

of a dream. For me, “success” was a combination of all of these, and the 

definition has evolved over time. In August of 1992, I decided I wanted 

to write a novel. Although my manuscript was finished by 1995, I had no 

idea what to do with it. In 1999, I started Click Industries, a company 

that does online business filings, including copyrights for authors. In 

putting together strategic partners for the company, I found a small book 

publisher who accepted my manuscript. Sadly, the publisher went out of 

business in 2004.

That same year, I published the first version of The Fine Print. Since 

many who have read this book ask me how I came up with the idea, I’ll 

tell you. I’d like to say I did a lot of research into self-publishing and 

thought it would be a good idea, but I didn’t. The idea fell into my lap. 

One day I got a call from an author who had been published by the same 

publisher that released my first novel. He told me that he had signed a 

contract with a self-publishing company and wanted to get out of it. He 

asked if I had any ideas and sent me the contract, which he had signed 

despite the fact that it contained a clause that gave the self-publishing 

company the rights to the book for the term of the copyright. (The term 

of a copyright is the life of the author plus seventy years.) This author 

was a professor at the University of California, Berkeley. I figured that if 

a professor from a top university would sign such a ridiculous contract 

just to be published, thousands of other authors might do the same thing.
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That was my market research—one author. I started researching 

other self-publishing companies. Soon I had a book. In 2004 and 2005, 

The Fine Print was only available as an e-book through my website, 

BookPublishersCompared.com. In early 2005, the president of one of 

the companies I covered in an earlier version of my book called me to 

complain about the way that I ranked his company. I was selling a lot 

of copies from my site, but it never occurred to me that people in the 

industry would find out about the book. From that day on, I knew this 

book had legs. I published the second edition in paperback in 2006. With 

each year and with each edition, I sell more and more copies. The more 

established this book becomes, the more people buy it and talk about it. 

The same thing can happen for you. 

Don’t plan on your book becoming an overnight sensation. Spreading 

the word about you and your book takes time. Despite what you may 

think, it’s never about you or your book. It’s about what potential readers 

think your book can do for them.

A few important lessons from the story of how and why I published 

The Fine Print apply to most books. The first is that a book needs to fill 

a void or create a market that didn’t exist before. So, if you don’t have a 

first-class book (as judged by the public, not just by people you know), 

forget it.

The second lesson is that you need to spend time and money 

marketing the book. I spend most of my marketing dollars on creating 

(and maintaining) a search engine optimized website and advertising 

online. I can’t stress enough the importance of having an online base 

of operations that you control, namely your own website. While I use 

Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Tumblr, and other third-party platforms, I 

wouldn’t use any of them in place of a website, because I have no control 

over what these companies may do that could affect how my information 

appears on their sites. How important is having your own website? Well, 
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in July of 2011 and August of 2012, I was quoted in The New York Times 

on major stories about the self-publishing industry.22 Both reporters 

found me through my website. After each story had been published, my 

book sales briefly skyrocketed.

The third lesson is that, above all, you need to get lucky—or else the 

first two lessons might not even matter. This book was first published 

when the self-publishing industry as we know it was barely a blip on the 

radar. No one had ever published a book that focused on the companies 

in the industry. The Fine Print filled the void, and that got me noticed. I 

was invited to speak at writers’ conferences all over the country. In 2008, 

I was invited to speak at the Erma Bombeck Writers’ Workshop, one of 

the most prestigious in the industry. That really helped propel the book 

to greater heights. There I was, speaking at a conference with major 

authors like Garrison Keillor. You know why I received an invitation? 

A year or so earlier, the director of the conference bought a copy of 

my book online and found it helpful in his self-publishing process. 

Every book needs lucky breaks to really make it. That was mine. It came 

more than three years after the first edition of the book was published. 

Sometimes it can take awhile to become an overnight sensation. Keep 

that in mind. 

Print-on-demand (POD) technology, which allows a book to be 

printed in quantities as small as one copy, is probably the main factor 

in the explosion of self-published titles over the past decade. But this 

technology also makes it even harder for self-published authors to 

be competitive in the marketplace. Printing in such small quantities 

is costly. When self-publishing companies mark up the printing costs 

significantly, the author has already lost the game—in most cases, 

before it even started. Most companies reviewed in this book mark up 

22 Alina Tugend, “Options for Self-Publishing Proliferate, Easing the Bar to Entry,” July 29, 
2011, http://www.nytimes.com/2011/07/30/your-money/the-rise-in-self-publishing-opens-
the-door-for-aspiring-writers.html.
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printing from 50 to 100 percent, and some even more. Since most self-

publishing companies use the same printer, it’s easy to demonstrate the 

exact markup. 

As I was writing the 2006 edition of The Fine Print, I realized this 

was an inherent flaw in the self-publishing company business model: 

this inflated printing “cost” (to the author) leads to an artificially 

inflated wholesale price, which of course leads to an even more inflated 

retail price. Most self-publishing companies also take a piece of each 

sale, and so by the time they build some royalty in for the author, the 

retail price gets ridiculous. Retailers never overpay for books, so if the 

price point is too high, your book won’t be bought. I’m going to show 

you the math and teach you to determine how much a company is 

really charging you to print a copy of your book. This topic is covered 

extensively in chapter 4.

With few exceptions, the inflated printing cost model severely 

damages an author’s ability to sell his or her book to anyone other than 

family and friends, or at speaking engagements and promotional events. 

Once this became clear to me, I discussed it with the CEOs of several 

self-publishing companies. The response was a collective “Hey, that’s the 

business.” One CEO told me, “If you think you’re so smart, do it yourself. 

You can’t make any money if you don’t make it on printing.”

Well, I did do it myself, and it turns out you can make money without 

marking up printing. In 2006, my company invested in Hillcrest Media 

Group, then a startup self-publishing company known as Mill City Press, 

which now is a division of our larger company. Back in 2006, nearly every 

self-publishing company took a piece of royalties and had huge printing 

markups, making the opportunity to invest in one that didn’t do either 

of those interesting from a positioning standpoint, yet a bit scary. We 

gambled that authors would see the value we saw in keeping printing 

prices low and royalties as high as possible. 
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Mill City is also one of the few self-publishing companies that offer 

traditional book distribution in addition to print-on-demand (POD) 

distribution. As you’ll read later in this book, POD distribution can be 

great for some types of books, but constricting for others. If you can afford 

the additional costs associated with traditional distribution and have a 

book with decent retail sales potential, traditional distribution offers a bit 

of flexibility. About half of Mill City’s authors participate in traditional 

book distribution channels.

The self-publishing world has developed so rapidly since Hillcrest was 

born in 2006 that our company has since launched several new divisions 

that provide services to authors at various stages of publishing, ideal for those 

who may not be looking for a typical publishing package. For example, in 

2009 we added a division that just provides book printing and distribution 

services to authors with press-ready files (BookPrinting.com) and in 2010 

added one that strictly offers e-book publishing services (PublishGreen.

com). In 2013, we started to license our publishing workflow system to 

other self-publishing companies.

Just like Hillcrest has evolved to meet the changing demands of 

the marketplace, so has this book. The fifth edition of The Fine Print 

delves into more topics than ever before, including book printing and 

distribution options, e-book publishing, and online and traditional 

book marketing. If you’re thinking about hiring a self-publishing 

company, e-book publisher, or publishing services provider, this book 

will be helpful. 

The Fine Print of Self-Publishing used to take a more down-in-the-

weeds approach, examining nearly every service by major self-publishers 

in detail. The problem with that approach was that many of the specific 

service offerings, namely publishing packages, changed in scope and/or 

price by the time the book came out. Over the various editions of this 

book, I’ve found that the printing markups, contract terms, and other core 
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indicators of a publisher’s author-friendliness remained the same. Thus, I’ve 

been able to do a better apples-to-apples comparison on objective factors 

of self-publishing companies, such as royalties, and whether the publisher 

returns production files. This updated version of the book gives you more 

tools than ever before to compare the companies you’re interested in. This 

version teaches you how to analyze self-publishing companies—whether 

the company appears in this book or not—by looking specifically at the 

following concrete, measurable aspects of a self-publisher:

1. Author’s ability to set retail price

2. Publisher’s printing markups and author discounts

3. Author/Publisher royalty splits

4. Publisher’s policy regarding the return of original production files 

5. Author’s ability to gather information prior to submitting his/

her book

The Fine Print offers a detailed look at self-publishing essentials, from 

sticking to your budget and assessing your market to choosing a cover 

design and release date. I’ll explain the difference between self-publishing, 

vanity publishing, and traditional publishing, and I’ll give you a handy 

checklist you can use to make sure you’re hitting all the points—regardless 

of whether you’re self-publishing on your own, with a consultant, or 

through a company. You’ll also find two chapters new to this edition, 

“E-Book Publishing” (chapter 6) and “Marketing Your Book” (chapter 7), 

which are now simply too much a part of the self-publishing discussion 

to leave out.

As always, I’ll explain how to navigate the self-publishing contracts—

the good, the bad, and the ugly—and provide detailed definitions of 

contract terms to help you know what to expect, how to identify red flags, 

and what you’re signing before you sign it. If you were signing a contract 

with Hachette, you’d hire a lawyer, right? But when you sign with a self-
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publishing company, your legal fees to have the contract reviewed could 

in some cases exceed all or part of the cost to publish the book. I’m not 

suggesting that you don’t hire a lawyer. You should do whatever will make 

you the most comfortable. But, for some of the more boilerplate stuff—

which publishers aren’t going to change anyway, lawyer or no lawyer—

chapter 5 of this book should come in handy. You’ll learn which terms 

are red flags and which are standard and acceptable. If you have specific 

legal issues regarding your book, such as permissions for use of images 

or excerpts taken from previously published works, I’d strongly suggest 

hiring a lawyer who specializes in copyright law.

One contract term in particular is always an issue for me. If you 

pay a company to format your book, you should get those original 

production files back so you can publish and print elsewhere should 

you decide to leave your publisher. I’ll teach you how to ask the right 

questions to determine which companies will provide you with the 

original production files.

Finally, this latest version of The Fine Print features appendices 

with at-a-glance information you can easily refer back to along your 

publishing journey. Supplementary resources are included on my website, 

BookPublishersCompared.com.

The most important thing to remember is that if you’ve actually 

completed a manuscript, you’ve accomplished a lot. You should be 

incredibly proud, regardless of what happens to your book commercially. 

Most people want to write a book someday. Few of us really do it. So, if 

you’ve done it, congratulations. If you’re still writing, keep going. Finish 

your manuscript before you start worrying about publishing options. If 

you’re just thinking about starting a book, write the first page soon. You 

have to start somewhere.

As you read through The Fine Print, know that publishing a book can 

be your reality. There will be highs and lows in this process, but the first 
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time someone you’ve never met tells you how much they love your book, 

you’ll be glad you embarked on this journey.
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C h a p t e r  1

the Basics of Self-publishing

Self-publishing can have several different definitions depending on who 

you ask. People who work in traditional publishing say that if an author 

paid any money to publish his or her book, the book is self-published. 

But the traditional publishing world uses that definition only when it 

suits its needs.

Traditional publishers often make new, unknown authors pay most, 

if not all, marketing expenses associated with the author’s book. So, to 

those in the hallowed corridors of “Grey Poupon” publishers, a book is 

self-published if the author pays for editing, formatting, or cover design—

but the book is not considered to be self-published if those expenses are 

covered by the publisher, even if the author is made to pay some or all of 

the marketing expenses. 

We all look at life through our own prisms. In its purest form, self-

publishing (also called independent publishing) is when an author handles 

the expenses of book production, printing, distribution, and marketing. 

Under this definition, the author either has the skill set to carry out these 

processes or hires out the various tasks to someone else. The author is 

essentially acting as a general contractor.

An author who uses a self-publishing service company is obviously 

self-publishing, too, since the author is paying up front for services and/or 

publishing packages and is getting published because he or she is paying 

to do so. Even when the ISBN is in the name of a publisher, the book is 

still considered self-published in such cases because the author has paid a 

fee for publishing services.
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Self-Publishing vs. Vanity Publishing
The I-have-an-MFA-and-you-don’t crowd inside the walls of Grey 

Poupon publishing houses still insists that an author who pays a penny 

in publishing costs is engaged in self-publishing or “vanity” publishing. 

However, as we’ve just learned, those same people have determined that 

traditionally published authors paying for marketing costs not covered by 

their publisher are not considered to be self- or vanity publishing. While 

traditional publishers may use these terms interchangeably, depending on 

who you ask, you’ll hear different and overlapping explanations for what 

these words mean. Let me break it down for you. 

If you are planning to publish a book just to tell people that you’ve 

published a book, you’re vanity publishing. If you don’t plan on spending 

any significant time or money to properly edit and design your book, 

whatever time and money you’ve spent on publishing is wasted, and you’re 

vanity publishing. If you are talked into purchasing ten thousand copies 

of your book even though you have no real marketing plan or dollars to 

spend, then—in addition to being a sucker—you’re vanity publishing. If 

you go into debt to publish a book because you “just know it will sell,” 

you’re crazy and vanity publishing. If you don’t plan to spend any time or 

money to market your book but instead are waiting for sales to magically 

come pouring in once the book is released, you’re delusional and vanity 

publishing. And, if despite good advice from editors, cover designers, and 

interior formatters, you decide a picture of you holding a football in one 

hand and a globe in the other while wearing giant angel wings should be 

used on the front cover of your book, there is a 100 percent chance you 

are engaged in vanity publishing (and, yes, I worked with the author who 

wanted this cover).

Basically, the “vanity” part applies if (1) you believe that your book 

is so amazing that you can put out whatever you want and readers will 

flock to buy it, even though you’ve done nothing to put out a solid, 
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competitive product and even less to promote it, or (2) you allow yourself 

to be convinced to buy publishing or marketing services based on false 

praise of your book by the seller of said services. There are self-publishing 

purists who argue that an author who employs a self-publishing company 

to provide self-publishing services is “vanity” publishing, while the purist 

who did all of the work on his book without help (editing and designing 

his own book, etc.) is not. Paying for competent publishing services will 

make your book look and read significantly better. Not paying for these 

services to avoid some anonymous bully on a self-publishing board calling 

your book a vanity project is just plain stupid. 

What makes self-publishing different from vanity publishing is 

that, in self-publishing, the author is publishing a book in a strategic, 

thoughtful, well-informed way. The author has the book professionally 

edited by a real book editor (friends who teach high-school English 

don’t count), has the cover and interior professionally designed, has 

a realistic approach to the process, plans to spend hundreds of hours 

spreading the word about the book’s release, has a marketing plan and 

some kind of marketing budget (regardless of size), and intends to work 

hard to generate sales.

Those who sit around all day admiring themselves for having published 

a book are the vanity publishing crowd. Those who spend quality time 

marketing their book, and understand that sales opportunities down the 

road may be hatched by marketing ideas today, are what the spirit of self-

publishing is all about.

Self-Publishing vs. Traditional Publishing
Until recently, a traditional book publisher paid all of the expenses 

incurred in the publishing process: editing, cover design, formatting, 

printing, distribution, marketing, and so on. Under this traditional 

publishing model, authors didn’t pay a dime toward any publishing or 
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marketing costs. However, publishing is just like anything else—there is 

no such thing as a free lunch.

Assume for the purpose of this section that the author being discussed 

is a typical first-time author getting a shot with a traditional publisher. 

This author gives away the rights to the book for some period of time (five 

to seven years) and receives a puny royalty (typically 5 to 15 percent of the 

retail price). In some cases, authors may receive advances against royalties. 

A typical advance might be $2,000–$5,000 from a small traditional 

publisher, while the large traditional houses often give significantly 

bigger advances even to first-time authors. To be clear, I’m not saying 

every traditional publishing deal is like this. I’m saying the huge paydays 

you read about (e.g., an unknown author is discovered and gets a huge 

advance after an intense bidding war) are the exceptions, not the rule.

Traditional publishing houses don’t make it easy to get your work 

in front of them. The first step in getting a traditional publisher to even 

think about your book is to write a query letter that gets an agent or 

publisher to notice you. Most of the large traditional publishers won’t 

even accept query letters from authors. They require submission by an 

agent. In almost every case, the agent must write a query letter that 

explains who you are, what your book is about, who the target audience 

is, and how you intend to market the book so that this audience will know 

that your book exists.

As you probably know by now, sending query letters to agents and 

publishers often amounts to tossing these letters into a black hole in the 

middle of a remote galaxy. Sometimes an agent or publisher will contact 

you and ask for more material, which is a good sign. Sometimes they 

send you a form rejection letter. Often they never write you back at all. 

Even if they ask for more material, it doesn’t mean that you’re getting a 

contract. It only means that they are going to think about reading more of 

your submitted material whenever they feel like it—hence the black hole. 
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Remember, as the traditional publishing industry continues to contract, 

agents have fewer places they can go to pitch a new book. Meanwhile, 

many traditional publishers are actively shedding midlist authors and not 

taking on newbies.

Of course, every year, a few authors break into this virtually locked-

down universe. Let’s assume for the sake of argument that you are one of 

them. Presumably, authors who are offered a contract from a traditional 

publisher choose that route because the publisher brings years of design and 

marketing experience, PR contacts, and other important relationships to the 

table—but how many of those relationships do you think will be leveraged 

for the release of a book by a little-known author? Probably not many. More 

typically, the traditional publisher eventually breaks the bad news to the 

author that their budget doesn’t allow for a marketing campaign or book 

tour. However, the publisher offers names of people to call who provide those 

services to the author for a fee—enter the double-edged sword. The author 

got the contract she worked so hard to get, only to learn that the chance of 

making significant book sales rests solely on her own shoulders (and wallet). 

If the author doesn’t spend the marketing money required to help launch 

the book, the book will likely fade away in the publisher’s warehouse. If the 

author pays to market her book, she’s now spending money to make her 

publisher the lion’s share of profit for each book sold.

Marketing is typically the most expensive part of the publishing 

process, so while not having to pay for upfront production expenses is 

attractive, that alone may not be a sufficient reason to sign with a traditional 

publisher. The author will likely give away a lot (rights, control, subsidiary 

rights, most of the earnings) and may end up paying for the marketing, 

putting herself in the very financial position she may have been in had 

she self-published. If the book sells decently, the publisher becomes the 

big winner. Yes, the publisher spent some money up front, but it is likely 

taking little to no risk on marketing the book.
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Having taken just the upfront risk of covering all production expenses 

and possibly an advance, is a traditional publisher entitled to reap the 

rewards if said rewards fall into its lap as a result of the author’s marketing 

efforts and money? The answer to this question will vary depending 

on whom you ask. If you ask the publisher that put up money for an 

unknown writer to get his book out there, you’ll hear one opinion. If you 

ask the author who had to pay a publicist $6,000 to run a PR campaign, 

you’ll hear another. I’ve worn both hats and my opinion changes based 

on the hat I’m wearing at the time. Even if you traditionally publish, 

you will likely pay for some expenses associated with publication and/or 

marketing. If you’re going to spend money regardless of how your book is 

published, is it better to control the process, the result, and your potential 

earnings? Only you can answer that. 

But, while you will control it all, keep in mind that if you have no 

platform, your climb from unknown to successful author will require 

much more than writing a check. You still have to find a way to reach 

consumers and convince them to take a chance on you and your unvetted 

work. For a casual Amazon.com customer who sees “Penguin” as the 

publisher of a book she’s considering, the it-must-be-good-since-it-

was-published-by-a-giant-publisher stamp of approval could make the 

difference between that person clicking the buy button for the Penguin 

book and choosing your own.

Getting a traditional publishing deal can do a lot for a new author’s 

career, and if you have the opportunity, it’s something to seriously 

consider. My company has worked with self-published authors who go on 

to get traditional deals because of their book’s success. We’ve also worked 

with traditionally published authors whose book sales have trailed off, 

creating a situation where the author can’t get any traditional publisher 

interested in a new title. Those authors turned to self-publishing with the 

understanding that while sales of 5,000 copies may not mean much to 
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a traditional publisher, that level of sales when you’re self-published and 

earning most of the royalties can mean some significant money.

Types of Self-Publishing
The options available to you as you begin your self-publishing journey are 

endless—and growing. Since I wrote the first edition of this book in 2004, 

book publishing coaches, consultants, and sherpas have been popping up 

faster than weeds. Toss in the number of self-publishing companies that have 

come into existence since then, and wow . . . it’s hard to know where to start. 

As with any other type of emerging industry, you have those who 

know it and those who claim to know it. No matter which route you 

ultimately take in self-publishing your book, one of the most critical 

choices you have is figuring out who to help you along the way. You have, 

generally, three feasible options when it comes to self-publishing:

1. Act as your own general contractor and hire designers, editors, 

distributors, and printers on your own.

2. Hire a publishing consultant to interface with all of the various 

service providers mentioned above.

3. Hire a company that provides all of the publishing services 

needed.

Every author brings to the process their own expectations, financial 

situation, and abilities; what works well for one author might be incredibly 

frustrating to the next. Let’s look at each path to self-publishing. As you’re 

reading, consider which option might work best for you.

Act as Your Own General Contractor
Coordinating the entire project on your own, especially if you have no 

experience in book publishing, can be daunting. Nuances of the process 

will surely get overlooked. You will also spend a lot of time and effort 
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researching designers, printers, and so on—and since you’re in a new 

arena, you may not know if you’re getting what you really need at the 

right price. Then there’s the coordination of all these moving parts.

With the DIY approach, you’re going to spend more time reinventing 

the wheel. The information and opinion overload from those you hire will 

likely contradict each other. But the reward is that you as the author will have 

ultimate control over every aspect of publication—for better or for worse.

Hire a Publishing Consultant
Hiring a consultant can help eliminate the problems of the DIY approach. 

The downside to a consultant is that there’s a fee on top of the fees you’re 

already paying for publication. But assuming the consultant knows her 

stuff, you could actually save money in the long run: you won’t pay for 

unnecessary services, the process will be more efficient and expedient, and 

you won’t miss important steps along the way. Having a professional on 

your side who has experience successfully managing the book publishing 

process for authors is invaluable.

Here comes the “but”—you have to find a publishing consultant who 

has actually seen a manuscript through to publication and distribution. 

Over the past few years, my company has increasingly worked with 

publishing consultants who, on behalf of their clients, hire us for some 

or all of the publishing process. The ones who really understand the 

publishing process—book production, formatting, distribution—can 

often help a project move more smoothly. On the flip side, there are 

consultants who simply don’t know what they’re talking about and give 

flat-out wrong advice, holding their ground so as to look knowledgeable 

to their client. An unknowledgeable publishing consultant can turn the 

entire process into a convoluted mess.

In chapter 3, I provide a road map of the steps needed to publish your 

book. Sit down with any prospective consultant and start going through 
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the list. If they can’t explain the difference between owning your own 

ISBN or using one assigned by a self-publishing service provider, quietly 

slip out the back door.

Hire a Self-Publishing Company
The final publishing route is to find a good self-publishing company 

that can provide everything under one roof. The operative word here is 

“good.” The good ones can relieve you of having to learn the ins and 

outs of an entire industry and can cut out the middleman (in this case, 

the publishing consultant). And, in many cases, because the company is 

providing a lot of work to designers, printers, editors, and so on, your 

overall costs could be lower.

Picking the wrong self-publishing company can lead to a host of 

disasters, like outrageous printing markups that essentially kill the book 

before it is available for sale. In chapter 4, I explain the qualities that 

a good self-publishing company should possess, and show you what 

questions to ask when choosing one.

Final Thoughts on the Basics of Self-Publishing
Don’t get bogged down by labels here. Whether you self-publish on your 

own, hire a company, or pay a coach to help you, your main concern 

should be publishing a great book. Pay for the services you need to make 

your book better. If someone tries to sell you something that is too good 

to be true, it probably is. 

I know the blogs and chat rooms are filled with vitriolic rants by 

authors who want other authors to feel bad about the ways in which they 

publish. Those people are trying to make themselves feel better about 

their publishing route and their anemic sales. You won’t find many of the 

haters raking in royalties. 
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C h a p t e r  2

Self-publishing essentials: the Dos and Don’ts of 
publishing Your Book

Book publishing has a lot of moving parts. The longer I’m in the business, 

the more I understand how complicated it can be for a first-timer. The goal 

of this chapter (and of the whole book, really) is to educate you enough 

about the big-picture parts of the process so that you (a) know what to 

look out for, (b) realize how important it is to work with individuals 

or companies that know their stuff, and (c) have the tools you need to 

find the right individuals and companies and avoid those eager to take 

advantage of you.

I am an expert in viewing book publishing in a healthy, realistic way. 

I am also an expert in giving people honest advice and feedback about the 

process. I am not an expert in editing, cover design, formatting, or the 

other technical aspects of the publishing process. I am, however, an expert 

in finding people who are experts in these areas and hiring them. Unless 

you have a wealth of experience with each step of the publishing process, 

listen to people who do. I promise you, it’s the smartest thing you will do 

as you publish your book.

If an experienced cover designer tells you why the cover you want won’t 

work, or your editor tells you to cut out the parts of your novel that come 

across like a fifth-grade history lesson, take the advice. You might think, 

“Well, everyone I’ve shown this to says it’s great.” Unless “everyone” is in 

the book publishing industry, listen to the experts. Your family, friends, and 

acquaintances will always tell you what you want to hear.
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The “essentials” in this chapter need to be injected deep into your 

brain. Until you commit these to memory, no other part of the process 

matters. If you ever speak with me on the phone, you are going to hear 

what I’m writing now. This is my gospel. It’s important. Really.

Your Credit Card Company Called—It Wants Its Limit Back
The most important component of the entire self-publishing process is 

one that you have complete knowledge of and control over: your budget. 

You’ve already read the statistics about book publishing success. Will your 

book be one of the 96 percent that sell less than 1,000 copies, or one of 

the 4 percent that sell more? Your book’s quality needs to compete with 

that top 4 percent, but your budget needs to be set based on the chances 

that you’ll be in the other 96 percent.

This is the point in the process where you need to have a heart-to-

heart with yourself, dig deep, and decide whether you’re really going to 

go for it, merely dip your toe into the publishing pool, or something in 

between. There’s no right or wrong approach, so long as your expectations 

are in line with your expenditure. Despite the widely held belief that if 

you put your book on Amazon, readers will come, the publishing business 

doesn’t work that way. You need time and money to market your book. 

Yes, there are the authors who sold a million copies out of their car trunk 

or became an overnight sensation. When you’re setting a budget, assume 

you won’t be one of them.

Your budget for the entire publishing process (including editing, 

printing, and marketing) should be a dollar amount that will not cause 

you to lose sleep at night. If you’re lucky, you might make it back over a 

few years. There’s a better chance that you may never see any of it again. 

And yes, you must budget in something for editing (see the next section). 

If you can spend $15,000 to $20,000 on your book, you will have 

a much better chance of getting noticed than if you spend $2,000. But 
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never spend more than you can comfortably afford. Don’t sell anything 

to publish your book. Don’t dip into your child’s college fund. Don’t 

mortgage your house. Don’t take a cash advance on your credit card. 

Think with your wallet.

Money spent on self-publishing is like going-to-Vegas money (at least 

for me). I like to play blackjack. When I go to Vegas, I take a specific amount 

of money that I’ve saved up just for gambling. If I blow it on the first day, 

I’m not standing in line at the ATM when the clock strikes midnight so I 

can take out more cash. If I go home with the money I brought or more, I 

consider it a success. If I lose all the money I brought, it doesn’t affect my 

day-to-day life because I planned and budgeted around it. I don’t want to 

lose, but I acknowledge and accept the possibility that I will.

No matter how good you think your book is, don’t spend a penny 

more than you can afford to lose. If anyone tries to tell you something 

different, you’re getting played.

It’s the Editing, Stupid
Just like Bill Clinton’s 1992 presidential campaign had one basic 

message—“It’s the economy, stupid”—so should the self-publishing 

industry: it’s the editing, stupid.

A poorly edited book is a waste of time and money. Every dollar you 

spend promoting a sloppy book might as well be thrown out a window 

to be enjoyed by lucky passersby. If you intend your book to be read by 

anyone other than your family and friends, you need to pay for the most 

extensive editing that you can afford. Depending on the budget you’ve 

set, all or most of it could (and maybe should) be consumed by editing. 

Don’t skimp on editing just so you can publish your book now. The world 

has waited this long for your book; it can wait until it’s edited. If you can 

only afford one or the other, have your book edited now, then save up 

money to have it published later.
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Every time I speak with a new author, the first thing I ask is 

whether his or her book has been professionally edited. For some 

reason, many authors tell me what they think I want to hear and try 

to rationalize how certain individuals are just as good as a professional 

editor. Just to be clear, the following individuals are not professional 

book editors:

•	 Your friend who is a retired English teacher 

•	 Your friend who was an English major 

•	 Your friend who likes to read a lot 

•	 The spell-check function on your computer 

•	 Anyone who can count the number of books they’ve edited on 

one hand 

•	 Your friend who edits a community newspaper (a manuscript 

is subject to different standards and style guidelines than a 

magazine or newspaper)

All books need editing. Even if you’ve had a professional editor edit 

your book before you started the publication process, you’ll still want 

fresh eyes on your manuscript prior to publication, because between the 

time you submit the edited manuscript and the time that the final proof 

is sent to you, changes will likely have been made. These changes might 

occur when you apply a copyeditor’s suggestion or during the formatting 

process. If no one is reviewing those changes, all of the money you spent 

on the initial rounds of editing will have been wasted.

Books put out by major publishers go through many rounds of 

editing before publication. In self-publishing, that is unrealistic, unless 

you have a huge budget, but you should still shoot for at least two rounds. 

(An additional proofread of the typeset manuscript is even better.) If you 

have just one round of editing, who is going to review the changes you 

make based on the editor’s suggestions or comments?
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Editing is the part of the publishing process that we authors hate 

the most. You have to pay someone to point out all of your errors, and 

then have to spend more time working on what you thought was a nearly 

finished book. But if you want to be taken seriously as an author, you have 

to suck it up, get out the checkbook, and pay for professional editing.

Finding a reliable, reputable editor can be tough. An association of 

editors is a great place to start. Go to www.bookpublisherscompared.

com/book-editors and you’ll find links to book editing associations and 

other reputable book editors and editing services. Quality self-publishing 

companies will also have solid pools of editors. Many publishing and 

writers’ associations have lists of editors, too. Remember, you want to find 

an editor whose main editing focus is on books. Editing for a magazine and 

editing a book, while related in some ways, aren’t the same. It’s like tennis 

and racquetball: both games use a racquet, but everything else is different.

My book, the one you’re reading right now, went through four 

rounds of editing by three different editors. I only tell you this to stress 

the importance of good editing. Without it, your book is DOA.

Publishing is a tough business, and you won’t get a second chance to 

make a first impression. Don’t blow it. 

Your Book Is Not for “Everybody”
If you’ve ever said or thought, “My book is for everybody,” erase that 

notion from your mind. No book is for “everybody.” And, just narrowing 

“everybody” from literally everybody to groups like all parents, all 

Hispanic-Americans, or all people suffering from a specific disease doesn’t 

mean your book will appeal to everyone in that more concise, but still 

broad, demographic. 

Knowing who your most likely reader will be is such a critical aspect 

of the publishing process. The earlier in the writing process you can target 

your book to the people most likely to buy it, the better. If you haven’t 
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figured out just who your core audience is before you have the book 

edited, a good editor should be able to help you more clearly define your 

intended audience and shape your manuscript accordingly.

Inexperienced authors tend to assume the potential audience for 

their book is much larger than it actually is. One woman writing an 

autobiography told me that her book was for “all women, ages fourteen 

to ninety.” Unless the fourteen-year-old and the ninety-year-old are both 

closely related to the author, they probably do not share the same interest 

in books.

A few years ago, I worked with a sixty-five-year-old male author who 

wrote a book about the perils of dating. As I started discussing marketing 

approaches and how we could target people within ten years of his age, he 

stopped me abruptly and said, “My book is for anyone who has had bad 

dating experiences.” I asked, “So, a twenty-eight-year-old woman could 

identify with a book chronicling the recent dating experiences of a sixty-

five-year-old man?” His answer? “Yes.”

His approach made his book difficult to market. Retailers asked the 

same question that I did and didn’t order the book. By naively believing 

that anyone who’d ever been on a date would be part of his core audience, 

this author cast the marketing net too wide and ended up with minuscule 

results. 

Every part of the book publishing process depends on who the core 

audience is. When designing your book cover, you need to keep in mind 

who the likely reader will be. One test I use is to imagine my ideal reader 

reading my book on an airplane. If he or she would hide the cover because 

they were embarrassed by the title or cover art, that’s a problem.

Since so many new authors write self-help books and memoirs, there 

are a few things you need to know about the audience for those genres. 

These kinds of books are purchased by people who find the book’s message 

relevant to their lives. One example of a book that may seem relevant to 
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a large audience, but ultimately has limited commercial potential, is a 

book on how to keep your children safe from predators. You’d think that 

every parent would want a copy of that book, right? Few will buy it, 

however, because it’s not something parents want to think about unless 

they have to. As a consumer, if your family hasn’t experienced a situation 

similar to that of a particular self-help book or memoir, you aren’t as 

likely to buy the book.

Even when a book does have a targeted audience of readers who have 

gone through the same experience as the author, these buyers may not 

want to be reminded of the shared experience. We worked with an author 

who wrote about his child’s life and subsequent death from cystic fibrosis. 

It is a beautifully written book, but the audience for it is limited. The 

author assumed that parents with children struggling with the disease 

would buy the book. They didn’t, because no parent wants to think about 

the potential death of their child. 

With fiction, your book may straddle more than one genre. For 

example, a Western with an alien invasion subplot may also appeal to 

traditional science fiction fans. Adding a new twist to an old genre can 

help get people interested. But, when it comes time to market your book, 

you’ll need to decide which genre (and subgenre) your book either fits in 

or is closest to. Plenty of blogs and websites focus on various genres, and 

those can be great places to concentrate marketing efforts and seek out 

potential new fans. 

Regardless of your promotional budget, you’ll need to know who 

your core reader is so you can start marketing the book to them. As more 

and more people from your core audience read the book and spread the 

word, your audience will become broader.

Always keep your core audience in mind. Write for them, and market 

to them first. If they don’t love your book, why would the casual reader?
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Just Because Your Friends and Family Coo Over Your 
Book Doesn’t Mean It’s Good
Chances are, you’ve already shown your manuscript to friends and family, 

who probably all love and care about you. That doesn’t mean they love 

your book, despite what they tell you.

The first rule in determining whether your book is marketable is to 

disregard everything your friends and family say about it. I’ve read work 

written by my friends and even I can’t tell them the brutal truth like I can 

when I don’t know the writer personally. 

A few years ago, a friend of mine told me she had a book idea about 

a recent girls’ trip to Mexico, where she and her friends wore a lot of 

matching T-shirts and drank like college kids on spring break. They 

wanted to write a book about their “crazy” exploits with the title It’s Called 

Mexi-Can, Not Mexi-Can’t. I’m not even sure what that meant. All I knew 

was that the whole idea was terrible. There is no market for a book about a 

week-long trip to Mexico where the most interesting thing that happened 

is that the main characters stayed up until two in the morning and drank 

too much—and if there were, that title would kill it. The publishing-

minded version of me would say, “This is a terrible idea. Don’t spend 

a dime to publish this.” But the friends-and-family version of me said, 

“Sounds like a fun story. I’d try it as a blog first and see if you get any 

traction.”

The moral of this story is that while friends and family can be 

encouraging, you should not use their encouragement to calculate the 

commercial potential of your book. 

He Who Designs His Own Cover or Interior Has a Fool 
for a Designer
As the saying goes, we all judge books by their covers, and this is especially 

true for actual books. A bad cover will kill your book. The book might be 
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brilliant, but a cover that looks cheap and cheesy tells the world, “Hey, the 

rest of this thing is as crappy as the outside.” 

What you see in your head is not necessarily what the book-buying 

public wants to see. If you are creating the book just for your immediate 

circle of friends and family, do whatever you want. But if you want 

someone who has never met you to buy the book, get professional help in 

designing your cover. 

So many bad covers popped into my head while writing this section. 

One of my favorite “before and after” cover stories involves a dating 

advice book for alpha males. There are only a few potential audiences for 

this book: women who are in relationships with alpha males; women who 

plan to give this book to the alpha male in their lives; and the occasional 

alpha male who thinks the book may help him find love (or at least make 

him appear sensitive). The author was extremely credentialed and the 

book was well written. She insisted that her front cover depict six males 

from different walks of life (a shirtless construction worker, a doctor, a 

businessman, etc.), each with a scantily clad woman hanging off his arm. 

The only thing preventing it from looking like a Village People album 

cover was the lack of a uniformed cop and an Indian chief.

No straight man would be caught reading a book with that cover. 

Not in a million years. I like to think of myself as the target audience for 

this book: I’m an alpha male who hasn’t had a lot of relationship success. 

In my most desperate dating hour, however, I wouldn’t be caught dead 

reading a book with a cover like that. It fails the “airplane test.” As an 

author, you don’t want to produce a book that people will only read while 

hiding.

For this particular book, we designed a clean, modern cover with 

a silhouette of a man wearing a suit. Thanks to its updated Mad Men 

vibe, the book looked like one that a guy like me would want to be seen 

reading. The title, subtitle, and cover art announced, “Behind this book 
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is an alpha male looking for love.” If I were reading that book on a plane 

and an attractive woman sat beside me, I’d make sure she caught a glimpse 

of the cover we’d designed. 

I made the author a bet that if she emailed both cover designs (ours 

and the Village People one) to everyone she knew, and more than 30 

percent of her friends liked hers better, I’d fly to her hometown across the 

country and take her out for dinner. 

I never had to book the flight.

The interior design of a book is just as crucial as the cover. There is 

a lot more to interior formatting than just slapping the text together and 

bolding a few things. If you want your book to be taken seriously by the 

industry, it needs to be formatted in the standard ways that book retailers 

and wholesalers expect.

Many important items need to be considered when formatting, like 

font choice. Most books use a serif font for ease of reading, while a sans-

serif font is used for things like charts, graphs, and headings. Other design 

elements to consider are leading (the space between the lines of text) and 

kerning (the space between the letters).

Outside of the text itself, a number of style settings need to be 

addressed in order to create a professional and clean interior. For 

example, the margins for a book with one hundred pages should be 

different from those of  a book with four hundred pages to accommodate 

the gutter (the white space between the facing pages when the book is 

opened). Page numbers throughout different sections of the book are 

treated differently, as well. For example, the front matter/introductory 

sections may use lowercase Roman numerals, and the actual content 

Arabic numerals. Section and chapter headings are also an important 

part of the formatting process, as are page headers and footers. Widows 

and orphans (partial or single words that dangle at the beginning of 

a page or the end of a paragraph) are sometimes overlooked by those 
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who aren’t professional formatters, but like everything else mentioned 

above, these details can’t be ignored.

Many authors attempt to format their books themselves. But 

formatting is an art; while the public might not notice that you extended 

the margins to lower the page count and save on printing, the buyers for 

retailers and wholesalers will know the second they crack open your book. 

Unless you are an actual book designer, leave this to the pros. 

Your Book Is Not the Only Project Your Self-Publishing 
Company Is Working On
Many authors think, “My book is the most important thing your company 

is publishing and I can be as rude as I want to be.”

No, you can’t.

Most individuals and companies that provide self-publishing services are 

really trying hard to give you the best products and services they can. Because 

many authors who choose to self-publish are unfamiliar with the publishing 

process, frustration can set in early and often. The good companies attempt to 

lay all of this out on their websites and in their publishing contracts, but most 

authors never take the time to read the contracts they sign.

Let’s assume, for instance, that a publishing contract says that if an 

author has approved the final interior proof of the book, but wants to 

make more textual changes after approval, there is a fee of $50 per hour to 

implement these changes. The author has signed this contract, has approved 

his final interior proof, and then decides he wants to make some changes 

to his text. The author emails the publisher and says, “Oh, I noticed these 

few things. Please change them.” The publisher responds, “Sure, but we’ll 

need to charge you $50 per hour to do this. We anticipate it will be about 

an hour’s worth of work.” The author then writes, “I am so sick of being 

nickel-and-dimed by you people. If someone would have told me about 

these extra fees, I would have reviewed the book more carefully!”
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I’ve seen hundreds of variations of this. Whose fault is it? The 

author’s—especially if everything is spelled out in the contract.

Read your contract. Understand the fees before you sign. Don’t go 

ballistic when you realize you legitimately owe a fee for additional work. 

Authors often forget that publishing companies and service providers 

are working with many authors, all at various stages of production, so 

something that you think “should take two seconds” may take a few days 

to schedule in.

If you’re the kind of person who easily flies off the handle, your 

publishing experience will not be a good one. Editors, formatters, 

designers—everyone makes mistakes. If you open your proof and your 

interior is in a different font than the one you expected, it can be fixed. 

The world is not ending.

We had an author whose book was nationally distributed and sold to 

retailers with a firm release date of August 2. This author decided in mid-

July that he wanted to make tweaks to his final interior. We kept telling 

him that he needed to let go or the book would never be on the shelves 

for the August 2 release date—a printer will only move so fast. The author 

didn’t listen. We ended up rushing the print job, and by July 30, his 

books were on their way to the retailers. But Amazon.com didn’t have the 

book in stock by August 2, because they had just received inventory and 

probably hadn’t had a chance to enter the book into their system yet. The 

author called and emailed nonstop, screaming about how his book wasn’t 

available. He had a lawyer write an email claiming that we were in breach 

of contract and that his client had suffered emotional damage knowing 

that his book wasn’t listed as available on Amazon by August 2.

Guess what happened the next day when his book appeared as in 

stock on Amazon? He felt like an idiot for having a temper tantrum. 

Please don’t behave like this. It’s unbecoming and unprofessional.
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Books Do Not Have to Be Hardcovers to Be Taken 
Seriously 
The only people telling you that your book must be a hardcover to be 

taken seriously are the ones trying to convince you to print a hardcover 

version so they can make more money off you. You have to print some 

serious volume in hardcover to get the cost per unit low enough to result 

in a reasonable retail price. When printed on demand in small runs, a 

hardcover can add almost $8.00 per unit on top of the other print costs. 

So, in many cases, your book will have to retail near $30.00 for you to 

make a few dollars. 

What a self-published hardcover does ensure is that a bookstore will 

not even think about taking a chance on it. Why not? The price. Who 

is going to buy a $25+ hardcover book from an unknown author? No 

one, assuming we aren’t including your friends and family. Think about 

it from the bookstore’s position: an unknown author with an expensive 

book equals wasted shelf space. Back in the day, a hardcover was seen as an 

opportunity to get coverage and reviews in anticipation of the paperback 

release. But as publishing strategies change (like forgoing hardcovers 

for paperback originals to make the price point more appealing, and 

publishing simultaneous print and e-book releases), and as those review 

sources continue to disappear, producing a hardcover is rarely worth the 

expense. Even if you can afford to print large quantities in hardcover, save 

the money and use it on marketing, instead.

If you think that the general reading public is less price-conscious 

than bookstores, think again. The public has lots of reading options today 

and few people are risking $25 or more on an unknown commodity. 

Don’t take my word for it. Ask your friends and colleagues to name the 

last hardcover book they purchased from a self-published author. 

I have a real-life example of hardcover hell. In 2011, an author 

of ours was publishing a brilliant first novel. It was one of the best 
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books we’d ever worked on, and we hired an outside sales rep team to 

work directly with the buyers at major retailers in hopes of getting the 

book in-stores. Barnes & Noble was interested. This guy was about to 

beat the odds. Then, during a conference call, much to the surprise of 

our PR team and outside sales reps, the author announced that, on 

his own, he had printed up 1,500 hardcover copies of his book. There 

was dead silence. Barnes & Noble had agreed to take the book with 

the understanding that it would be a paperback edition with a much 

lower price point. The chain knew it could not move the higher-priced 

edition. In order to keep the Barnes & Noble order alive, the author 

had to print paperback copies as we had originally instructed him to do. 

My guess is that most of those 1,500 hardcovers are only seen today by 

critters that scurry about his suburban garage.

Do Not Rush Your Book Just to Have It Out by a 
Certain Date
Rushing a book almost always results in errors that could have been 

avoided. The world has been waiting all this time for your book to come 

out. Trust me, it can wait another few months for you to do it right.

By the time your book is ready to be released, you will have spent a 

lot of time and money. You’ll be eager to see it in lights (well, at least on 

Amazon), and sometimes that excitement can override common sense. 

Review the final proof carefully. Yes, you will have looked at the contents 

a million times by then. Please, review your work carefully one more time. 

Make sure your marketing plan is solidly in place, and take a deep breath. 

Another few days or weeks in the grand scheme of things will not make 

a difference.

Another bad idea is rushing to get the book out because its topic 

is related to an event or holiday (e.g., releasing a relationship book on 

Valentine’s Day). Traditional publishers release certain types of books 
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during specific times of year. For example, commercial fiction is often 

released in the summer to take advantage of beach reads and summer 

travel, or in the fall in anticipation of the holidays. Weight-loss books are 

often released in January, to make the most of New Year’s resolutions. You 

get the point. Traditional publishers rarely release books from unknown 

authors during these big release periods as they don’t want these authors 

to get lost in the crowd. Guess what happens when you release your book 

at the same time all the big boys are releasing theirs?

So, yeah, I get that you have a relationship book and that Valentine’s 

Day seems like the perfect time for a launch. Unless that launch is backed 

by a big marketing budget, rushing to get it out around a specific date 

likely will not amount to many extra sales for you.

Of course, there are always those cases where the bulk of sales will 

be tied to a very specific promotional opportunity, in which case it may 

be necessary to set a very specific publication date. Major publishers 

frequently rush books—but they also have the resources to ensure that 

a rushed schedule doesn’t negatively affect the quality of the finished 

product. In the self-publishing world, you are responsible for making 

sure your desired publication date will be feasible based on the self-

publisher’s timelines and on your own availability, as you will need to 

factor in time to attend to the various approval and revision steps along 

the way.

When you publish a book, you are throwing a pebble into the ocean. 

Aiming for a specific date is a good goal in terms of motivating yourself to 

get through the process, but a given date won’t make a big-enough ripple 

in sales to sacrifice the quality checks needed to make your book viable in 

the long term.
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Final Thoughts on the Dos and Don’ts of Publishing 
Your Book
What I’ve said in this chapter is the stuff that matters most—the self-

publishing essentials. Most of it I learned the hard way. Some of it I 

learned by watching authors learn the hard way. If you skimmed this 

chapter, read it more thoroughly. If you read it thoroughly, read it again. 
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C h a p t e r  3

From Manuscript to Distribution: a Self-publishing 
Checklist

As you go through the publishing process, you’ll need to follow several 

steps—but in order to do so, you have to know they exist. The steps in 

this checklist apply regardless of which self-publishing route you take. If 

you end up using a company like mine, we feed these steps to you as they 

come up and make it impossible to skip a step or complete them out of 

order. If you’re doing this on your own, with a consultant, or with another 

publishing company, make sure there is someone capable handling each 

item on this checklist.

The checklist below is not a step-by-step how-to. Every publishing 

situation will be different, and you may encounter some steps flipped in 

order, or combined with other steps, or tasks in addition to those you 

see here. This is simply a guide to remind you of the big-picture steps 

that must happen before your book can reach distribution. Many of the 

checklist items are covered in depth later on in the book. Once your book 

is published, you’ll need another checklist to execute each of your book 

marketing ideas; we’ll look more closely at those tasks in chapter 7 and 

appendix I. 

Editing
If you skipped chapter 2, go back and read it now. I don’t want to beat a 

dead horse here, but I’ll just take one more swat. Hire a professional book 

editor—one who does this for a living. A poorly edited book is DOA. If 
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you’re planning on not heeding my advice on this one, nothing else on 

this checklist (or in this book) matters.

Cover and Interior Design
Remember, excellent book design encompasses more than just the front 

cover. The back cover, the spine, the interior—none of these should be an 

afterthought. And interior formatting matters. In the interior alone, there 

are a ton of elements to consider, including but not limited to:

•	 fonts

•	 margins

•	 trim size

•	 chapter layout

•	 chapter headings

•	 page number placement

•	 picture placement

•	 black and white vs. color interior

In an attempt to have fewer pages (thus cheaper printing costs), some 

authors attempt to stretch the margins in order to cram more words onto 

each page. That may fool the average consumer, but it’ll rarely pass muster 

with voracious readers or buyers from bookstores and other retailers.

The trim size of a book must be chosen prior to the interior design 

phase for a very simple reason: just like you can’t build a house without 

knowing what size to build it, you can’t build a document without 

knowing its trim size. Common trim sizes for paperback fiction and 

nonfiction include 5” x 8”, 5.5” x 8.5”, and 6” x 9”. Hardcover books are 

typically 6” x 9”. 

Print-on-demand printers only offer standard trim sizes. In appendix 

A, you can see a full list of what most POD printers consider a standard 

trim size (as small as 3” x 4” and as large as 9.25” x 12”). Specialized 
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books, like photography books or full-color cookbooks, may require a 

customized trim size and are not generally good candidates for print on 

demand anyway, due to the high cost of printing color interiors in the 

POD model.

Make sure your designer can guide you as to the design elements 

that will make your book look and feel like it came out of a New York 

publishing house. One of the best ways to compete against traditionally 

published books is to put out a product that looks like it could have come 

from a traditional publisher.

International Standard Book Number (ISBN)
The ISBN is a thirteen-digit number that uniquely identifies a book. An 

ISBN is needed to sell your book through online or offline booksellers 

regardless of format (i.e., hardcover, paperback, audio, e-book, etc.). This 

number, which is also embedded in the book’s bar code, allows libraries 

and booksellers to identify the author, the author’s book, the book’s 

price, and ordering information. The ISBN attached to the book lists the 

publisher as the main contact.

If you’re acting as your own publisher, your only choice, should you 

want to sell your book anywhere other than from your own website and/or 

at your own events, is to use your own ISBN. If you have different formats 

of your book (i.e., paperback, hardcover, MOBI or EPUB e-books), you 

will need different ISBNs for each. If you’re buying ISBNs on your own, 

you can either buy one for $125, or you can purchase a block of ten for 

$250. (Be aware that industry professionals are able to tell by the ISBN 

that the book is a single self-publication rather than part of a publisher’s 

block of numbers.) 

You can assign ISBNs to any format of any book you write. For 

example, if you write two books and each has an e-book (a MOBI version 

for Kindle and EPUB for every other device—both of which need their 
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own ISBN), paperback, and hardcover edition, you’d use eight of the ten 

ISBNs purchased. You can complete the entire process online.23 A non-

priority application takes about ten days to process.

But beware: Do not buy a single ISBN through any third party. Buy 

only through Bowker at www.myidentifiers.com/isbn/main. If you see an 

offer for a single ISBN that costs less than $125 and is sold from a third 

party, don’t buy it. The problem with those “single” ISBNs purchased 

from third parties is that they come from a “clearing house.” Frequently 

those ISBNs start with a 615 prefix, and when an author puts one of 

these third-party-purchased ISBNs on his or her book, the ISBN is not 

associated with the author (or the author’s publishing company name), 

but rather is associated with the third-party company that initially sold 

the ISBN. This can get messy.

Once the ISBN has been assigned to a book, it should be reported to 

R.R. Bowker’s Books in Print database. The listing is free as long as you 

submit the information about your title on its website, BooksinPrint.com.

If a self-publishing company publishes your book, you may have the 

option of providing your own ISBN or using one of theirs. Most of the 

publishers mentioned in this book purchase ISBNs in blocks (the smallest 

is a block of ten). The publisher, as purchaser/owner of the ISBN, assigns 

an ISBN to each edition of the book the author has licensed it to publish.

Most self-publishing companies require that the author use an ISBN 

assigned by the publisher. A few publishers allow authors to provide their 

own. The biggest upside to using a publisher’s ISBN is that you don’t need 

to spend another $250. The biggest downside is that if you decide to end 

your relationship with that publisher, the publisher will need to take your 

book out of print (since the ISBN is tied to the publisher, not you) and 

you will need to put the title back in print with a new ISBN. If you have 

23 Instructions for applying for ISBNs can be found at http://www.isbn.org/standards/home/
isbn/us/secureapp.asp.
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your own ISBN already, the number is portable and moves with the book. 

Aside from the extra cost, another downside to using your own ISBN 

is that you are now holding yourself out as a book publisher. Should a 

commercial book buyer decide to research your publishing imprint prior 

to deciding whether to buy your book, they may be dissuaded if they find 

record of only your one title. 

Choosing which ISBN route is best for you requires some projection 

on your part as to where you see the book and your writing career in the 

future. If your publishing budget is only $3,000, I wouldn’t increase it by 

10 percent just to get your own ISBNs. If your book is part of a bigger 

plan, however, you may want to invest in a block of ten.

Bar Codes
If you have your own designer, he or she should be familiar with how 

to purchase and create a bar code. Most self-publishing companies 

automatically include this service. All books use the Bookland EAN 

bar code because it allows for the encoding of ISBNs. Almost all 

book retailers and wholesalers require the Bookland EAN bar code 

to appear on the bottom right-hand corner of the back cover; this is 

what the retailer scans at the point of sale to identify the price and 

information from the bookseller’s database. Like with any other bar 

code, the computer then automatically reports the price to the cash 

register. If the price of the book is not embedded into the bar code, 

neither the retailer selling your book nor you will be happy. If the 

price isn’t embedded in the bar code or printed on the book cover, 

the store will have to sticker it. That’s a lot of extra work. And, if your 

books get returned, they will be virtually unsellable, since the stickers 

can be hard to remove, and store A isn’t going to buy books with store 

B’s stickers on them. Make life easy for everyone—embed the price of 

your book in the bar code.
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Again, most self-publishing companies provide the bar code as part 

of their services. If you buy a single bar code directly from Bowker, the 

cost would be $25.24

Library of Congress Control Number (LCCN)
The LCCN is a unique identification number that the Library of Congress 

assigns to titles prior to publication. The LCCN is not the same as a 

copyright registration with the Library of Congress. Librarians use the 

LCCN to access the associated bibliographic record in the Library of 

Congress’s database or to obtain information on various book titles in other 

databases. The publisher prints the LCCN on the copyright page in the 

following manner: Library of Congress Control Number: 2001012345.

Only US book publishers are eligible to obtain an LCCN. To receive 

an LCCN, publishers must list a US place of publication on the title page 

or copyright page and maintain an editorial office in the country capable 

of answering substantive bibliographic questions.

There is no charge for registering, but the publisher must send a copy 

of the “best edition” of the book for which the LCCN was pre-assigned 

immediately upon publication to the Library of Congress. The “best 

edition” essentially means the one that is made of better material. So, if 

you had a hardcover and a paperback version of your book, you’d submit 

the hardcover. Books published only in electronic form are ineligible for 

an LCCN. Unlike an ISBN, the LCCN is assigned to the work itself, not 

any specific format, and doesn’t change with each new edition.

Should you wish to apply for an LCCN on your own, the first step is 

to complete the Application to Participate and obtain an account number 

and password, which takes one to two weeks.25 

24 Bar codes can be purchased from Bowker at http://www.bowkerbarcode.com/barcode/. 
More information about bar codes can be found at http://www.bowkerbarcode.com/
barcode/faqs.asp.

25 The LCCN application can be found at http://pcn.loc.gov/pcn007.html.
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Retail Price
Whatever your book is to you, it’s a commodity to the rest of the world, 

no different from toothpaste, candles, or bathroom rugs. Consumers 

expect to pay a price within a certain range, based on format, length, and 

genre. So, if you want to sell books to anyone beyond those who know 

you, you need to set the price in a range that the market will bear.

The cost to print your book is not the only factor to consider when 

setting your retail price—you need to also consider factors like the cost of 

comparable titles and the “look and feel” of your book. This is not to say 

that you need to undervalue your work, but you need to be realistic. One 

of the biggest mistakes a self-published author can make when setting the 

book’s retail price is making that price too high, effectively pricing the 

book out of the market.

Most new authors, especially those printing on demand, set the retail 

price based on what they want to make per book after factoring in the 

print cost and any trade discounts taken by the reseller (e.g., Amazon’s 

cut of your book sale). The problem with this approach is that a 200-

page paperback novel is only worth so much to the marketplace. Your 

consumers (and the book buyers from retailers, for that matter) don’t care 

that your cost per book is high because you only printed fifty copies. The 

book is worth what it’s worth.

When a traditional publisher takes on a new title, it makes all of the 

major decisions about the book, including setting the retail price. These 

publishers have sales, marketing, and distribution forces all weighing in 

on the book’s price. They know what the market will bear and where 

the consumer’s financial sweet spot is. As a self-published author, the 

retail price of your book is ultimately your decision. It’s completely 

understandable to be concerned about your profit margins, but in order 

to have a shot with consumers, you need to price the book as close as 

you can to other books in the genre. And when you’re printing fewer 
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(and therefore more costly) copies of your book than your marketplace 

competitors, the price-matching game can be a challenge.

How can you find out what this price range is? Do your research. Take 

some time to really think about your book before you reach the pricing 

step. Consider your target audience, other books in your genre/categories, 

your overall book design, and your print specs (trim size, paper weight, 

page count, etc.). Then peruse Amazon.com or your local bookstore and 

find titles that match yours as closely as possible, taking special note of 

how they’re priced. This research will be invaluable when thinking about 

how to position your book in relation to competing titles.

Few self-publishing companies educate you about the realities 

of setting your retail price. But by giving you the “freedom” to choose 

your retail price without explaining what I’ve explained above, they are 

essentially giving you a self-destruct button. Don’t destroy your book’s 

chances before it’s even released. 

Proof Copies
Once you have set your retail price, you’ll receive a proof copy. A proof 

copy of your cover and interior is essentially a dress rehearsal before 

printing. Authors usually get an electronic proof in the form of a PDF file. 

Then, once that is approved, a physical proof is generated. POD printers 

usually send a physical proof that looks like a bound book. Short-run and 

offset printers typically send a proof that has the cover and actual book 

files separated. Either way, the proof is your final chance to review your 

book before it is sent to the printer.

The formatting process often involves a lot of back and forth between 

authors and formatters; given that formatting is done by humans, you need 

to expect the possibility of human error. In traditional publishing, there is 

always a proofread to catch any errors that may have occurred during the 

formatting process. But for self-published authors, that last set of eyes is 
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usually the author’s, unless you’ve paid an editor for a proofread—which, 

by the way, you should seriously consider. Luckily, in most cases, you get 

two bites at the apple: the electronic proof and then the physical proof. 

This final approval is such a critical step in the publishing process, 

and yet I’ve seen people approve proofs in less time than it takes to eat 

a French fry. Take your time! Text can move, change, and in some cases 

disappear in formatting. Take it from a guy who has rushed a proof 

approval. The result was a glaring spelling error on the first page of the 

book (which is even more embarrassing when your book contains a 

section called “It’s the Editing, Stupid”). Yes, I am that author. You know 

what also sucks? Throwing away 500 copies of the book you just printed. 

Prematurely approving your proof is a mistake you’ll only make once—

but it’s a mistake you can easily avoid.

The E-Book Version
Once you’ve approved the proof, you can get started on the e-book 

conversion process. Of course, not all authors put out the e-book in 

tandem with their print book, and it’s up to you when to release the 

electronic version. Chapter 6 is dedicated to e-book publishing and 

distribution, so you can read the details there. Just make sure this step is 

on your checklist.

Copyright Registration
Once you have the final PDF proof of your book, file for copyright 

registration with the US Copyright Office. Copyright registration is 

important, especially if you think you have a book that may really sell 

well, thus becoming a target for those who may want to misappropriate 

your work. By registering with the US Copyright Office, you are eligible 

for statutory damages and attorneys’ fees in the event that someone steals 

or otherwise uses your work without your express permission.
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The US Copyright Office requires that you submit two copies of the 

“best edition” of your book along with the copyright application. But, 

since you only have to submit the best edition available to you at the time 

of the filing, you can save yourself two copies of your book and simply file 

the PDF you send to the printer (so long as you file the copyright prior to 

having actual books in hand). 

The current turnaround time by the US Copyright Office is four 

and a half months for electronic filings and up to eight months for paper 

filings.26 But the effective filing date of the registration is the date that your 

application arrives at the US Copyright Office, not the date by which they 

process it. For more details on the benefits of copyright registration, go to 

http://www.bookpublisherscompared.com/why-copyright-your-book/.

While you can register a copyright for $35 using the US Copyright 

Office’s online system, many self-publishing companies offer this service. 

Obviously, they are going to charge more than $35 for their time in 

handling the process for you. It’s reasonable to pay $100–$125 for this 

service, though make sure you know whether this amount includes the 

registration fee of $35 or if you’ll have to pay that separately.

I always wait until my books are ready to submit to the printer 

before I register my copyrights. If you register too early in the publishing 

process and a significant amount of content changes, you may need to 

consider filing it again. Some authors file a copyright registration before 

they submit the manuscript to anyone (agents, publishers, self-publishing 

companies), fearing their work will be stolen. Legitimate companies 

would never publish your work without your permission and have no 

interest in doing so.

26	 “I’ve	Submitted	My	Application,	Fee,	and	Copy	of	My	Work	to	the	Copyright	Office.	Now	
What?”	US	Copyright	Office,	accessed	August	2013,	http://www.copyright.gov/help/faq/
faq-what.html.
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Preparing Your Files for Print 
While you certainly can click “Print to PDF” in Word to get a printable 

interior, that interior file won’t look like it came out of a traditional 

publisher. Remember, that is always the goal—to make your book 

indistinguishable from a traditionally published title so that your work is 

accepted by the industry.

Don’t forget about the cover. How you prepare your cover file for a 

printer will depend on whether you’re printing a hardcover or a paperback. 

Printers have templates (or require you to build a template per their cover 

specs) for hardcovers. For paperbacks, it’s all math. To determine the 

width of a paperback cover, the equation will factor in the front and back 

cover trim size, bleeds, and spine width. For the height of that cover, the 

equation factors in the trim size and bleeds.

This section isn’t meant to be a tutorial on how to prepare a book for 

print. It’s here to show you how many aspects you must consider when 

preparing these files. Please, please, please hire a professional formatter 

who can design and build your book in InDesign (or a similar professional 

program), as this person can then work with you or your chosen printer to 

submit the files correctly.

Selecting a Book Printer
Not all book printers are created equal, nor can they all produce the 

same book using the same files. Selecting a book printer is a part of the 

publishing process where having some experience on your side is helpful. 

We do millions of dollars’ worth of printing each year and select our 

printing partners carefully. Just because someone has a printing machine, 

some glue, and the lowest price doesn’t mean they’re as good as any other 

printer. The good ones are craftsmen. I’ve visited all of our non-POD 

printers. They are passionate about printing and take pride in what comes 

off the presses. 
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Many authors think that they  can skip the middleman (i.e., the 

publishing company and/or publishing service provider) by working 

directly with the printer. Often, you will pay more because you’re a one-

off customer without an established relationship with that printer. Plus, 

setting up the files properly for print and understanding color matching 

(for covers), overruns (namely, the idea that you are required to accept a 

print run that is up to 5 percent less or 5 percent more than your initial 

print order), and so on can be complicated. Like I said earlier, not all 

printers are the same—and if you choose by price alone, your choice will 

likely come back to bite you.

Print on Demand and Short-Run Digital Printing
The term “print on demand” (or “POD”) has become synonymous with 

self-publishing. In fact, many people refer to self-publishing as POD 

publishing. The reason the two have become linked with each other is 

that virtually all self-publishing companies have a service that provides 

POD distribution as well as printing. So, for example, when a book in 

POD distribution is ordered on BarnesandNoble.com or Amazon.com, 

that order is sent to the POD printer—who is also the distributor of 

the book—and the book is printed and then sent out. (Amazon will 

sometimes order multiple copies in order to keep them in stock and ship 

them out internally, but this is an exception to the POD model rather 

than the rule.)

POD printing is a technology whereby books are printed on a digital 

press, making it feasible to print in quantities as low as one. If you choose 

POD distribution, you will ultimately end up with a POD printer. POD 

printers are generally very limited in the types of covers, paper colors and 

weights, trim sizes, and special features they can provide—not because 

the technology doesn’t exist, but because the process would then not 

be efficient and cost-effective when producing so few copies. (You can 
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view the available POD printing options offered by Lightning Source, 

the company that provides POD printing and distribution for most self-

publishing companies, at http://www.millcitypress.net/publishing/pod-

trim-sizes.) 

CreateSpace.com (a division of Amazon.com and a competitor 

to Lightning Source) offers POD printing and distribution, 

too, though it offers fewer options than Lightning Source.27 For 

example, CreateSpace only supports distribution of paperback 

books through its distribution channels.28 Also, if you want your 

book to have cream-colored paper and be part of CreateSpace’s 

Expanded Distribution program, there are only four trim sizes to 

choose from.29 While Lightning Source and the companies that use 

it offer more trim sizes, hardcover availability, and other printing 

options, Lightning Source’s options are limited compared to a short-

run printer. You have to accept these types of limitations if you want 

the main benefits of POD: micro print runs and the option to carry 

no inventory.

A POD printer is a short-run digital printer, but a short-run digital 

printer isn’t necessarily a POD printer. The machine types are similar, but 

the POD printer may have no minimum print run, and the two major 

POD printers, CreateSpace and Lightning Source, are directly tied to a 

POD distribution platform. A short-run digital printer may have other 

book production options available (e.g., color photo inserts), but these 

will be costly. 

So what’s the difference between a POD printer and a short-run 

digital printer if the machines are nearly the same? Short-run digital 

printers often use more and better materials than a POD printer. For 

example, Lightning Source only offer 50-pound paper for black and white 

27 https://www.createspace.com/Products/Book/.
28 https://www.createspace.com/Products/Book/ExpandedDistribution.jsp. 
29 Ibid. 
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interiors, while a good short-run digital printer will offer a range of paper 

weights from 50 pound to 100 pound for such an interior. 

Another difference between POD printers and short-run printers 

is the process of preflighting. Preflighting is the process of checking the 

book file for bleeds, making sure the color profile is correct, that fonts 

are embedded, and so on. At the big POD printers, this process is all 

automated, unless the automated process returns an error, at which 

point human eyes get involved. Also, the big POD printers print many 

different books on the same machines at the same time with the same 

printer calibrations. Short run printers typically print one title at a time 

and can more easily adjust calibrations if something needs to be tweaked 

for optimal printing.

If you’re thinking about producing a book with the highest production 

values, you’ll want to consider offset printing (see below). However, it will 

be nearly impossible to price the book competitively if you have all of the 

printing bells and whistles, like an odd trim size, color inserts, and cover 

embossing.

A common misconception is that the quality of digital printing is not 

as high as that of offset printing. With the exception of heavily illustrated 

books (coffee-table books, children’s picture books, cookbooks), which 

look crisper and more vibrant with an offset printer, the average reader 

would likely not be able to tell the difference between a book printed 

digitally and one printed offset.  

Offset Printing
If you’re printing books with special design elements such as color interiors, 

photo-quality paper, or embossed covers, and/or your print run is going to 

be 500 copies or more, offset printing will make the most economic sense.

In an offset print run, the ink is pressed into the page as opposed 

to a digital print run (POD or short run), where the ink is lasered on, 
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using either sheet-fed or web presses. Sheet-fed presses are for covers, 

dust jackets, glossy inserts, and illustrated books with heavy paper stock. 

Web presses are used to print more standard book interiors. The printer 

will actually choose which parts of your book get printed on which 

press. 

Print Book Distribution
Securing book distribution doesn’t mean that your book will be placed 

on bookstore shelves. It simply means that your book will be available 

through online retailers, and to brick-and-mortar retailers or wholesalers 

that choose to buy it.

The first thing to understand about book distribution is who the 

players are. Wholesalers like Ingram and Baker & Taylor have accounts 

with retailers and order books directly. Publishers that are big enough to 

handle the purchase order and return process often have direct relationships 

with wholesalers. Then there are distributors who represent (mostly 

smaller) publishers and sell directly to wholesalers and retailers. Finally, 

there are jobbers, who are essentially specialty wholesalers. For example, 

if you want to get your book into Target, you’ll be sent to its jobber, Levy 

Books. If Levy thinks your title is Target-worthy, it will purchase your 

book either from your distributor or directly from the publisher. Other 

jobbers of note are A. Merchandisers (Sam’s Club/Walmart), the News 

Group (Kroger, Publix, SuperValu), and Select Media (Office Depot, 

Office Max).

Virtually all self-published authors fall into one of these distribution 

models: print-on-demand (POD) distribution or traditional distribution 

through a distributor or wholesaler.

POD Distribution
POD distribution is handled by companies that provide both book 
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printing services and wholesale distribution. Most self-publishing 

companies have a relationship with a POD printer/distributor and only 

offer POD distribution. If you publish directly through a company 

like Lightning Source or CreateSpace, your book’s distribution model 

will absolutely be POD. If you publish with any of the companies I 

discuss later in this book (other than CreateSpace), you’ll be indirectly 

using Lightning Source. A few companies offer both POD distribution 

through Lightning Source and traditional distribution options. But, those 

companies are the exception, not the rule.

POD distribution through a company that uses Lightning Source 

ensures that your book is available through most major online retailers. 

Standard POD distribution through CreateSpace means your title only 

has distribution through CreateSpace and Amazon, but you do have an 

option for additional distribution through Lightning Source. For the 

purposes of this section, “POD Distribution” assumes the broadest POD 

distribution possible. 

If a book is ordered on Amazon.com or BarnesandNoble.com, that 

order is electronically sent to the POD printer, and the book is printed 

and sent to the customer. Due to the fact that POD books are printed to 

order, your book is always listed as “In Stock” with Ingram (the wholesaler) 

and many online retailers.

POD distribution also ensures that your book is in Ingram’s database 

and available for order by any retailer with an Ingram account. This is 

why self-publishing companies state that your book is available through 

25,000 retailers—and technically, it is. If I walk into my local bookstore 

and ask the clerk to order me a copy of your book, so long as that store has 

an Ingram account, the clerk can complete the order. Upon receipt of the 

order, the POD printer/distributor would print and then ship the book. 

When the book arrives, I would go back to the same bookstore where I’d 

placed the order and pick it up.
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In reality, POD distribution is best suited for authors who don’t want 

to have any inventory and are focusing primarily on selling through online 

retailers. Many brick-and-mortar retailers are unlikely to stock POD 

books. If the book is printed through Ingram’s Lightning Source division, 

it shows up in the retailer’s Ingram account as printed by Lightning 

Source, regardless of the publisher, with a notation that 100 books are 

in stock at an Ingram warehouse in Tennessee (this amount is mythical). 

Taken together, these two facts are often interpreted by a bookstore to 

mean that the book is self-published, which then may lead a bookstore or 

other retailer to assume that the book may not have sufficient quality or 

marketing dollars to be viable. Think of such biases as literary profiling. 

Such assumptions are not necessarily fair or accurate, but that’s life. 

Bookstores are only interested in carrying products that someone 

wants to purchase. If a book has little marketing behind it, the obvious 

question is, “Why carry a book that no one knows exists?” There are 

obviously situations in which bookstores order self-published POD 

books. But, when you choose to go down this distribution path, it’s best 

to do so understanding the realities of the industry.

Traditional Distribution
Traditional distribution is a model more conducive to selling to retailers 

and jobbers. In traditional distribution, you have a certain number of 

books in a distributor’s warehouse, and that distributor is the representative 

for your title to the book trade. The distributor will submit all of your 

book’s title data to the major retailer and wholesaler databases. Good 

distributors will also get a copy of your book in front of the correct buyer 

at retailers like Barnes & Noble. An audience, even for just a few minutes, 

can be priceless in a marketplace where the odds are stacked against the 

self-published author. Does that mean your book is in? No. It means that 

your book went from not being on the radar to being a blip on the radar.
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Typically, Amazon, Baker & Taylor, and Ingram will all order some 

copies of your book to have in their warehouses. The amount they order 

will depend on what they believe the initial and short-term demand 

will be. Some distributors have in-house sales teams that pitch books to 

retailers, helping to create buzz. An in-house sales team can help those 

radar blips gain traction.

A good distributor won’t just sell to sell. No one makes money that 

way. Because most books are sold as returnable, and freight to and from 

retailers and wholesalers is often the responsibility of the publisher (or 

author), you don’t want Barnes & Noble to order 1,000 copies of your 

book just to return them 90 days later. But, let’s say you’re going to 

be featured in The Philadelphia Inquirer next month; you’ll want your 

distributor to pass this information on to B&N so that it can stock books 

in the Philadelphia area in anticipation of the media coverage. This level 

of distribution detail doesn’t exist in the POD model, and is one of the 

big advantages to traditional distribution.

Another advantage is that a retailer’s impression about a book by a 

relatively unknown author is stronger when there is a distributor with 

inventory involved. Remember, a retail store is only interested in stocking 

its shelves with inventory it thinks will move. When a retailer knows 

actual inventory for a book exists, that retailer is more likely to assume 

that this is a well-vetted book with a marketing budget sufficient to drive 

people into its store, even if that is not actually the case. 

Just because you have a distributor doesn’t mean stores will order 

directly from it. If your local independent bookstore wants to order copies 

of your book, and the store has an account with your distributor, the 

store may order that way. If the store doesn’t have a direct relationship or 

is ordering other books not distributed by your distributor, the store will 

order from Ingram or Baker & Taylor. 
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Does traditional distribution equal sales? Nope. Just because your 

book has a traditional distributor doesn’t mean it will sell any more copies 

than it would have if you’d gone with POD. What traditional distribution 

does mean is that your book might have more opportunities to sell—with 

“might” being the operative word. 

Book Marketing
Once you’ve worked your way through the publishing process, there are 

a few certainties:

•	 You will marvel at how much time and effort it takes to publish 

a book.

•	 You will be holding your book in your hand, scratching your 

head, thinking, “Now what?”

This is the point at which you begin learning how to most effectively 

market your book. Determining how and to whom you’ll market your 

book is an integral part of the publishing process. There are pre-publishing 

and post-publishing marketing strategies to implement, but before any of 

that, you’ll need to identify your goals and your marketing budget.

The topic of book marketing is covered in great detail in chapter 7, 

and in the appendix I provide a condensed marketing checklist for quick 

reference.

Final Thoughts on the Self-Publishing Checklist
The checklist in this chapter is definitely a macro one. Your checklist may 

contain dozens of additional items. Think of what I provided above as an 

outline for building your own. 
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C h a p t e r  4

the profile of a Great Self-publishing Company

In the first four editions of this book, I spent a chapter analyzing most of 

the major self-publishing companies, providing details about their services, 

printing fees, royalty structures, and contract terms. While this was one 

of the chapters people liked best, this level of detail had an unforeseen 

consequence: companies changed their offerings, website links, and other 

information so often that the material was outdated before the book even 

came out.

Another problem with covering specific companies was that some 

of them went out of business or shifted from being great companies to 

ones I wouldn’t recommend; by then I was married to these guys, in 

a way that only a large offset print run can tie a man down. The best 

example of this is BookPros, which abruptly filed for bankruptcy in May 

2011. I had rated the company as an “Outstanding” publisher and was as 

shocked as anyone when the CEO called to tell me the news. One of the 

realities of offset printing is that if you still have 2,000+ copies of your 

book in print featuring a review of BookPros, it’s staying in print. (Thanks 

to the flexibility of e-book publishing, however, I was able to remove 

BookPros from the e-book version within days of the company going out 

of business.)

With this edition, I decided to focus on the method of analysis I 

use when determining how to rate publishing companies, so that you 

can compare them yourself. Not to get all Zen on you, but as the great 

Chinese proverb states, “Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day. 

Teach a man how to fish and you feed him for a lifetime.” Choosing the 
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right self-publishing company isn’t the most profound thing you’ll do in 

your life, and I’m certainly no Lao Tzu, but this little journey you’re on is 

important, and I’m here to show you the way.

A Good Reputation Among Writers
Every self-publishing company, including the good ones, has its share of 

disgruntled authors. With access to review sites, blogs, and social media, 

even authors who have no legitimate complaints about a company use 

these forums to cloud a company’s reputation. Yes, there are legitimate 

complaints that should be aired to warn others, but most of the complaints 

I’ve seen about good companies are just postings by authors who didn’t 

read their contracts; these authors would have posted the same complaint 

about any publisher they worked with.

I talk to a lot of authors, and some of the gripes that I hear are unfair 

to the publishers. If you spend a few hundred or even a few thousand 

dollars to publish your book, don’t expect to be treated the way that 

Scholastic treats J. K. Rowling. Again, it’s about living in the real world. 

So long as the publisher provides what its contract agrees to provide in a 

competent and professional manner, and within the time frame set forth 

in the contract, the publisher has done its job. However, if the publisher 

lied to an author to get him or her into the contract and the author can 

prove it (keep your emails!), then complaints carry more weight. 

Remember, self-publishing companies are basically acting as general 

contractors with regard to publishing your book. When considering a 

publisher, talk to authors who’ve already published with the company. Do 

not pay too much attention to authors who complain that a self-publishing 

company didn’t help them sell books. If you take time and investigate 

the complaints, you’ll see that most of these authors had (a) unrealistic 

expectations and/or (b) sold virtually no books. Their disappointment in 

their books’ sales unfairly turned into disappointment in the publisher. 
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But this is still self-publishing, and the author is ultimately responsible for 

making his or her book sell.

Self-publishing is one of the few industries where more than 90 

percent of a company’s customer base will lose money after paying for 

products and services. So, when you poll other authors who’ve used a 

particular company, you have to take everything with a grain of salt. 

Focus on questions like: Did the company provide the work on time? 

Did you like the design work? Did the company respond promptly to 

questions? The good companies work hard to deliver the services they 

offer. The good ones also are honest and upfront with prospective authors 

about the realities of self-publishing. The bad companies tell potential 

clients whatever they want to hear in order to make a sale.

When researching companies, you can also contact the Better Business 

Bureau (“BBB”) in the state or city in which a publisher is located. The 

BBB will have a record of complaints even if the publisher isn’t a member. 

If you only see a few complaints and they have been resolved, don’t worry 

about it. If you see dozens of unresolved complaints, that’s a problem. 

An “A” or “A+” rating with the BBB doesn’t mean a publisher never 

gets complaints. It means that the publisher has followed the BBB 

procedures to resolve these concerns. For the best read on a company, 

you should look at the actual number of complaints. For example, as 

of April 2013, Author Solutions, Inc. (parent company of iUniverse, 

Trafford, Xlibris, and others) had 334 complaints filed over a thirty-six-

month period.30 Another large self-publishing company, Lulu.com, had 

113 during that same period.31 These companies are much bigger than 

most, and with more customers come more complaints—but a complaint 

30 Author Solutions, Inc., listing, Better Business Bureau, accessed May 13, 2013, http://
www.bbb.org/indianapolis/business-reviews/publishers-book/author-solutions-inc-in-
bloomington-in-32002554.

31 Lulu Press, Inc., listing, Better Business Bureau, accessed May 13, 2013, http://www.
bbb.org/raleigh-durham/business-reviews/internet-marketers/lulu-press-in-raleigh-
nc-90003737.
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a day to the BBB should give you pause; after all, these figures only cover 

the people who took the time to file a complaint. Meaning, if hundreds 

of complaints were filed, there could be hundreds or thousands more that 

were never documented.

Some websites provide warnings about shady publishers, but many 

of these contain only unverified claims written by disgruntled authors. 

An honest review is one thing, but fabricated rants are another. While 

these sites can be helpful, they allow authors to complain about issues 

that either they caused themselves or that aren’t accurate. Even when 

publishers provide documentation to prove their case, some of these sites 

refuse to remove or modify the complaint. Thus, good publishers can get 

an unfair rap on these sites, which include Absolute Write, Writer Beware, 

and Writers Weekly.

The Independent Publishing Magazine (www.

theindependentpublishingmagazine.com) is run by Mick Rooney, who 

writes in-depth reviews of self-publishing companies. While he does allow 

comments from customers of the companies reviewed, Mick does a great 

job of making sure that the content he provides is accurate and unbiased.

Thanks to the mask of anonymity offered by social media, it’s not as 

easy as it once was to get an accurate review of a company online. But 

if on balance the positives are strong, you’ve talked to several customers 

who’ve had a good experience, and the company has a solid BBB rating 

with few complaints, you can feel confident that the publisher you’re 

considering has a solid reputation.

Tips for Determining a Publisher’s Reputation:

•	 Ask for author references from the publisher and find some of 

the company’s authors on your own, if you aren’t satisfied with 

the referrals. Publishers will obviously refer you to satisfied 
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customers—but those same customers are likely the authors 

who understood the publisher’s offerings, publishing process, 

and policies, and who worked extensively with its staff.

•	 Check out The Independent Publishing Magazine’s 

service provider review section at www.

theindependentpublishingmagazine.com/p/below-is-full-list-of-

all-publishing.html. 

•	 Look up the publisher’s rating with the Better Business Bureau 

(BBB.org). You have to analyze not only the letter rating (“A+” 

to “F”), but also the total number of complaints (resolved and 

unresolved) over the past three years. An “A+” or “A” and a 

low number of resolved cases is what you want to see. A rating 

less than “A” and/or a high number of complaints (resolved or 

unresolved) should cause concern.

A User-Friendly, Updated Website
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder—but a clunky website that makes it 

hard to learn about a company’s services isn’t pretty. Of all the factors I use 

in analyzing a potential publishing company, website presentation is not 

the most important; service, work product, printing markups, and fair 

royalties far exceed that. But if you’re unable to get the basic information 

you need to make informed decisions about a company’s services from its 

website, that’s a problem.

The first thing I notice about a website is how current and modern the 

design is. I don’t mean “modern” like the site of a slick New York ad agency. 

I mean “modern” as in it looks like it was designed in the past few years. A 

company that doesn’t spend the time or effort to update its website may not 

be spending the time or effort to improve and update its publishing process 

and services. If a company’s website looks like it was designed in 1999, do 

you really want that company designing your book cover? 
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Yes, this type of analysis hurts the mom-and-pop companies, as most 

do not have the resources to compete with up-to-date website technology 

and design. But the fact is, I would never use an online service provider 

of any type that didn’t have a great-looking website. If the front-facing 

website is clunky and hard to navigate, what will their back-end system 

be like? 

At my company, we spend extra time making sure our sites look 

consistent in all widely used Internet browsers, including Internet 

Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, and Safari. Yes, it’s an investment, but as of 

May 2013, 13 percent of people used Explorer, 28 percent used Firefox, 

53 percent used Chrome, and 4 percent used Safari.32 So, if you’re one 

of the nearly third who use Firefox and a company’s website looks like a 

garbled mess, that doesn’t mean that the company can’t provide decent 

services, but it can and should lead to other thoughts, like whether the 

company has enough resources to properly maintain all aspects of its 

business.33 It’s tough for small- and medium-sized companies to do it all. 

The CreateSpaces and Lulus of the world have hundreds of people to do 

everything. The rest of us need to strategically allocate our resources to 

make sure we can compete.

Some self-publishing companies purposely make it hard for potential 

customers to find out many details on their website without first making 

the customers provide a slew of contact information. Coincidentally, 

those companies are the same ones whose business strategies are based 

on not wanting authors to know the price of services until after the 

author has been hooked by the pitch. A publisher’s website needs to allow 

visitors easy access to information about its services and fee structure. If 

32 “Browser Statistics and Trends,” accessed May 13, 2013, http://www.w3schools.com/
browsers/browsers_stats.asp.

33 Before you lambast a publisher because its site doesn’t look great in your browser, make 
sure you’re using the most up-to-date version of that browser. Most companies, big and 
small, aren’t optimizing their sites to look great on outdated browsers. So, if you’re still 
using Internet Explorer 6 and a site looks bad, that’s on you.
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the website is difficult to navigate, or missing critical information, there 

could be something the publisher doesn’t want you to see while you’re in 

the researching stage.

Tips for Assessing a Publisher’s Website:

•	 Does the website look weird in your browser? If so, the 

company may not have the resources to tweak their site for all 

major browsers. (This is not necessarily a reason to disregard a 

company, but it’s something you may want to factor in.)

•	 Is the site easy to navigate? If so, then you will likely find 

other parts of the user interface (e.g., the company’s back-end 

publishing system) manageable.

•	 Is the website copy clear and grammatically correct? If a 

publisher doesn’t care about the quality of the language on their 

site, it’s safe to assume they won’t care about the quality of your 

book, either.

An Honest Sales Process
Most authors dream of being seated at a table in a Barnes & Noble with 

a line wrapping around the store, adoring fans each gripping multiple 

copies of the author’s book. Disreputable companies prey on that dream; 

reputable ones don’t.

There are self-publishing companies that strive to sell you the services 

you need and can afford, and those intent on sucking money out of you by 

falsely stroking your ego. If you’ve forgotten the odds of attaining financial 

success from book sales, go back and read the introduction. I am CEO of 

a company that has a self-publishing division, and I’m telling you—the 

odds are against you making back your money. Even though you’ve heard 

this statistic here and probably a number of other places as well, some 
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companies have salespeople so slick that they can sell publishing services 

for thousands of dollars without the author ever even signing a contract.

The most predatory sales techniques in the industry are those used 

by the Author Solutions conglomerate of companies, which includes 

AuthorHouse, Balboa Press, CrossBooks, iUniverse, Trafford, WestBow 

Press, and Xlibris. Their tactics are high-pressure and constant, until 

people actually break down and purchase. Whether Author Solutions’s 

new owner, Penguin, will stop such sales techniques is unknown. 

Last year I got a call from a woman asking me if I could give her some 

advice about how to get her money back from AuthorHouse. She didn’t 

have a contract. In fact, she hadn’t agreed to any terms at all—just rattled 

off her credit card number to the persistent AuthorHouse salesperson who 

sold her a down payment on a publishing package for $1,500. (I wrote 

about it in a blog post titled “How Author Solutions Did $1,000,000 in 

Sales.”34) 

Numerous blog posts and actual accountings of Author Solutions’s 

sales techniques are available online. One of the most comprehensive is 

“Author Solutions & iUniverse Complaints: The Complete Index” by 

journalist and blogger Emily Suess.35 Another blog post worth reading 

on the subject is “Author Solutions: The Evil Galactic Empire of Self-

Publishing” by author and blogger Amanda Taylor.36 Taylor was a naïve, 

unpublished writer seeking her publishing dreams, and was totally sucked 

in by Xlibris’s sales techniques. Her story is like so many others out there.

The purpose of this section is not to harp only on Author Solutions. 

There are other companies that employ similar sales techniques. I point 

out Author Solutions because they now own and/or operate so many 

34 Mark Levine, “How Author Solutions Did $100,000,000 in Sales,” July 6, 2012, http://
publishingrevolution.com/2012/07/06/how-author-solutions-did-100000000-in-sales/.

35 Emily Suess, “Author Solutions & iUniverse Complaints: The Complete Index,” updated 
July 19, 2012, http://blog.emilysuess.com/iuniverse-complaints-complete-index/.

36 Amanda Taylor, “Author Solutions: The Evil Galactic Empire of Self-Publishing,” July 
30, 2012, http://newbieauthorsguide.com/2012/07/30/author-solutions-the-evil-galactic-
empire-of-self-publishing/.
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companies (on behalf of traditional publishers) and seem to be a place 

where a number of unsuspecting new authors find themselves.

Unfortunately, some religious self-publishing companies employ 

high-pressure sales techniques under the guise of shared faith, reminding 

the author that coming together for a business purpose is preordained 

by God. No matter your religious beliefs, God does not want you to pay 

excessive printing markups that will then make your book unsellable.

If the sales process is an honest one, you should notice the following:

•	 The company’s contract is available for download without you 

having to provide contact information first.

•	 You are able to ask the company questions via email prior to 

purchasing a publishing package. 

•	 The prices for goods and services are easily found and clearly 

described.

•	 The printing costs and royalties are explained in detail on the 

company website.

At first glance, you may not see how these factors help me 

determine how honest a company’s sales pitch is. But a technique used 

by unscrupulous companies is to withhold their contracts or pricing 

information from the website. This is because they don’t want the author 

to think about contracts and fees until the salesperson has had enough 

time to build a rapport with the prospective author, selling them on the 

dream. As the author begins to trust the salesperson, their defenses come 

down and they are less likely to question the red flags in front of them.

In previous editions of my book, I would never give a publisher 

high marks if it didn’t either have its contract on the website or available 

immediately upon asking. The same should hold true for you. If a 

publisher doesn’t want you to see the contract up front, you have to ask 

yourself why.
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Why is email availability so important in the early stages of choosing 

a publisher? Because what a sales rep tells you on the phone doesn’t count. 

Those promises won’t make it into the contract, and as you’ll read in 

chapter 5, they likely won’t help you in a dispute, either. Companies like 

Author Solutions are set up so that the salesperson you’ve built the rapport 

with disappears once you’ve signed the contract. If reps start telling you 

about “getting X amount of free books if you order now” or an “X% 

discount on X package if you pay part now” and you don’t have that 

supported anywhere in writing, you might as well be talking to the wind. 

And if you visit a publisher’s website as a prospective customer and the 

publisher doesn’t make it easy to contact them via email, run away.

It’s also very important for a company to provide detailed information 

about how printing costs and royalties are determined. It’s up to you to 

compare those costs and calculations with those of other companies you’re 

considering, but you’ll need that information in order to compare. Just 

having a basic statement in the contract about royalty calculations or 

how much you will be charged to print copies of your own book isn’t 

sufficient. You need to see some actual examples to understand how the 

printing costs will affect your bottom line; that way you can determine 

what you might make in sales through various channels (wholesale, retail, 

and online).

How a company acts once you’ve engaged in initial communication 

is also instructive as to the honesty of their sales pitch. If the sales rep 

says you are “losing a lot of money by not publishing your book right 

now” or anything else that is remotely related to the marketability of your 

book (which the rep has not yet seen or read), something isn’t kosher. 

How could a sales rep possibly know if your book has any commercial 

viability just based on what you’ve told them about it? They couldn’t. 

First, they haven’t read it. Second, they are a sales rep, whose job it is to 

get you to sign up for publishing services. If a sales rep requests a copy 
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of your manuscript, make sure in your next conversation you ask specific 

questions that only someone who read the book could answer.

Recently, I spoke with an author who relayed her experience with 

a Christian self-publishing company that claims that it only accepts 4 

percent of all submitted manuscripts. (I’m not naming the company 

because I cannot independently verify the conversation; however, if you’ve 

heard the 4 percent line before, you’ll know who I’m talking about.) The 

company asked this author to submit a manuscript, which she did. A 

few days later, a salesperson called her and told her that the company 

wanted to offer her a contract. She asked if based on the company’s review 

of the manuscript they had any editing recommendations. There was a 

long pause. The author smartly asked, “Did anyone look at my book?” 

The answer was a sheepish “No, because every book needs editing.” It’s 

true that every book needs editing. It’s not true (or even plausible) that a 

publisher willing to accept a book without reviewing it first accepts only 

4 percent of all submitted manuscripts. 

It’s disappointing that this particular publisher would make this 

claim. Every single author I’ve spoken to about this company leads the 

conversation with some version of “I know my book is good because the 

publisher only accepts four percent of all books submitted.” That’s when 

I break the news that it would be almost statistically impossible for every 

author I talk to about this company to fall in the 4 percent.

If the only way to make initial contact with a company is via 

phone—or worse, by providing your own contact information or even 

your manuscript—predatory sales practices will likely follow. I’m a tire 

kicker. I want to be able to contact a company on my terms. I want to 

engage in Live Chat or send them an email before I take another step. I’m 

not saying you shouldn’t give a company your phone number (obviously, 

if you’re interested and you want them to contact you, that’s fine) or that 

you shouldn’t send them your manuscript (not even the boiler-room 
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companies are going to steal it). I’m saying that unfortunately, in this 

industry, there are companies built around a sales model that involves a 

barrage of never-ending phone calls accompanied by high-pressure sales 

techniques. And, all of those companies have one thing in common: the 

only way you can make initial contact with them is by phone.

Tips for Determining an Honest Sales Practice:

•	 Insist on getting a copy of the contract prior to any telephone 

communication and/or without having to provide your contact 

information first. An honest company will make the contract 

available, no questions asked.

•	 Make sure there is a way to communicate via email with the 

company prior to signing up. If a sales rep makes promises 

over the phone (such as 200 free copies of your book with your 

package), confirm those promises via email before you sign a 

contract or agree to pay. If the only way to contact a company 

to ask questions is via phone, this means they don’t like having 

things in writing—a huge red flag.

•	 If a company hounds you relentlessly about purchasing a 

publishing package or service, take that as a sign to reconsider.

•	 Only a dishonest company would ask you to pay any sort of fee 

up front without a signed agreement.

•	 If a company praises your book without ever seeing it, you are 

getting played.

Fair Publishing Fees
When it comes to publishing fees, there’s generally not an apples-to-

apples comparison between companies; each company builds their own 

packages, and it isn’t always easy to tell how each package’s services are 
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itemized and priced. What constitutes a fair publishing fee depends on 

many factors, including:

•	 Services provided

•	 Experience level of designers, editors, publicists (if any), and 

other in-house staff

•	 Distribution levels and reach

•	 Marketing programs

Choosing a publisher involves more than price comparisons. As with 

any other product or service, you get what you pay for. Very few books 

published by a company that charges $500 for a complete publishing 

package (including design, formatting, distribution, etc.) will look 

as good as one produced by a company where the cover designers and 

formatters are paid more. Some companies pay their formatters and cover 

designers more than what others charge for the entire process. In addition 

to package price, you also have to consider the printing markups and 

royalty structure of each publisher.

You usually get one shot to put your best book out there. I know 

the temptation of wanting it out immediately. Some self-publishing 

companies create a sales pitch that includes whipping the author into a 

frenzy over how much money they are potentially losing by not publishing 

immediately. That is a gimmick designed to make you take out your credit 

card. It’s not reality. If you’re reading this right now and you have yet to 

have your book professionally edited because you can’t afford to both edit 

and publish your book, pay what money you do have now to a qualified 

editor, and when you save up some more, you can think about publishing.

Assuming you have had your book professionally edited, and you still 

have a budget of under $1,500, save up until you can afford a publishing 

package that includes a custom-designed book cover and interior, not 

just template-based design. Your book will scream “self-published” if you 
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don’t pay for quality design work. If your goal is to be discovered as an 

author, pay to do it right. If your goal is to provide a book for friends and 

family only, then one of these cheaper packages may work for you. 

Don’t be fooled by the “Publish for $299” offers. Like any other bait-

and-switch tactic, these are designed to get you in the door. Be wary of the 

“Free Self-Publishing” offers from companies like Lulu and CreateSpace 

as well. These might not cost you anything up front, but there is always a 

catch. Either the printing markups are higher than average, or the author 

is expected to handle much of the technical setup of the files prior to 

submission. (You’d basically be providing press-ready or nearly press-

ready files.) If you’re looking for full-service, avoid the “free” stuff.

Once you get past the bait-and-switch packages, you’ll find that most 

publishers offer a complete package for between $1,500 and $5,000. No 

matter what company you choose, a quality basic publishing package 

should include:

•	 A high-quality, custom-designed book cover 

•	 A professional layout of the book’s interior

•	 Registration with Ingram or Baker & Taylor and listings on 

Amazon.com, BarnesandNoble.com, and other online retailers

•	 A page on the publisher’s website or some other online venue 

(other than a third-party online retailer) where you can sell your 

book

•	 The ability to purchase your own books for a reasonable price37

•	 A contract that you can cancel at any time

•	 A returns program (allowing retailers to return unsold copies)38

•	 The return of the original production files 

37 What is and isn’t a “reasonable price” for your own books is a personal call—but turn to 
chapter 8 for a look at the printing markups of several publishers. You may be surprised.

38 Most brick-and-mortar retailers won’t buy books that they can’t return. A returns program 
allows a retailer to return unsold copies to the wholesaler, distributor, or publisher from 
whom they purchased the book. 
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These are the most basic criteria for a quality publishing package, but 

all are critical. After being in this business for nine years, the best advice I 

can give is don’t skimp on the basics. In the end, what you save up front 

will come back to haunt you. If your book is poorly edited or designed, 

every dollar you spend on production and marketing is a complete waste.

Tips for Choosing a Reasonably Priced Publishing Package:

•	 Don’t spend more than you can afford.

•	 A high-quality design is worth the extra money.

•	 Beware of extremely low-priced publishing packages, which 

typically provide no distribution or distribution only through 

the publisher’s online store.

•	 Examine the printing markups and royalty structure in 

conjunction with a publishing package price. Low-priced 

publishing packages with huge printing markups and low 

author royalties are just higher-priced publishing packages in 

disguise.

•	 If you purchase a publishing package, make sure that all of the 

basic publishing elements you need are provided, including 

cover design, interior formatting, an ISBN, LCCN registration, 

a bar code, distribution, competitive royalties, and low printing 

costs.

High Production Value
Judging a self-publishing company’s production value can be difficult, 

given that you don’t know if the cover and interior choices of a given 

publication were made by the publisher or insisted upon by the author. 

Mixing barely competent designers and authors whose ideas need guidance 

can result in some horrific work. Of course, if the designers are top-quality 
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professionals, and the authors still demand bad design choices, you end 

up in much the same place. At my company, our self-published titles have 

the same designers who design our traditionally published titles. So, how 

can the quality of design look so drastically different? For our traditionally 

published books, our designers, editors, and distributor have final say. For 

our self-published titles, the author does. And, since our self-published 

authors aren’t required to listen to our advice, there isn’t much we can do.

One of the most interesting experiments I’ve ever conducted during 

my research for the earlier editions of this book was to ask every publisher 

I knew that was using Lightning Source as its POD printer to send me a 

few sample books. I knew the physical quality of the books would be the 

same, but I wanted to see which titles the publisher would send. I didn’t 

say, “Send me your best stuff.” I just asked for some samples of whatever 

the publisher wanted to send. Would some send whatever they had lying 

around? Would they send what they perceived to be their best-designed 

books? I was surprised by how few publishers sent me books that any 

designer would want to claim. A few took the time to send me books that 

had the professional cover and interior that we as consumers expect from 

a book. 

This exercise can tell you a lot about the publisher, and gives you a feel 

for their cover design and interior formatting ability. Try it. If a publisher 

won’t send you a sample at all, it could be for a number of reasons: (1) 

they’re cheap, (2) they don’t care enough to earn your business, or (3) 

they have no pride in their work product and are most concerned about 

getting your money. If they send you a sample book that looks terrible, 

what does that say about the publisher’s ability to judge high production 

value? (Obviously, this is a bit subjective, but when you see something 

horrible, you know it.) If the publisher sends you a book with high 

production value, you know at least the publisher understands what a 

good book should look like.
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Since so many self-publishing companies and service providers 

use the same print-on-demand printer, the physical aspects of a book’s 

production (like binding, cover stock, etc.) may look the same. If you 

are considering a company that offers other short-run digital and offset 

printing options, then you definitely should request some samples.

Tips for Determining Production Value:

•	 Ask for a sample book to assess the quality of the printing, 

typesetting, and overall appearance.

•	 Pay attention to the cover image and back cover to see if the 

company made any attempt to impress you with a professional 

finished product.

Low Printing Markups 
Printing markups can kill your book before it’s even been printed. Print-

on-demand technology is the reason that self-publishing has exploded 

during the past decade. But, this one-off, short-run printing is much more 

expensive on a per-unit basis than printing in larger runs. So, the costs to 

print a book via POD technology are already high. When a self-publishing 

company marks up printing costs 50–100 percent, or even 200 percent 

(yes, one publisher does it, as you’ll learn in chapter 8), your book becomes 

priced out of the range that anyone is likely to spend, with the exception of 

your friends and family. And even they won’t be happy about it.

With such a high printing cost, the chances of a retailer ever ordering 

your book are nil. That’s because the wholesale price of your book will be 

so much higher than that of similar titles by traditional publishers. The 

price a retailer will pay for a typical book in your genre is set, and has 

been for a long time. There isn’t anything about your book that is going 

to make them rethink their buying strategies. 
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As for individual readers, why would they pay $19.95 for your 

paperback thriller when they can pay $7.95 for a Grisham thriller? The 

only way your book is going to be priced in the “retail comfort zone” of the 

average reader or retailer will be if the printing markups are relatively low.

If you haven’t already received your money’s worth from reading this 

book, the payoff is here. Most self-publishing companies use Lightning 

Source to print and ship books. Lightning Source’s stated cost to print 

a copy of a paperback with a standard trim size (e.g., 5.5” x 8.5” or 6” 

x 9”) and black-and-white interior is $0.015 per page and $0.90 per 

cover.39 Almost all publishers get better pricing than this standard rate 

thanks to volume discounts. But, since I have no way to know the better 

pricing each publisher receives, I use the Lightning Source stated rates 

as a baseline. For the purposes of this comparison, I’ve used a 200-page 

paperback as an example. At standard pricing (assuming no publisher or 

volume discounts), that book costs $3.90 per copy to print in short runs 

(under 50 copies per run).

Any publisher that tells you the per-book production costs are higher 

than that isn’t telling you the truth. Some publishers mark up the printing, 

and they certainly have a right to—but you have a right to know that the 

“actual printing costs” discussed on some publishers’ sites are not accurate.

While we’re on the subject of Lightning Source, I should note that 

the reason I don’t profile this company in my book is because it won’t deal 

with authors unless you come to them with press-ready files. Lightning 

Source is a printer and distributor, not a self-publishing company.

In most self-publishing company distribution programs, if your book 

is sold through an online retailer like Amazon, the order goes directly to 

Lightning Source, who prints and ships the book.40 When Amazon pays 

39 All of Lightning Source’s stated rates for paperbacks, hardcovers, and color options can 
be found in appendix A.

40 There are situations where Amazon may order books from Lightning Source in advance 
of an online order, but this happens mostly in cases where there is an order history of the 
book to support it.
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Lightning Source (or any other distributor, for that matter), it takes its trade 

discount and then sends the remainder. Lightning Source keeps its $3.90 

(in the case of our 200-page, 6” x 9” paperback example) and sends the rest 

to the publisher, which then pays the author the agreed-upon royalty.

If you want to make any money from books that you resell yourself, 

don’t sign with any publisher until you know what the printing markup is 

and how it will affect your book’s eventual retail price. Printing markups 

are one of the few areas in self-publishing where you can do an apples-

to-apples comparison. Anything more than a 15–20 percent markup on 

printing is simply not acceptable, unless you don’t mind paying more 

than you should.

If the quantity is less than 500 copies, it’s easy to figure out for 

yourself how much the printing markup is. (Books in quantities of more 

than 500 copies are typically printed offset, rather than POD.) While the 

following formula is only intended to calculate markups for books with 

black-and-white interiors, standard trim sizes (e.g., 6” x 9” or 5.5” x 8.5”), 

and paperback covers, the markups you’ll uncover are probably going to 

be uniform across all titles released by a particular publisher.

So, you know the cost of these paperbacks is $0.015 per page and 

$0.90 per cover. Let’s take a 200-page, 6”x9” paperback, which we know 

costs $3.90 per unit to print in very small runs ($0.015 x 200 pages + 

$0.90 for the cover). If a publisher says that it costs $7.80 to print that 

book, you can figure out the markup by using this formula:

Publisher “Cost” – Actual Print Cost / Actual Print Cost = Percent of 

Markup 

Returning to the example above, ($7.80 – $3.90) / $3.90 = a 100 percent 

markup.
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Note that when determining the price authors pay for copies of their 

own books, publishers derive “Cost” in the formula above by either:

•	 Giving the author a percentage discount from the listed retail 

price and using that as the “cost.” For example, a company 

may allow an author to purchase copies of his book for a 

30 percent discount from the retail price. If the retail price 

is $14.95, the author’s cost to print the book is $10.47 per 

copy.

or

•	 Building in a profit margin for themselves based on the actual 

print costs.

Tips for Calculating Printing Markups:

•	 Ask the publisher to provide a calculation for how the “print 

cost” or “unit cost” is calculated, specifically asking for a per-

page and cover price for each unit. Determine whether the 

print “cost” is a percentage of the retail price or created by using 

some other formula.

•	 Use the formula above to calculate the printing markup. 

•	 Ask the publisher the “print cost” to purchase copies of your 

book, so you can determine whether this cost is the same as the 

“print cost” used to determine royalties.

Generous Royalties (Without Fuzzy Math)
Before we get into the mechanics of royalties, the most important thing to 

understand is that a publisher’s offer to pay you a huge royalty when they 

grossly inflate their printing costs is meaningless. This is where I have to 

step back onto my soapbox and get preachy.
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No one will buy an unreasonably priced book, so with inflated 

printing costs, you’ll never see that “huge” royalty check. Moderately 

sized paperbacks from some of the largest self-publishing companies are 

offered by online retailers at ridiculous prices like $22.95. Yet few, if any, 

consumers will pay that price for a paperback by an unknown author. 

Such a high retail price is usually the result of massive printing markups. 

So be wary of publishers that say you can make whatever you want on 

a book simply by increasing the retail price. Nothing from nothing is 

nothing.

Okay, I’m back off the soapbox, so let’s get back to royalties. One of 

the highly touted benefits of self-publishing is that the author’s percentage 

of royalties is much greater than what a traditional publisher offers. Many 

traditional publishers offer a royalty of 10–15 percent for hardcovers, 

depending on the number of copies sold, and 7.5 percent for paperbacks. 

Self-publishing companies offer royalties from 20 to 80 percent (a few even 

offer 100 percent). The way the publisher calculates this percentage (and 

the built-in costs) is one of the most important aspects of self-publishing. 

This is where some publishers use fuzzy math; since the potential author 

doesn’t understand how printing markups intersect with royalties, it’s easy 

for publishers to skew the royalty calculations in ways that on the surface 

seem generous, but really aren’t.

Publishers calculate the author’s royalty percentage in a few different 

ways. In many cases, 15 percent of the gross and 30 percent of the net may 

end up being the same amount. If the publisher you choose pays royalties 

based on the net sales price of your book, you must closely examine how 

the net sales are calculated. Net sales figures can be manipulated by, for 

example, hiding inflated printing costs within the actual printing cost, 

which is backed out before a royalty is paid.

All publishers that pay a royalty on net sales prices subtract the cost 

of the book before calculating the royalty. Since you now know that most 
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self-publishers pay the same amount to print a book, you can calculate 

the actual print cost on your own, and then do the math based on figures 

the publishers provide on their websites. Publishers hate that I tell you 

this, but you need to know it. Look, they have the right to mark up the 

printing. They also have a right to make money off of sales. But how 

much is too much? That’s for you to decide.

When querying a publisher about its royalty calculation, the first 

thing you must ask is if they use the actual print cost in that calculation, 

or a higher cost (generally based on the marked-up price the author pays 

for copies of his or her own book). Always ask a publisher to give you, 

in writing, the cost to print a single copy of your book. If the cost is 

more than $0.015 per page and $0.90 for the cover (the cost to print a 

standard paperback through Lightning Source), they are marking it up. 

Again, there’s nothing wrong with reasonable markups, but only you can 

determine how much of a markup you can live with. 

Tips for Determining Royalties:

•	 Read the Royalties section in chapter 8, which has loads of 

numbers and calculations for you to use in your comparison of 

self-publishers.

•	 Determine your print costs and, if applicable, your book’s 

minimum retail price, as these will impact your royalty.

•	 Ask whether the company calculates its royalties from gross or 

net sales.

•	 Understand that if the only way to gain a decent royalty is to 

price your book past what the market will bear, your sales will 

suffer.
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A Contract Clause Allowing for the Return of Your 
Book’s Original Production Files
Before you sign any publishing contract, you need to make sure the 

contract contains a reasonable way for you to get out of it, a clear 

declaration that you own all of the rights, and a clause that provides for 

the return of original production files. 

You pay a lot of money to have a publisher create your book. A 

portion of that money goes into the creation of a cover design (assuming 

your designer is using a custom cover, and not a template-based one) 

and the formatting of the interior of your book. I believe an honest 

publisher should allow you to own those original production (or source) 

files. Unless you have Adobe InDesign and Photoshop (the software most 

designers use to create the cover and interior files), you won’t be able to 

do much with these files—but that isn’t the point. You want these files 

because without them, should you terminate your contract and decide to 

publish the book on your own or with another self-publishing company 

(perhaps one that offers better royalties and smaller printing markups), 

you would have to pay for typesetting and cover design again. If you have 

the source files, you can simply swap out the old copyright page, bar code, 

and publisher’s logo and ISBN, which will cost much less money than 

redesigning the book.

If all you can get are the press-ready PDF files, you may still be able 

to get a designer to cut out the copyright page and insert a new one, but 

depending on the complexity of the cover design, covering up the bar 

code and replacing the publisher’s logo could be trickier.

Many publishers will give you (or sell you) low-resolution PDFs of 

your cover and interior. Other than opening on your computer, these 

PDFs hold little value—you can’t print from them. If the only files you 

can buy from your publisher are PDFs, insist that they are the high-

resolution, print ready files. 
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Few publishers will give you the original production files for free, 

even though these files are useless to the company if you leave. The only 

reason they make you pay for these files is to squeeze a few extra dollars 

out of you (or, in the case of the Author Solutions family of publishers, 

an extra $150 while you’re walking out the door). In a perfect world, you 

could demand a clause be inserted into any contract you sign that gives 

you these files for free upon termination. But, in reality, most companies 

aren’t going to alter their contracts to accommodate such a request. 

Tips for Reviewing Contract Clauses with Regard to the 
Return of Production Files:

•	 The contract should include a clause that requires the publisher, 

upon termination of the contract, to provide you with all 

original production files, including the cover art, formatted 

version of your book, and any other material you paid to have 

created. 

•	 Look for the term “production files” rather than just “digital 

files.” Digital files may refer to a low-resolution PDF, which is 

not high-enough quality for reprinting.

•	 Even if you see “production files” in the contract, verify with 

the publisher that this phrasing refers to the InDesign (or 

comparable) files—some contracts use “production files” to 

refer to the print-ready PDF, which is misleading.

•	 If a representative promises that you can have the production 

files, but there is no language in the contract that addresses this, 

ask to have the language added in so that you are legally entitled 

to the files. 

•	 A detailed discussion of specific contract terms can be found in 

chapter 5.
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Fairly Priced Add-On Services
What constitutes a fair price for an add-on service from a self-publishing 

company can be nearly impossible to define. For example, if one company 

offers inexpensive editing services, but the editing is done by people 

whose first language might not be English, while another company offers 

experienced book editors who’ve worked for major US publishing houses 

at a higher cost, we’re no longer comparing apples to apples.

Below are four add-on services that many publishers offer: cover 

design, editing services, copyright registration services, and marketing 

services. Use this information as a guide in determining whether a 

company’s prices are fair given the services provided.

Cover Design
A custom cover is essential, so figure its cost into your budget calculations. 

Some publishers include a custom cover design in their publishing 

packages. Avoid any cover template, which I define as any pre-designed 

cover into which you add a picture, photo, text, or graphic. These will 

make your book look cheap and unprofessional. 

Prices for a custom cover range from $200 to $2,000. Again, this aspect 

of the publishing process is so subjective that I can’t say that a $2,000 cover 

is overpriced or that a $200 cover is automatically a great deal; a lot depends 

on the quality and experience of the designer. Examine sample covers 

created by the publisher before you decide to purchase one. Presumably a 

publisher will send you examples of its best designed covers, allowing you 

to get a feel for the level of quality that will be applied to your own book. 

Editing Services
Different publishers may refer to the various levels of editing by different 

names. Here are descriptions of the most common levels of editing you’re 

likely to encounter:
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•	 Copyediting: A copyeditor corrects basic errors in spelling, 

grammar, punctuation, and syntax. You should be able to find a 

decent copyeditor for $0.015–$0.025 per word.

•	 Line Editing: Think of line editing like copyediting on 

steroids—a detailed line-by-line process to correct errors in 

spelling, grammar, and punctuation, along with suggestions to 

improve syntax and word choice. A reasonably priced line edit 

costs between $0.03 and $0.04 per word.

•	 Content Editing: Content editing is the most extensive type 

of editing, and ensures the general accuracy and consistency 

of your content. A content editor will focus on restructuring 

sentences and enhancing plot and character development (in 

the case of fiction), or improving the clarity and soundness of 

the author’s argument (in the case of nonfiction). A fair price 

for a content edit is between $0.04 and $0.06 per word. 

Regardless of which editing service you desire, you should budget 

in more than one round; otherwise, if you make revisions based on an 

editor’s suggestions, who will edit those revisions? I would urge you to pay 

for as much editing as you can afford. 

Make sure that whoever is editing your book has had significant 

experience editing books. Watch out for “editors” on sites like Craigslist 

who charge much less than the going rate. Many independent book 

editors offer a one-chapter sample edit. You may also want to ask 

for references and links to the Amazon listings of the books they’ve 

edited, so you can see if any reviews contain negative comments about 

the number of typos. Of course, as with evaluating book covers, you 

ultimately won’t know what advice the self-published author may have 

chosen to ignore. 
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Copyright Registration
Copyright registration is important, especially if you think you have a 

book that may really sell well, thus becoming a target for those who may 

want to misappropriate your work. By registering with the US Copyright 

Office, you are eligible for statutory damages and attorneys’ fees in the 

event that someone steals or otherwise uses your work without your 

express permission.

Many publishers include copyright registration as part of their 

packages. This is an area where publishers commonly try to pad the fee. 

(Tate Publishing, for example, charges $200. That’s high.41) I wouldn’t pay 

more than $150 for this service, and that fee should include the Copyright 

Office filing fee of $35 for online filings or $50 for paper filings.

Marketing Services
Many companies offer marketing and PR services that have bits and 

pieces of overlapping services offered by other self-publishers; this 

can make it hard to draw exact comparisons. But don’t let yourself 

get overwhelmed: as with much of the publishing process, the most 

important consideration should be that you only pay for marketing 

services that fit within your budget. 

When it comes to marketing services, you really need to assess the 

offering and talk to the person who will actually be executing the service 

to determine if this particular expense makes sense for you. If you can’t talk 

to the actual person who is going to provide you an expensive marketing 

service, take that as a red flag. 

Also, watch out for any marketing service that seems too good to be 

true, like paying $2,399 to have your book included with twelve others 

41 When I asked a customer service representative to explain the fee, the employee said, 
“I imagine the difference is our copyright is just at a higher level for security purposes. 
There is probably not anything unsecure with your copyright; we just want to make sure 
we are covered.”
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in an email blast to 30,000 subscribers of Library Journal’s newsletter and 

getting 5,000 impressions of a banner ad on LibraryJournal.com.42 Those 

numbers sound impressive until you know that the average open rate of 

an email newsletter is 10 percent,43 the average click-through rate of one 

link in a newsletter is 2.2 percent,44 and the average click-through rate of a 

banner ad is 0.1 percent.45 Of the 3,000 people who open the newsletter, 

66 people will click on one link, and your book will be one of twelve. 

And, of the 5,000 people who see the banner ad, only five people will 

click on it. 

For an in-depth look at book publicity and marketing, see chapter 7.

Tips for Comparing Add-On Services:

•	 Make sure you clearly understand what any specific add-on 

entails and the value of having the company provide it for you.

•	 Determine whether a company’s markups on standard fees, 

like copyright registration, are reasonable, and whether its 

explanation for these fees makes sense.

•	 Ask to see a sample of work done by an employee or 

independent contractor, such as an editor or cover designer, 

before agreeing to allow them to work on your book. Any 

experienced editor or cover designer will be happy to show you 

examples of their work.
 

42 AuthorHouse’s Library Email Blast, accessed August 2013, http://www.authorhouse.com/
Servicestore/ServiceDetail.aspx?ServiceId=PKG-3396.

43 “Email Newsletter Benchmarks: Open Rates, CTRs, Subject Lines,” http://www.
marketingprofs.com/charts/2013/11438/email-newsletter-benchmarks-open-rates-subject-
lines-scheduling.

44 “Email Open and Click-Through Rates: Benchmarks by Vertical,” accessed August 2013, 
http://www.marketingprofs.com/charts/2013/10751/email-open-and-click-through-rates-
benchmarks-by-industry.

45 “10 Horrifying Stats about Display Advertising,” accessed August 2013, http://blog.
hubspot.com/horrifying-display-advertising-stats.
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Availability Through at Least One Wholesaler and 
Listings with Major Online Retailers
Most self-publishing companies have a relationship with one of the two 

major book wholesalers: Baker & Taylor or Ingram. If you want your 

book to be available for purchase by brick-and-mortar bookstores, it must 

be available through one of these wholesalers. This doesn’t necessarily 

mean that your book will be stocked on the shelves of any bookstore. It 

means that your Aunt Mabel can walk into her local Barnes & Noble and 

“special order” a copy of your book.

Bookstores order books from wholesalers and in some cases from 

distributors, if the wholesaler is out of books or more expensive than a 

distributor. The procedure for ordering books is inflexible for large chains, 

as typically, a book must be ordered by a regional or corporate buyer, and 

not by an individual store. So, if you walk into your local Barnes & Noble 

and ask them to carry your book, the store manager may not have the 

ability to even make that decision. Independent bookstores have more 

flexibility, and should they choose to stock a few copies of your book, they 

could buy directly from you, although it’s unlikely they will; bookstores 

are more comfortable buying books from either of the major wholesalers. 

Your book must be listed as “returnable,” with the bookstore receiving at 

least a 40 percent trade discount, for an order to even happen.

To increase your sales opportunities, make sure your publisher 

lists your book on Amazon.com or BarnesandNoble.com (most do). 

Should someone hear about your book, that person won’t likely know 

or remember the URL of the publisher’s online store. The first instinct 

of many consumers when looking for a book online is to go to Amazon.

com or BarnesandNoble.com. Having your book available through these 

retailers makes it appear more legitimate in the eyes of many consumers, 

and allows readers to post online reviews. Another important reason to list 

your book on Amazon is that if you start to really sell books and grab the 
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attention of a traditional publisher, that publisher may consider Amazon.com 

sales rankings to be more accurate than sales figures from your publisher’s 

website. The downside of selling on Amazon is that because of the trade 

discount that Amazon takes, you will make considerably less in royalties 

per book than you would from sales through your publisher’s website or 

your own.

Any self-publishing company that provides comprehensive publishing 

services will have your book listed with either Ingram or Baker & Taylor 

and will make your book available for sale on Amazon.com and/or 

BarnesandNoble.com. Other online retailers, such as Powells.com and 

BooksAMillion.com, are also worthwhile venues for selling your book.

Tips for Determining Retail and Wholesale Availability:

•	 Make sure your book will be available through major retailers 

like Amazon.com and BarnesandNoble.com and distributed 

through Ingram and/or Baker & Taylor.

•	 Ask for a list of other retailers through which the company may 

make your book available.

The Final Gut Check
Once you’ve considered all the factors that make up a good self-publishing 

company and you’ve narrowed your choices down to a few, there is one 

question that only you can answer: Is the company at the top of your list 

one you trust to work hard for you and provide its services professionally 

and on time? 

So many factors go into this final decision. Were the salespeople 

pushy? Were the authors you talked to for the most part satisfied with 

the company’s services? Do you understand the company’s publishing 

process? Are your questions as a potential customer answered quickly and 
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clearly? Does the pricing work for your budget? Are the printing markups 

and royalties acceptable to you? Do you like the people you’ve spoken to 

from the company?

The good companies understand that your book is your baby and 

they want to provide the best possible products and services they can. 

Final Thoughts on the Profile of a Great Self-Publishing 
Company
The quality of a self-publishing company can and will depend on many 

variables, like price, reputation, printing markups, and favorable contract 

terms. Each of these variables is important. In fact, I suggest making a 

chart and comparing the companies you’re interested in. In the appendices, 

you’ll find charts on printing markups and royalties comparing many of 

the top companies. Start there and supplement those. Certainly price will 

play a role, but as you’ve read, it’s impossible to make an apples-to-apples 

comparison on publishing packages, so you have to look at those prices in 

the context of what it is you’re getting.

To earn your business, a publisher has to pass the “pure numbers” part 

of your analysis. If a company is marking up printing 150 percent and is 

also really expensive, the math just might not favor them. Remember, you 

must live within your budget.

Once you get down to the companies that make sense dollar-wise, 

examine the sales process. If you ever get the feeling that it all sounds too 

good to be true, it probably is. If a salesperson hounds you, that is a sign that 

they only care about making the sale. If the salesperson strokes your ego, 

telling you how great your book sounds and how big the market is for books 

like yours, but hasn’t read your manuscript, it doesn’t matter what the math 

says—stay away. The great companies won’t tell you whatever you want to 

hear just to make a sale. They’ll tell you the realities of self-publishing and 

offer you services that make sense given your budget and publishing goals. 
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C h a p t e r  5

the Fine print of publishing Contracts

Lawyers have often been accused of creating a language that only they 

can understand. This legalese forces the layperson to hire a lawyer just to 

decipher documents written in this funky little language. It took three 

years of law school and many years of drafting hundreds of contracts for 

me to approach these documents with ease.

The contract terms discussed in this chapter are common in most 

self-publishing contracts. Publishers all use slightly different verbiage, 

so one termination clause may differ slightly from another, though they 

mean essentially the same thing. The idea here is to help you understand 

the various terms in the contract of any publisher whose services you’re 

considering so you know what you’re signing before you sign. Surprises 

are fun, but not in publishing contracts. 

Read this carefully right now, and then read it again: If a publisher 

refuses to let you see a copy of a publishing contract before you provide 

them with a copy of your book, run away as fast as you can. The strategy 

behind this nondisclosure is that the company gets you all jazzed up about 

your publishing adventure until you’ve bought into the program; then 

they let you see the contract. By then, you may be so eager to start the 

process that you overlook possible contractual issues.

Now that we have that out of the way, here are descriptions of the 

general provisions found in most self-publishing contracts.

Parties to the Contract 
This will always be you (the author) and the publisher. This introductory 
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language identifies names that appear throughout the contract. The 

author will often be referred to as “Author,” and not by his or her name. 

The publisher will often be referred to as “Publisher” or “Company,” and 

not by its name. Your manuscript will usually be referred to as “Book” or 

“Work,” and not by its title.

License of Rights
This is one of the most important provisions in any publishing agreement 

because it states the precise rights the author licenses to the publisher 

during the term of the contract. In most self-publishing contracts, the 

author grants either an exclusive or a nonexclusive license during the 

contract term. An exclusive license prevents anyone who is not the license 

holder, including the author, from publishing the author’s book in the 

format for which the right is being licensed. A nonexclusive license allows 

others, such as the author or other publishers, to sell, distribute, and 

publish the book during the contract term.

If you have your book published as an e-book, you will grant the 

publisher either an exclusive or nonexclusive right to publish and sell your 

book in an electronic format, which typically includes a downloadable 

e-book or another file type that can be read on an e-book reader, such as 

the Amazon Kindle.

If you publish your book as a paperback or hardcover, you will grant 

those specific rights. Granting paperback rights does not automatically 

grant hardcover rights. Contract language that describes “all print 

rights” includes both paperback and hardcover rights. Some publishing 

contracts are for “worldwide” rights. During the term of the agreement, 

the publisher can sell your book anywhere in the world in the format(s) 

you’ve agreed upon.

Some publishers ask only for rights to sell the book in the United 

States, Canada, and the United Kingdom. Under such an agreement, the 
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author would still have the right to sell, distribute, and publish the book 

anywhere else in the world. 

Print and electronic rights are the only rights that should ever be 

granted in a contract you sign with any self-publishing company. Stay 

away from a contract that grants the publisher “all rights whatsoever,” 

which would include subsidiary rights, such as movie, television, radio, or 

stage play rights. Some companies take a percentage of any fees derived 

from an author’s sale of subsidiary rights. Still other companies build in a 

contractual right to sell the subsidiary rights and then keep a percentage 

of the sale.

Stay away from any publisher that demands an option (also known as 

a “right of first refusal”) on any other books you may write. It’s one thing 

if you sign a deal with a major publisher and receive payment up front, 

but it’s an entirely different matter in the self-publishing world.

Many self-publishing contracts specifically state that the publisher 

is not claiming an interest in any rights other than those directly related 

to the publication of your book (and then only those that allow them to 

print and distribute the book on your behalf ). Such statements are not 

required in a contract, but they do make your rights indisputable. I prefer 

such language myself, and we include this clause in all of our publishing 

contracts.

Term and Termination
The term and termination provisions are just as important as the license 

of rights. The term provision defines how long the contract will last. 

The termination provision describes what either party must do to cancel 

the contract, and when in the process they must do so. The term and 

termination sections are often written together as one provision. It is 

important to read the license of rights and the term and termination 

provisions together to determine whether a contract is author-friendly.
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Look for contracts that have terms that do not lock the author into 

a contract for a long period of time. The most author-friendly contracts 

will have one of these terms:

•	 Exclusive, but only for one year

•	 Exclusive for a specific number of years, but the author can 

terminate at any time by giving written notice within a specific 

number of days (usually 30–60)

•	 Nonexclusive for a specific number of years, and the author can 

cancel at any time

If a publishing contract you’re considering doesn’t have a term like 

one of these three, think long and hard before signing. (You probably 

shouldn’t sign at all). If you attempt to terminate a contract that doesn’t 

have a term like one of these, you’re going to wish you’d followed my 

advice. 

There are, of course, a few exceptions to these general rules. The goal 

is to always have the least number of restrictions on your rights, freeing 

you to search for a better publishing deal with a traditional publisher or 

other self-publishing company.

Below, we look at a few general rules to consider when comparing 

termination clauses. 

Avoid contracts that permit a publisher to retain nonexclusive 
rights after termination.
I’m not talking about contracts that permit the publisher to sell its 

remaining inventory of your book after termination. There are few cases 

that I can imagine where a self-publishing company would even have 

more than a few copies of your book in stock.

Rather, I’m talking about unacceptable situations such as those 

illustrated in these two scenarios:
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•	 The publisher receives an exclusive term for one year, during 

which the author can cancel at any time. But if the author 

cancels the contract before the term is up, the publisher retains 

a nonexclusive right to sell the book through the original one-

year term.

•	 The publisher receives a two-year, nonexclusive right, which 

allows the publisher to publish, distribute, and sell your book 

during that time period regardless of what you do.

The problem with both situations is that the author isn’t in full 

control of his or her rights. Suppose a major publisher, such as Random 

House, wanted to purchase rights to your book and, before approaching 

the publisher, you had signed a contract containing either of the 

aforementioned clauses. Although you’d have the right to sell to Random 

House the right to publish your book, your old publisher’s nonexclusive 

rights would remain effective. Once Random House learned about this 

publisher’s rights, it might lose interest. At best, Random House would 

first have to purchase your publisher’s nonexclusive rights before it could 

purchase any licensing rights from you.

From your ex-publisher’s perspective, the nonexclusive right is 

worthless unless a traditional publisher decides to publish your book. 

When Random House enters the picture, your ex-publisher’s rights 

become valuable. Your ex-publisher may try to sell its nonexclusive rights 

to you or to Random House, or it may print as many books as it can 

sell. You want to avoid a situation where your current self -publisher is 

suddenly a factor in your negotiations with a traditional publisher.

Nonexclusive contract provisions, which are present in many self-

publishing contracts, should be addressed in one of three ways:

•	 Remove the language that gives the publisher nonexclusive 

rights after termination.
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•	 Modify the language to permit the publisher to sell any 

remaining inventory it has as of the termination date, but 

prohibit the publisher from printing and selling additional 

copies after the termination date.

•	 Modify the language to give the author the right to purchase 

the publisher’s nonexclusive rights upon termination for 

an amount equal to the publisher’s net profit from sales it 

would have made during the nonexclusive period. The net 

profit should be based on the net profit during a specific 

number of previous months equal to the remaining term of 

the nonexclusive period after termination. For example, if the 

publisher had a nonexclusive right to sell the book for a year 

after termination, then the buy-out price should be based on 

the net profit during the year that preceded the termination 

date. Define the net profit as the retail price of the book less 

the production costs, author royalties, and trade discounts. 

If I were to terminate the agreement in order to sign with a 

bigger publisher, I’d attempt to buy out my current publisher’s 

nonexclusive rights (without telling them why) before signing 

the new contract with the bigger publisher. 

The reality is that it will be difficult for you, if not impossible, to get 

larger self-publishing companies to modify language in what are typically 

standardized online contracts. Some smaller self-publishing companies, 

however, may agree to modify these types of terms in order to get your 

business. Since the first edition of this book in 2004, many of these 

unfavorable types of termination clauses have disappeared—even from 

some of the more predatory companies—but I still see these from time to 

time with very new or very small self-publishing companies. 
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Avoid contracts whose terms extend for the term of the 
copyright.
If you learn only one lesson from this book, remember this: never, ever, 

under any circumstances, enter into a contract containing a term that equals 

the term of the copyright. A copyright term lasts for the life of the author 

plus another seventy years. This term allows the successors of the copyright 

holder the copyright’s benefits for years after the copyright holder has died. 

Once you sign a contract that has a term that extends for the life of your 

book’s copyright, you’ve lost control over your work forever.

I rarely see this, but one company that has it in every contract I’ve seen 

is Morgan James. Here’s the exact term from the Morgan James contract:

The Term of this Agreement shall extend through the full term of the copyright 

in the Work and all renewals thereof, or until the termination of this Agreement 

in accordance with Article Six, whichever is sooner. Upon the expiration or 

termination of the copyright, this Agreement shall automatically terminate.46

If you see similar language to this, cross that company off your list 

immediately.

Pay special attention to terms that renew automatically.
Some publishing contracts have an initial term of a specific number of 

years that automatically renews on a year-to-year basis until terminated. 

Oftentimes, termination requires the author to give notice at least a 

specific number of days (usually 30 to 90) before the expiration of the 

initial or renewal term.

In theory, there’s nothing wrong with this requirement—but in practice, 

it can prove tricky. Let’s say you signed a one-year agreement on January 

1, 2014, which renews automatically on a yearly basis unless terminated 

ninety days before the expiration of the initial or renewal term. If you 

46 None of the termination options under Article Six can be easily exercised by the author. 
Morgan James would have to be in breach of the publishing contract or insolvent for an 
author to terminate the contract.
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want to terminate the agreement after the first year you must give notice at 

least ninety days before the date of December 31, 2014, or by September 

29, 2014. If you gave notice on November 15, 2014, the publisher could 

require you to honor the automatic renewal term through the end of 2015.

Automatic renewal clauses exist for your convenience as much as 

for the publisher’s. Without the clause, the publisher must stop selling 

your book and remove it from its website at the end of the initial or 

renewal term. To resume sales and earn more royalties, you would have 

to notify them of your desire to extend the contract. Most self-publishing 

companies include renewal clauses, and the best way to avoid a problem 

is to schedule a reminder on Outlook or a similar calendar system before 

the deadline passes.

Author Warranties
Author warranties are promises the author makes about the submitted 

work. These warranties are usually the most intimidating provisions of 

any self-publishing contract because of their lawyerly sounding language. 

Author warranties can be summed up like this: don’t break the law or 

violate anyone else’s rights with your book and you’ll be okay.

Below are eight author warranties commonly found in self-publishing 

contracts. Not all publishing contracts contain all eight warranties, nor 

will the language match exactly, but the information below should give 

you the gist of what each means.

“Author is the sole author and proprietor of the work.”

You cannot make this representation if another contributor has any interest 

in the book, except in cases like hiring a ghostwriter or illustrator, where 

you have a written agreement with the other writer (or illustrator) in which 

he or she has agreed that you are the sole author and owner of the work. 
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“Author owns all rights in the work free of any liens and 
encumbrances and has full authority to enter this Agreement.”

This type of clause expands on the previous one. The author makes a 

representation to the publisher that no one else has made or can make a 

claim to any of the rights. For example, let’s say that someone sued you for 

copyright infringement and the case was ongoing at the time you signed 

the publishing contract. The lawsuit would be an encumbrance, because 

you would not have the ability to sell your work in its present condition 

until the lawsuit was favorably resolved.

“The work is original and has not been previously published.”

This one is self-explanatory. Here the author represents to the publisher 

that the work being submitted was created by the author and not another 

person, and the work hasn’t been published anywhere else. In many 

contracts today, however, the “not been previously published” part of this 

clause likely has been removed by the publishers given the likelihood that 

the author has published all or parts of the work on blogs or with another 

self-publishing company. If you have published the work previously and 

there is a representation clause with such language, make sure you inform 

the publisher so that this clause can be amended.

“For work not in the public domain, legally effective written 
licenses have been secured.”

This section means that you are warranting that you’ve obtained legal 

permission to use any work not in the public domain. If a work is in the 

public domain, the copyright protection has expired, been forfeited, or is 

inapplicable.
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“No part of the work, including the title, contains any matter 
which is defamatory, unlawful, or which in any way infringes, 
invades, or violates any right, including privacy, copyright, 
trademark, or trade secret of any person.”

It’s easier to break this one down with examples. If your book claims that 

your neighbor, John Smith, is a child molester, that would be defamation—

unless the claim is true. Truth is always a defense to defamation. (However, 

truth may not prevent someone from suing you, requiring you to incur 

legal expenses for your defense—even if you ultimately win. More about 

this later.)

If your book instructs people how to blow up government buildings, 

most publishers consider this instruction to be unlawful, regardless of 

your First Amendment rights. 

If you put your girlfriend’s private diary in your book without her 

permission, you are violating her right to privacy and infringing on 

her inherent copyright of her diary. (Remember, to be protected under 

copyright, the work just has to be put down in some kind of form where 

it can be read, heard, seen, etc. It doesn’t have to be registered with any 

government entity.) 

If you take a portion of this book and use it in your book without 

obtaining my permission, you’ve infringed on my copyright. If your 

book has Harry Potter as a character, you’ve infringed on J. K. Rowling’s 

copyright and trademarks. 

Stating that a character drank Coke or appeared on CNN isn’t 

considered infringement. If, however, you print Coke’s recipe in your 

book, you’ve infringed on Coke’s trade secret. Likewise, printing Coke 

cans in your book without permission would be a possible trademark 

infringement. 
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“The publication doesn’t breach any oral or written agreement 
the author has made with anyone else.”

You are confirming that you don’t have any other agreement with any 

publisher or third party that would preclude you from publishing your 

book with the publisher whose contract you’re about to sign.

“The representations and warranties will be in full force and 
effect on the date of publication.”

You are promising that all representations and warranties made will be as 

true on the publication date as they are on the day you sign the contract.

“The warranties survive the term of the Agreement.”

This means that if you defamed someone in your book, and that person sues 

the publisher several years after your publishing agreement has expired, you 

will still be liable for the representations and warranties you made.

Publisher Indemnification Warranties
When you indemnify a publisher, you are saying that if any warranties 

you made turn out to be false, you will cover all of the publisher’s legal 

expenses if it gets sued. Here are three typical indemnity clauses you may 

see in publishing contracts:

“The author indemnifies and holds the publisher harmless from 
any losses, expenses, or damages arising out of or for the purpose 
of resolving or avoiding any suit, demand, etc., as a result of the 
author’s breach of the representations and warranties.”
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If you used someone else’s copyrighted material in your book, all legal 

expenses incurred by the publisher in defending a copyright infringement 

lawsuit, any damage awarded by a court, and any settlement amount the 

publisher makes to avoid a lawsuit will ultimately be paid by you. It’s 

simple: make sure your representations and warranties are true, or prepare 

for a legal mess should a third party sue.

“The publisher can extend the benefit of the author’s 
representations, warranties, and indemnities to any party 
affected by the author’s breach.”

If the publisher sells your book through Amazon.com and the person 

defamed in your book sues Amazon, the representations, warranties, and 

indemnifications you made to your publisher will also cover Amazon. 

You’ll be responsible for Amazon’s costs, attorneys’ fees, losses, damages, 

and more.

“Author has to pay legal fees, costs, etc., to defend any suit 
brought against the publisher as a result of the author’s breach 
of any representation or warranty.”

This language is usually included in the first indemnification clause 

mentioned earlier. The publisher may choose to set it apart so that it’s 

crystal clear that the author is responsible for the publisher’s legal fees and 

expenses if the author breaches representations and warranties.

Permission and Releases

“The author, at the author’s own expense, agrees to obtain 
from any person or entity from whom, in the publisher’s 
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opinion, permissions, releases, or licenses shall be required in 
order to exercise the rights granted hereunder . . .”

You will find this type of provision in every publishing contract, whether 

self-publishing or traditionally publishing. The author must agree that 

if the publisher requires the author to get permission to use or quote 

someone else’s intellectual property, the author is responsible for obtaining 

that permission.

As a practical matter, most self-publishing companies will never look 

at your work close enough to spot content that requires permission. If 

you’re working with a highly skilled editor who is on the ball, your editor 

will query instances of possible copyright infringement. That said, these 

editors are likely not lawyers trained to vet manuscripts, and you won’t get 

legal advice. What you will get is an opportunity to prevent a potential 

legal issue. 

One of the biggest misunderstandings I see regarding permissions is when 

authors assume that a photo they found online is not copyright-protected. 

Just because you can save a picture you find through a Google search onto 

your computer doesn’t mean that the picture is in the public domain.

Another example of when permissions may be needed is if your 

characters work at XYZ Café, and XYZ Café happens to be a real restaurant 

in the city in which the story takes place. The publisher may require you 

to secure written permission from the establishment’s owner to use the 

café’s name. However, this is sort of a gray area because, unless there is 

something happening in your book at XYZ Café that puts the real XYZ 

Café in a bad (and false) light, you may not need to obtain permission. 

Traditional publishers have teams of lawyers who vet manuscripts. 

In self-publishing, you’re ultimately responsible for the legal health of 

your manuscript. If you have questions about permissions or releases, you 

should hire a lawyer to help you through this process. 
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Use of Author’s Name and Likeness
Granting a publisher the right to publish your book doesn’t automatically 

give it the right to use your picture or name on its website or a third 

party’s website (like Amazon.com), or in retail stores where your book is 

for sale. This right must be specifically granted.

“The author grants the publisher and its licensees the right to 
use the author’s name and likeness in the sale, promotion, and 
advertising of the work . . .”

This clause gives the publisher permission to use your name and picture 

in the marketing and promotion of your book—but only in the ways 

specified in the contract. Read the terms closely to make sure you 

understand what you’re granting permission for.

Publisher Bankruptcy
The clause below is very common in all commercial contracts. So, do 

not freak out if this is in your publisher’s contract—they probably aren’t 

on the verge of bankruptcy. But, it’s good to know what would happen 

to your files and book rights if that happened. A few companies covered 

in the last edition of this book filed for bankruptcy and are now out of 

business. 

“If the publisher commences bankruptcy proceedings, all 
rights to the work shall immediately revert to the author.”

This clause protects the author. All assets of a publisher filing for 

bankruptcy become the property of the bankruptcy trustee. Without 

this clause, the license you gave to the publisher under the publishing 

agreement also becomes the bankruptcy trustee’s property. This would 
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create problems for the author because the author would then have to deal 

with the court-appointed person handling the publisher’s affairs.

In some bankruptcy situations, the publisher reorganizes and continues 

to run the company. Bankruptcy clauses in publishing contracts, however, 

don’t differentiate between the various types of bankruptcy. In theory, the 

second the publisher files for bankruptcy protection, all of the author’s 

rights immediately revert to the author. In reality, the clause may not be 

enforceable. The automatic stay provision of the bankruptcy section of the 

US Code (11 U.S.C. §362[3]) controls what would happen in a situation 

like this. The provision states that upon filing for bankruptcy, a stay applies 

to any act to obtain possession of property of the estate or to exercise control 

over property of the estate. Of course, a creditor can always apply for relief 

from the stay, but an unsecured creditor like an author? Good luck. When 

a publisher files for bankruptcy, most bankruptcy trustees return the rights 

to the author in exchange for the author’s agreement to drop any claims for 

all unpaid royalties or other monies due.

Notices
Notice provisions explain how the author and publisher must provide 

notice of events or situations requiring notice, such as termination of the 

contract. Some termination clauses require notice by certified mail only. 

Others permit notice by fax, email, or regular mail. 

“All notices required or permitted under this Agreement must 
be sent via email.”

If a contract requires delivery of notice in a specific manner, you must 

follow that manner for the notice to be effective. If your contract includes 

the above clause and you call to cancel your agreement, that notice is not 

a legally effective termination of the contract.
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Governing Law, Venue, Attorneys’ Fees
These individual clauses are sometimes combined under one clause. If 

your contract lacks a separate clause, look for relevant language in the 

“General Provisions” or “Miscellaneous” contract clauses. In the example 

below, I use Wisconsin and Dane County (Madison and surrounding 

suburbs) as the venue. The counties and states will reflect the location 

of the publisher. The clause may read like this: “This Agreement will be 

construed and controlled by the laws of the State of Wisconsin, and each 

party consents to the exclusive jurisdiction and venue by the state or 

federal courts sitting in the State of Wisconsin, County of Dane. If either 

the publisher or author employs an attorney to enforce any rights arising 

out of or relating to this Agreement, the prevailing party will be entitled 

to recover reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs.”

Let’s break this up to review each point. 

Governing Law: “This Agreement will be construed and 
controlled by the laws of the State of Wisconsin . . .”

Should a legal dispute arise, the court will use Wisconsin’s case law and 

statutes to interpret the provisions of the contract. Usually the laws of the 

state where the publisher or its lawyers are located will be used to interpret 

contract terms. Why? Because the publisher’s lawyers are familiar with the 

laws of the state in which they already practice. The publisher won’t be 

billed extra fees while its lawyers learn the nuances of another state’s laws. 

There are times when a publisher may choose to have the contract 

governed by the laws of another state because a particular state may have 

a statute or law more favorable to the publisher. Note that the publishing 

contract clauses discussed in this book cover basic contract law principles 

and are not particular to any state.
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Venue: “. . . and each party consents to the exclusive 
jurisdiction and venue by the state or federal courts sitting in 
the State of Wisconsin, County of Dane.”

This provision specifies that if one party sues the other party for a 

contractual breach, the lawsuit will be brought in the state or federal court 

located in the state identified in the agreement—in this case, a federal 

court in Wisconsin or a state court in Dane County. Without the author’s 

consent to a specific venue in the state of the publisher’s choosing, the 

publisher could have a difficult time suing the author in that state. By 

agreeing to sue and be sued in the state of the publisher’s choosing, the 

author cannot sue the publisher in the author’s own state (unless it’s the 

same state) because once the publisher’s lawyers move to dismiss the 

author’s action and present the contract to the court, the author’s case 

will be dismissed, assuming the contract is valid and enforceable (e.g., not 

signed under duress, fraud, etc.).

Attorneys’ Fees: “If either the publisher or the author employs 
attorneys to enforce any rights arising out of or relating to 
this Agreement, the prevailing party will be entitled to recover 
reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs.”

I call this provision the “keep-it-honest” clause because it makes a party 

think twice before filing a lawsuit. If you bring a weak case and lose, you 

will likely pay 100 percent of the publisher’s attorneys’ fees. The reverse is 

also true. These “prevailing party” clauses are fair.

Some publishers try to sneak in language that says (1) the author 

pays the publisher’s attorneys’ fees regardless of the case’s outcome, or (2) 

if the publisher prevails in a lawsuit it can recover its attorneys’ fees, but 

the same does not apply to the author. Many publishers get away with 
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this tactic because people don’t bother to read these clauses before signing 

the agreement. 

Most self-publishing contracts don’t have such unfavorable language 

as the two examples I’ve just given, but I’ve seen these exact clauses in 

other commercial contracts. If you run into an unfavorable attorneys’ 

fees clause, ask that this clause be removed. Some publishers may agree 

to remove it, as litigation under these contracts is not common. If the 

publisher refuses, then it’s time to find another publisher. Reluctance 

to change this clause indicates that the company will use it as a way to 

prevent even legitimate author claims from being brought. And if you 

have to pay the publisher’s legal fees regardless of the outcome, you lose 

either way. To me, that is unacceptable.

Arbitration
Instead of the “Governing Law, Venue, and Attorneys’ Fees” section, many 

publishers use an arbitration clause instead, requiring that disputes be 

presented to an independent arbitrator instead of a court. Arbitrations are 

less formal than court proceedings and there usually isn’t a formal process for 

submitting and gathering evidence. There is no judge or jury in arbitration, 

and court review of an arbitration award is limited. However, an arbitrator 

can award on an individual basis the same damages and relief as a court (e.g., 

injunctions), and must follow the terms of the contract as a court would.

Unlike in court, there is no chance to appeal an unfavorable decision 

in arbitration, as all arbitration clauses that I’ve seen require that the 

arbitration be binding and final. Most arbitration clauses state that 

arbitration will be conducted by the American Arbitration Association 

(AAA) and its rules.47 Most arbitration clauses require that the author and 

publisher equally split the fees for the arbitration.

47 Arbitration rules are available at www.adr.org or by calling 1-800-778-7879 (in the United 
States). 
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Entire Agreement
Virtually every commercial contract I’ve seen includes this standard 

clause, and I’ve never drafted a contract myself without including it. Look 

for this clause as a separate section entitled “Entire Agreement” or as part 

of the “General Provisions” clause.

“This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the 
publisher and the author with respect to the subject matter 
hereof and supersedes all prior written or oral agreements 
made by the parties. This agreement may not be modified or 
amended except in writing and signed by both parties.”

These clauses mean that only terms included in the contract count. 

Nothing said or written prior to the execution of the contract is valid or 

enforceable. If you received an email from the publisher telling you that 

the royalty is 50 percent of the retail price of your book, and the contract 

you later sign states a royalty of 30 percent of the net, the prior written 

communication by the publisher is meaningless. If you could show that 

that email was an inducement to get you to sign the contract and that it 

was fraudulent, you might be able to get out of the contract—maybe. 

But how far are you willing to go and how much money are you willing 

to spend to compensate for not reading and understanding the contract?

Read the following sentence repeatedly until it is branded in your 

brain: Carefully read the contract and make sure it states the agreement 

as you understand it. It must include every promise and representation 

by the publisher, whether oral or written, as conveyed on the publisher’s 

website or in any other relevant information presented by the publisher. 

If you believe that the written contract is incomplete or differs from what 

you understood a provision to be, do not sign the contract until you are 

absolutely satisfied with the written terms.
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Predatory publishers with boiler-room sales practices rely on these 

clauses heavily; these clauses allow aggressive sales reps to promise 

whatever they need to in order to close a sale, with the assumption that 

the customer isn’t going to review the contract close enough to see if it 

includes these promises. If a sales rep told you that you get 300 free books 

and you don’t see this number anywhere in the contract, I can almost 

guarantee that when you start asking about those free books, no one 

at the publisher will recall such a conversation. Just keep this clause in 

mind when hearing promises not found in the contract. Then get those 

promises in writing.

General Provisions/Miscellaneous
Often, the “Governing Law, Venue, Attorneys’ Fees” and “Entire 

Agreement” clauses are part of the “General Provisions” or “Miscellaneous” 

provisions. Here are three additional clauses typically found in these 

contract provisions:

“Author may not assign this Agreement or any rights or 
obligations hereunder, by operation of law or any other 
manner, without the publisher’s prior written consent, such 
consent which will not be unreasonably withheld.”

This language prevents you from transferring your rights under the 

contract without the publisher’s permission. However, the publisher 

can’t unreasonably refuse permission if you request to assign your rights. 

For example, if you’re assigning your rights to the new corporation you 

formed, or to your spouse, the publisher should agree to your request. If 

you assign your rights to another publisher, you’ll probably encounter 

resistance.
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“If any term or provision of this Agreement is illegal or 
unenforceable, this Agreement shall remain in full force and 
effect and such term or provision shall be deemed deleted or 
curtailed only to such extent as is necessary to make it legal or 
enforceable.”

If a court finds a portion of the contract illegal and unenforceable, the 

rest of the contract remains valid. The problematic term will need to be 

deleted or rewritten to make it comply with the law.

“No modification, amendment, or waiver shall be valid or 
binding unless made in writing and signed by all parties 
hereto.”

I’ve already covered this, but it bears repeating: if you and the publisher 

orally agree to change your royalty percentage, the agreement will carry 

no weight and remain meaningless until it is put in writing and made an 

addendum to the original publishing contract. Both you and the publisher 

must sign the new agreement in order for it to be binding.

Final Thoughts on Publishing Contracts
Don’t expect much flexibility from publishers when it comes to changing 

minor provisions of the contract. If there are one or two major points 

you want revised, suggest it. If your issues are mostly semantic, skip 

it. Even the best publishers aren’t going to rewrite a contract just to 

accommodate you.

Having a lawyer review the contract before you sign it is always a good 

idea. Having that same attorney start negotiating with the publisher is 

not. In many cases, the lawyer is nitpicking unimportant language just to 

justify his or her legal fees. Authors who get bogged down in meaningless 
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contract semantics are people publishers want to avoid. If you get a lawyer 

involved and the process becomes adversarial, you’ll get off on the wrong 

foot with your publisher before you even submit your book.

So, for major contractual issues (like the granting of subsidiary 

rights), it may be worth requesting a revision, especially if you really like 

everything else about the publisher. If the publisher won’t accommodate 

your requests, and the contract terms still bother you, find another 

publisher.
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C h a p t e r  6 

e-Book publishing

In the short time since the last version of this book was released, e-book 

sales have exploded. In 2012, 23 percent of all Americans over the age of 

16 read an e-book.48 That’s up by 5 percent from 2011.49 This coincides 

directly with the explosion of the e-reader/tablet market. Between 2011 

and 2012, the percentage of Americans who owned either a tablet or 

an e-reader rose from 18 percent to 33 percent.50 In 2012, there were 

19.9 million e-readers sold and 124.9 million tablets.51 For Amazon.com 

alone, e-books are now a multibillion-dollar business category.52

If you still question why you need an e-book version of your book, 

reread the previous paragraph. Think about those 23 percent of readers. 

Many of them have moved on from printed books, just like in previous 

decades consumers replaced VCRs with DVRs or flip phones with 

smartphones. Once we switch, we aren’t going back. And we certainly 

aren’t going back from our beloved e-readers or tablets to buy a book by 

an unknown author if that book is not available in a format compatible 

with our preferred e-reading device.

Additionally, owners of e-reading devices read more often and buy 

more books than people who don’t own an e-reader or tablet.53 On a 

48 Lee Rainie and Maeve Duggan, “E-Book Reading Jumps; Print Book Reading Declines,” 
Pew Research Center, December 27, 2012, http://libraries.pewinternet.org/2012/12/27/e-
book-reading-jumps-print-book-reading-declines/.

49 Ibid.
50 Ibid.
51 “Consumer Attitudes Toward E-Book Reading” Volume Four, April 2013 (sample PDF), 

http://www.bisg.org/docs/ConsumerAttitudes_Volume4Report1_sample.pdf.
52 “eBooks Now Multi-Billion Dollar Category for Amazon,” January 30, 2013, http://www.

mediabistro.com/galleycat/ebooks-now-multi-billion-dollar-category-for-amazon_b64529.
53 Lee Rainie et al., “The Rise of E-Reading,” Pew Research Center, April 4, 2012, http://

libraries.pewinternet.org/2012/04/04/the-rise-of-e-reading/.
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typical day, 56 percent of people who own an e-book reading device are 

reading a book, compared to 45 percent of the general book reading 

public.54 Also, device owners buy more books than non-owners, with 61 

percent of e-reading device owners purchasing the most recent book they 

read, compared to 48 percent of all readers.55

With e-book prices usually significantly lower than the price of 

the printed version, more readers will be willing to take a chance on an 

unknown author. I don’t have any specific study to point you to on this 

one—just plain common sense. Let’s say your printed book is $14.95 

($19.95 with shipping). This is more than just an impulse buy. Twenty 

bucks is twenty bucks. But, let’s say the e-book version of that book is 

$2.99 or $3.99. Even if I’ve never heard of the author, who cares? It’s a 

cup of coffee.

I can’t imagine a scenario where it would be beneficial to not publish 

an e-book version of your book. And I always put out my print and 

e-book versions simultaneously. I want everybody who wants my book to 

get it when they want it, in the format they want to read it. I don’t believe 

in the theory that I’ll get more print buyers if I wait to release my e-book 

until some later date. Those potential readers will simply be gone. Major 

publishers now also typically release the e-book version right alongside 

the first print edition (whether hardcover or paperback).56

In recent years, many of the big traditional publishing houses 

have added digital-first (meaning the book is released originally as 

an e-book and, if sales warrant, later as paperback) and digital-only 

imprints. Penguin57 has Dutton Guilt Edged Mysteries and InterMix. 

54 Ibid.
55 Ibid.
56 Julie Bosman, “Paperback Publishers Quicken Their Pace,” The New York Times, July 

26, 2011, http://www.nytimes.com/2011/07/27/books/e-books-accelerate-paperback-
publishers-release-dates.html. 

57 Penguin and Random House announced their merger in October 2012; the merger 
was completed in mid-2013. From “Random House, Penguin Merger Completed,” July 
1, 2013, http://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/industry-deals/
article/58047-random-house-penguin-merger-completed.html.
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HarperCollins’s digital-first imprint Avon Impulse is releasing one 

title a week. Random House’s Loveswept reissues previously published 

Bantam, Ballantine, and Dell paperbacks that haven’t yet been released 

as e-books. There are more, but you get the point.

“But I don’t have an e-reader,” you say. So what? You have to provide 

your books in formats readers want to buy, not just the formats in which 

you yourself would purchase them. The whole idea here is for you to get 

your book in front of as many people as possible. Spend the extra money 

for an e-book version.

E-Book Formatting vs. Print Book Formatting
If you have a PDF of your interior, this means that you already have an 

electronic version of your book. It seems like this should be all you need 

to create an e-book, right? Unfortunately, that’s not the case.

A PDF is actually very different from an e-book. A PDF is the file 

where your book lives after it’s been designed for print according to 

specific parameters, like trim size and font choices. Print books and 

PDFs are essentially immovable. But e-books have a very different 

internal structure than print books or static PDFs. Unlike a print book, 

an e-book is meant to be read on an e-reading device and is “flexible,” 

meaning that it can be manipulated in many ways. In fact, this flexibility 

is one of the biggest draws for people who use e-reading devices. Users 

can choose their own font, change the size of the words, increase line 

spacing, and set their preferred margins.

For the sake of comparison, a print book or PDF is like a rock, while 

an e-book is like clay. The contour of the rock will always be the same, no 

matter how hard you try to change it. Similarly, the layout of a print book 

or a PDF will always be the same. You cannot move the pages around. If 

chapter 4 starts on page 56 in the print book, it will start on page 56 in 

the PDF, and there’s nothing you (or the reader) can do to change that. If 
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chapter 8 in the print book uses a special font for a particular passage—

perhaps a handwritten note by one of the characters in the book—then 

chapter 8 of the PDF will display the same “handwritten” font.

Like clay, an e-book is malleable. Adjustments to settings like font 

size and style will affect how each word flows and breaks onto the next 

“page.” Screen size affects how many words appear on the screen at a time 

as well. For this reason, an e-book displayed on the Kindle may contain 

more individual screens of text than one displayed on the iPad. Because of 

this “flowing” nature of the text, each screen or “page” of an e-book will 

never have a set page number, though some e-readers may automatically 

assign “page numbers” to each screen. These numbers will not match 

up with the print version of your book, nor will they be the same from 

one device to another. They may even change on a single device if you 

adjust your settings. Like clay, your e-book will reshape itself with every 

adjustment the reader makes.

Just as your e-book looks  different from your print book, a very 

different process is required to create and edit your e-book files. When a 

designer typesets your print book, he sees the words on the page exactly as 

they will appear in the printed book. If he wants to adjust the spacing, it 

requires simply a few clicks of the mouse. If you need to make an editorial 

change, you can point out what page the error is on, and the designer can 

make the change, again, with just a few clicks.

An e-book, on the other hand, is created using HTML code, much 

like a website. When your formatter works on your e-book, he is not 

seeing the words exactly as they will appear on the “page” or screen of an 

e-reading device. He sees lines of code, and he must understand exactly 

how each line of code will translate to the device’s screen as he formats 

your e-book. Any given revision may require the formatter to change 

multiple lines of code, transform all of the code into an e-book file, and 

then see how the change translates when the file is viewed on a device.
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To take full advantage of an e-reading device’s capabilities—and to 

give your e-book the opportunity to be sold through the major e-book 

retailers—you must make your e-book available in one or both of the two 

major e-book formats, MOBI and EPUB. MOBI is the format for Kindle 

devices. EPUB is the format for everything else.

Fixed-Layout E-Books
I just told you that your e-book will not look exactly like your print book. 

Well, there’s one exception to that rule: fixed-layout e-books. A fixed layout 

preserves the page design of the original book nearly entirely (though 

the text layout may need to be modified slightly to accommodate the 

difference in e-reader dimensions, and the font may be slightly different). 

This option is used for illustrated children’s books, coffee-table books, 

cookbooks, graphic novels, technical manuals, and any other publication 

that requires a heavily designed, static presentation.

Sounds a lot like a PDF, right? Unlike a PDF, however, a fixed-

layout book is a true e-book, in standard e-book format. Fixed-layout 

books can be coded in the EPUB file format or in the MOBI file format. 

(Amazon’s newest-generation MOBI files are called KF8—Kindle 

Format 8—and because they function more like EPUB files and can 

handle more robust formatting, they are not supported by the older 

Kindles.) 

Barnes & Noble created proprietary software that allowed publishers 

to develop fixed-layout children’s books, but this software was only 

available very exclusively. I did some digging, and as far as I can tell, 

Barnes & Noble still uses their proprietary format for what they call 

“NOOK Kids” books. This format is not available to the general public, 

or even to small presses, so it’s really not an option for independent 

authors. It’s hard to find concrete info on this, but I did find a forum 
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post on the subject from a Barnes & Noble rep.58 The company has 

recently launched NOOK Press, their new self-publishing platform, 

which does not currently support fixed layouts.59 There is speculation, 

however, that NOOK Press might eventually offer tools to build fixed-

layout books.

Converting PDFs, Word Documents, and InDesign Files 
into E-Books
Since most of us don’t know how to format e-books, we have to have our 

manuscript converted from its Microsoft Word, PDF, or InDesign file 

form to the MOBI and/or EPUB formats. If you’ve already published 

your book and are now wanting to convert it into an e-book, you have the 

extra burden of stripping the content out of the PDF and then converting 

it to these other formats.

PDFs to E-Books
If you’re like most self-published authors, you’ll be creating the e-book 

version of your book from an already completed print version, in which 

case, the most up-to-date file you’ll likely have is your final PDF. During 

your book’s journey from manuscript to finished book, editing of some 

kind likely took place, and that final PDF will reflect these updates. Short 

of going back to your original Word document, matching it against the 

PDF, and then updating the outdated material, converting your PDF to 

the e-book formats is your only option. 

Trying to convert your PDF to an e-book can be a frustrating 

experience. The free e-book conversion options out there will run your 

book through automated software that can render the resulting e-book 

58 http://bookclubs.barnesandnoble.com/t5/NOOK-Press-Help-Board/Can-independent-
publishers-sell-enhanced-epub-files/td-p/1034150.

59 Nate Hoffelder, “B&N Launches Nook Press—A New Way to Make and Sell eBooks,” 
April 9, 2013, http://www.the-digital-reader.com/2013/04/09/bn-launches-nook-press-a-
new-way-to-make-and-sell-ebooks/.
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unrecognizable. Many e-book conversion companies simply refuse to take 

PDFs, or they will take them, but won’t guarantee the results—they, too, 

are using automated software.

Automated PDF-to-e-book conversion can leave your book a mess 

if not properly executed. Computers don’t exactly “understand” PDFs in 

the same way that your human eyes can. While you see pages of easy-

to-read text in a PDF, computers will often process only parts of the 

entire book. When this happens during the course of PDF-to-e-book 

conversion, the final result is often an e-book file that is filled with errors. 

Run-on sentences, broken paragraphs, and missing punctuation are just 

a few of the common mishaps that you could experience if you convert 

your PDF to an e-book using automated conversion. Many companies 

take the same “meat grinder” approach and charge for a conversion that 

never even receives a human glance.

If your book is mainly text without many intricacies like excessive 

lists or drop caps (i.e., when the first letter of the first word of a chapter 

is larger than the rest), one of the meat-grinder services may work just 

fine. But if your book doesn’t fit exactly into that meat grinder’s text-

heavy comfort zone, the finished product won’t look anything close to 

what you’re expecting—unless you’re expecting a garbled mess. The only 

way to make sure the inevitable missing words or paragraphs and extra 

spacing that come with automated PDF conversion are avoided is to have 

a human formatter. 

It should be noted that the first step in the conversion process is to 

convert the PDF into the EPUB format. Then, that EPUB format needs 

to be converted to a MOBI file (assuming you want to sell your book 

through the one site in the world that uses MOBI: Amazon.com). So, 

all of that work you did to ensure the EPUB file resembles your print 

book will have to be done again to the MOBI file, so that it resembles the 

EPUB version.
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Word Documents to E-Books
Some of the e-book publishers accept only Word documents, which will 

obviously be a problem if your Word document isn’t the most up-to-date 

version of your book, or if your book is heavily illustrated and can’t be 

placed in Word. If you choose to convert your Word document using 

free automated conversion software, you’ll very likely be required to 

“code” your book according to a specific style guide before it undergoes 

conversion. This process can be needlessly complex and confusing, and 

“free” e-book conversion may lead you to decide it’s worth paying for 

some formatting help.

Often, e-book publishers also require that the documents you send 

them conform to strict specifications. If your document does not meet 

their requirements, your final e-book will be full of conversion-induced 

errors. You’re then forced to go back and format your manuscript and 

re-upload the Word document. As with the PDF-to-e-book conversion, 

your Word document will need to be converted to an EPUB file first, and 

then to a MOBI file. No rest for the weary.

InDesign Files to E-Books
InDesign has a button that allows nearly instant conversion to EPUB. 

But don’t start celebrating just yet. In order for conversion to result in an 

e-book that resembles how your book looks in InDesign, the person who 

formats your book will need to build the InDesign file with the EPUB 

in mind. The EPUB file generated by InDesign is written in HTML and 

covers the obvious stuff, like new paragraphs and section breaks. But to 

ensure elements like italics, drop caps, and special characters transfer to 

the new format, your formatter will need to tweak the InDesign file so 

that the proper HTML code is generated upon conversion. Again, once 

you have the EPUB file, you’ll need to convert that into a MOBI file.
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MOBI vs. KF8 Compatibility Issues
As noted earlier, Amazon’s KF8 is supported by newer Kindle models, such 

as the Kindle Fire, but the old “legacy” Kindles can still only read MOBI 

files. This, understandably, can create compatibility issues, especially since 

the Amazon Kindle store does not differentiate between the two file types. 

Someone with an old Kindle might purchase a heavily formatted e-book that 

looks great on a newer model, but looks like garbage on the older models.

To get around this, many e-book formatting companies include two 

sets of code in a single e-book file—one for the old MOBI file type and 

one for the newer KF8—and include something called a “media query” in 

the file sent to the e-reader. Basically, the e-book file includes a line of code 

that checks to see whether the device itself can handle KF8, and serves up 

the appropriate code for that device. For example, if a book includes a text 

box, the KF8 formatting might include a nicer-looking box with a shaded 

background, which would be visible on newer devices, while the old MOBI 

formatting will simply indent the text to offset the copy.

For fiction and very simply formatted nonfiction, this discrepancy 

isn’t usually a concern—but for Kindle e-books with charts, graphs, and 

other heavy formatting, the MOBI-versus-KF8 issues will arise. Until the 

old-generation Kindles are naturally phased out, this is the game Kindle 

formatters have to play. But don’t worry—as the author, you don’t need to 

know the ins and outs of all of this (unless you’re doing your own e-book 

formatting). But you do need to make sure your formatter is aware of 

these limitations and has a plan to ensure your e-book (apart from those 

with a fixed layout) can be read on any Kindle device, no matter how old.

ISBNs and E-Books
In most cases, it isn’t a matter of whether you have to have an ISBN 

for your e-book; it’s a matter of whether you should. The International 

ISBN Agency suggests using ISBNs even for those platforms that do not 
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require it, as this will ensure that each e-book version is listed in third-

party databases; each unique e-book file (MOBI, EPUB, etc.) should have 

its own ISBN.60 Currently, ISBNs are optional for e-books for sale on 

Amazon, BarnesandNoble.com, and Apple, but they are required by most 

other retailers (Kobo, Ebooks.com, Sony, Copia, etc.).

On a more practical level, ISBNs separate the e-book publishing 

wheat from the e-book publishing chaff. Given that an e-book is relatively 

easy to create and put online, an ISBN is one differentiator that can help 

e-book directories, resellers, and others determine whether an e-book is 

worth being featured on a particular site. For example, my company owns 

a book directory site called Published.com. It’s free to list and market your 

books through the site, but we require that all books, including e-books, 

have an ISBN that can be verified. Our experience has shown that books 

with ISBNs are proportionately more credible than those without.

So, to sum it all up, while you don’t always need an ISBN in order 

to sell your book, if you want your e-book to be available on the greatest 

number of third-party databases possible, and to command the same 

respect as a traditionally published title, you’ll want to get an ISBN for 

each version of your e-book.

Formatting Your E-Book for Distribution
In order to distribute your e-books through Amazon, BarnesandNoble.com, 

Apple, and other retailers, your e-book must be formatted according to 

their style guides. If you’re handling the formatting, conversions, and 

distribution of your e-book yourself, you’ll need to adhere to the specific 

style guides of each retailer. One of the benefits of using a third-party 

distributor and formatter (i.e., a publisher) is that all of these nuances can 

be handled for a relatively small fee.

60 “International ISBN Agency FAQs,” accessed May 2013, http://www.isbn-international.
org/faqs.
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But, if you’re a DIY type of person, the following overview explains 

the process for each of the major online retailers.

Amazon E-Book Distribution
To list an e-book for sale on Amazon, you’ll need to sign up for a KDP 

(Kindle Direct Publishing) account. Then, you’ll upload your e-book in 

one of the following file formats:

•	 MOBI

•	 Word

•	 HTML

Ideally, you’ll have a MOBI file that’s already been formatted. If 

you don’t, you can upload a Word document and KDP will convert 

it for you. However, this will only work for books with very simple 

formatting (though tables and images are supported), and then only if 

you’ve correctly formatted your Word document according to Amazon’s 

specifications.61

Formatting an e-book in HTML is a more reliable option, but one 

reserved for authors who already know how to code proficiently. Once the file 

has been uploaded, KDP converts the HTML to a MOBI file on the spot.

Barnes & Noble E-Book Distribution
Like Amazon’s KDP, BarnesandNoble.com has a new e-book conversion 

platform called NOOK Press, which replaces their older platform, PubIt. 

NOOK Press can convert Word documents, TXT files, and HTML into 

e-book files and publish directly to NOOK bookstores. NOOK Press also 

allows for collaboration with editors.62

61 Kindle formatting guidelines can be found at https://kdp.amazon.com/self-publishing/
help?topicId=A17W8UM0MMSQX6.

62 “Frequently Asked Questions About NOOK Press,” accessed April 2013, https://www.
nookpress.com/support/faq.
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However, since Amazon is leading Barnes & Noble in book sales, 

tablet devices, and now publishing, it’s hard to see how NOOK Press will 

compete with the success of KDP.

Apple E-Book Distribution
If you’re planning to distribute your e-book through Apple’s iBookstore on 

your own, you’ll need to use an Apple computer—the company’s proprietary 

software will only run on a Mac. iBookstore only accepts EPUB files.

The process of signing up for an account with Apple is much more 

involved than with Amazon and Barnes & Noble. First, you need to 

register for an Apple ID and enter an email address and password that 

you use for all Apple services, such as downloading apps, or buying music 

off of iTunes. (You probably registered when you first purchased your 

Mac.) Then, you have to fill out and submit the application. Apple will 

notify you by email once your application has been accepted. From there, 

you must set up an iTunes Connect account, from which you can manage 

your titles (e.g., changing the price, sales territories, etc.). You also must 

download a program called iTunes Producer, which you will use to upload 

your files and metadata63 to the iBookstore. 

Apple has very specific formatting requirements. For instance, all image 

files must be under 2 million pixels, including the cover file embedded in the 

book—but the separate cover image that you upload must be a minimum 

of 1,400 pixels wide (putting it well over 2 million total).

For authors who do not know how to create EPUB files, Apple suggests 

going through an aggregator. Examples of aggregators are PublishGreen.com, 

Smashwords.com, and BookBaby.com. 

63 Metadata is information about a book, like its ISBN number, title, author name, price, 
publisher, and publication date, that is submitted to retailers and wholesalers. To learn 
more about metadata, download the Book Industry Study Group’s “Product Metadata 
Best Practices for Data Senders,” found here: http://www.bisg.org/docs/Best_Practices_
Document.pdf.
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Royalties and Trade Discounts
Now that you know a little more about the wonderful world of e-book 

formatting, let’s talk about the actual publication of your e-book and how 

royalties are calculated.

If you publish an e-book, you can generally sell it from the publisher’s 

online store and from third-party resellers like Amazon. Sales from the 

publisher’s store can provide higher royalties to the author, but sites like 

Amazon offer the potential to reach a wider audience.

Remember, if you use an e-book publisher/distributor like 

Smashwords, most will take an additional portion of the royalty. When 

looking for an e-book publisher, you’ll need to research each company’s 

royalty structure to understand how the deep discounts given to sales on 

third-party resellers’ sites—which often account for the majority of an 

e-book’s sales—will affect your bottom line.

 The chart below shows what major third-party e-book resellers 

make off each e-book sale and how much is paid to the author and/or 

publisher (who may then keep a portion and pay the author).64  Notice 

that both Amazon and BarnesandNoble.com pay a higher royalty if the 

retail price of your e-book is under $9.99.

Amazon Apple B&N Kobo

Retail 
Price

$2.99–
$9.99

Other 
Price Any $2.99–

$9.99
Other 
Price Any

Reseller 
Fees 30% 65% 30% 35% 65% 50%

Gross 
Royalty65 70% 35% 70% 65% 35% 50%

64 The trade discount/retailer fees are courtesy of http://www.publishgreen.com/retailer-fees 
and	are	subject	to	change.	Always	check	with	specific	retailers	for	their	most	up-to-date	
fees.

65 Assuming the author uploads the e-book directly to the reseller; otherwise, this is the 
royalty prior to deducting a publisher’s share of sales revenue.
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To show you how e-book royalties work, here are some sample 

calculations using the figures from the chart above. These calculations are 

based on an e-book with a retail download price (“RDP”) of $2.99.

If the e-book in question was sold on either Apple or Amazon and 

the author uploaded the files directly without a publisher involved, the 

royalties would look like this:

 $2.99 (RDP)

–$0.90 (Apple or Amazon’s 30 percent trade discount)

 $2.09 (Author royalty)

BarnesandNoble.com takes a trade discount of 35 percent. So, the 

royalty for that same $2.99 e-book, if sold on BarnesandNoble.com, 

looks like this:

 $2.99 (RDP)

–$1.05 (BarnesandNoble.com’s 35 percent trade discount)

 $1.94 (Author royalty)

Using these same trade discounts, this time let’s assume that you are 

having your e-book distributed by a publisher like Smashwords, which 

takes 15 percent less any third-party or transaction fees. In other words, 

your royalty is now 85 percent of net. Sales of Smashwords titles on 

Amazon or Apple would look like this: 

 $2.99 (RDP)

–$0.90 (Apple or Amazon’s 30 percent trade discount)

 $2.09 (Net proceeds)

–$0.31 (Smashwords’s 15 percent of net proceeds)

 $1.78 (Author royalty)
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Sales of Smashwords titles on BarnesandNoble.com would look like this:

 $2.99 (RDP)

–$1.05 (BarnesandNoble.com’s 35 percent trade discount)

 $1.94 (Net proceeds)

–$0.29 (Smashwords’s 15 percent of net proceeds)

 $1.65 (Author royalty)

Smashwords is, of course, not the only e-book publisher out there. 

In appendix C, you will find a chart showing the full breakdown of what 

several other major e-book-only publishers pay their authors in royalties 

for sales on the publisher’s website, as well as through Amazon. Remember, 

the royalty structures indicated may have changed since the publication 

date of this book. Always verify current fees with each respective company 

before making any decisions.

DRM Software
If the e-book trade discounts above make your stomach sink, don’t worry: 

a great way to help offset these cuts is to sell your e-books directly from 

your website, just like many authors do with physical books. When 

doing this, you may find it challenging to lock the files with digital rights 

management (DRM) software. 

DRM is a system of limiting who can read an e-book by “locking” 

each purchased e-book file to the reader’s device or account. Resellers 

“wrap” your e-book file in their own proprietary DRM software after 

it has been submitted to their store. Each type of DRM is specific to 

the retailer who sells the e-book. For example, Apple’s iBookstore has 

one type of DRM, and Barnes & Noble has another. This is why it is 

impossible to transfer an e-book from your Apple iPad to your Barnes & 

Noble NOOK, even if you own both devices. DRM also locks an e-book 
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file to a particular device; this prevents you from sharing your most recent 

NOOK e-book with five friends who also own NOOKs. 

Adobe is the only major company that I know of that can wrap your 

books in DRM outside of a third-party reseller. However, authors who 

use Adobe’s DRM have to be able to serve up the file to their readers, and 

this requires a lot of back-end techie work. The setup/licensing fees to use 

their DRM technology are in the thousands of dollars. Because of these 

two hurdles, Adobe’s DRM is not really a feasible option for most authors 

to implement themselves.

If you sell e-books directly from your blog or website without locking 

the files, a person who bought the e-book could share it with another 

person, who’d get to read your book for free. Authors freak out about this, 

and I really don’t understand why. How is this any different than someone 

buying a physical copy of your book and passing it around? Yes, a digital 

copy can be passed around more quickly, but so what? A few people may 

share it with a friend. You will make up for these few lost sales by selling 

from your own site and not giving up a huge chunk of the sales price to 

a third-party retailer. 

There are some bad people out there who copy e-books and offer 

free or dirt-cheap downloads. Virtually all of these people are located in 

nations like China, where enforcing your copyrights will most likely never 

be worth the expense. You know who finds your book on these random 

sites? You do, when you search for your title online to see where it is. The 

people actually looking to buy your book are going to buy it from you, 

your publisher, or any of the major e-book retailers.

I sell this book from my website. The e-book version is not DRM 

protected, and I’ve never spent a minute worrying whether someone got 

a free copy. It’s worth the risk to make 30 to 45 percent more than I do 

selling the e-book on Amazon, Apple, or BarnesandNoble.com.
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Our company offers a DRM solution for our authors who want to 

sell directly from their website’s order page that we set up for them. Since 

DRM needs to be associated with a particular company/device, we use 

Adobe-based DRM technology. This means that anyone who buys a book 

from our authors’ personal sales pages needs to have an Adobe account 

and an associated app/device to be able to read the book. For example, 

on the iPad, you would not be able to put this Adobe DRM book in your 

iBooks app to read it. Instead, you would have to download the Bluefire 

Reader app on the iPad, associate it with your Adobe account, and transfer 

the DRM e-book to that app on your device after you purchase it online. 

This particular solution increases the number of steps the reader has 

to take to get to the actual reading part, and may even mean that the book 

cannot be read on their preferred app/device—and the cost to the author is 

$2.00 per download. For me personally, it’s just not worth the extra security. 

Choosing an E-Book Publishing Company
If you’re publishing a physical book with a company that also publishes 

e-books, it might make sense to have the same company produce both 

formats for you. If you’re skipping the print edition and just publishing an 

e-book, your options expand to include e-book-only publishing companies.

Whatever route you decide to take, the following questions will help 

you weed through the many companies out there to find one that will care 

about the quality of your finished book.

How are the e-books formatted?
There are two main ways of formatting an e-book: by hand or by machine. 

In many e-book publishing companies, the conversion process is entirely 

automated, and a book might be published without ever having been 

through a quality control check by a human—the “meat grinder” method 

I mentioned earlier. 
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In such cases, the manuscript you’ve prepared is run through software 

that converts each element, from headers to section breaks. This can be 

sufficient for books that have very simple formatting, but there is always 

the potential for formatting errors that human eyes would have caught. 

For books with complex formatting, automated conversions inevitably 

create errors. If your book is pretty simple formatting-wise and you’re on 

a small budget, one of the automated conversion companies might work 

just fine. If you have any formatting challenges (drop caps, images, lists, 

etc.), a service that formats your e-book by hand will ultimately save you 

time and frustration.

Does the publisher require submitted manuscripts to adhere to 
very strict style guidelines?
The presence of rigid manuscript formatting requirements is a strong 

indicator that formatting will be done via the meat-grinder method; 

when the process is automated, you’re required to tell the software exactly 

what to do with every element. If you make a mistake, or if there are any 

unforeseen issues, the automated process cannot make corrections like a 

human formatter would. 

What does the revision process look like?
Even with human eyes watching over the process, mistakes can still be 

made. Is there a process that allows you to make revisions before the e-book 

goes on sale? If revisions need to be made, what will it cost to make them?

Some companies provide proofs for review before the final files are 

made; others simply convert a file and place it for sale, with no revision 

process at all.
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Which resellers does the publishing company distribute to?
While Amazon is definitely the heavyweight champion as far as e-book 

sales, there are other resellers out there, and if your book is not listed on 

these sites, you could be missing out on sales.

In addition to Amazon, at a minimum, you’ll want distribution on 

BarnesandNoble.com and Apple’s iBookstore. Hopefully, your publisher 

will also distribute through Kobo.com and Ebooks.com. For my money, 

I want my e-book distributed through as many outlets as possible. It’s 

just more exposure. Some well-known bookstore chains, like Books-A-

Million in the US and Waterstones in the UK, distribute e-books too. So, 

why not take advantage of the opportunity to reach the loyal customer 

bases of those types of stores?

How does the author view their sales reports and receive 
royalty payments?
Watch for misleading statements or false promises. Some companies 

promise you real-time sales reports, but the truth of the matter is, most 

sales will be subject to a lengthy waiting period before updated reports are 

available from the major online retailers like Amazon, Barnes & Noble, 

and Apple.

Amazon and Barnes & Noble do make their sales reports available 

in real time if the author publishes directly through their platform (i.e., 

CreateSpace or NOOK Press), but even these are not  the official sales 

reports, which factor in returns (yes, there can be returns of e-books). 

Official sales reports do not come out until the end of the month for the 

main retailers. In addition, other third-party retailers, such as Sony and 

Ebooks.com, only report sales quarterly. 
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Does the e-book publisher support enhanced formatting 
features?
If your manuscript has tables, hyperlinked footnotes, captions, drop 

caps—anything beyond the standard fiction chapter formatting—check 

to make sure the company can handle the conversions for you. If your 

book requires sidebars, will they be coded properly to display dynamically 

on different devices, or will they be a fixed-size image? If you have block 

quotes, will they be set off from the rest of the text the way they should 

in the final e-book?

Don’t expect these formatting extras from any of the free meat-

grinder companies (remember, you get what you pay for). If footnotes, 

drop caps, and other formatting features found in your book are 

important to the overall reading experience, make sure your publisher 

can support these.

Final Thoughts on E-Book Publishing: What Does the 
Future Hold? 
E-book technology will continue to expand, and features like video, 

audio, and animation that today are expensive to incorporate will be 

inserted into e-books with a few clicks of a mouse. As more readers adopt 

e-books as their preferred reading method, they will no longer put up 

with poor, choppy formatting and will demand a similar experience to 

reading print books. 

While the huge spike in the number of people who exclusively read 

e-books, as opposed to just print or both, has plateaued, that number 

will continue to creep up as younger, tech-savvy readers transition to 

adulthood.

What does this all mean for authors? It means that publishing and 

distributing an e-book version of your print book is a must in today’s 

publishing marketplace. Simply too many people exclusively read e-books 
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to shut out that potential market demographic. Plus, in today’s hyper-

competitive book publishing world, lesser-known authors must make 

their books as broadly available as possible and at price points that 

consumers demand.
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C h a p t e r  7

Marketing Your Book

The previous edition of The Fine Print focused just on the nuts and 

bolts of self-publishing: contracts, companies, printing markups, royalty 

calculations, and the costs of publishing. In the conclusion of that edition 

I touched on marketing, and many readers who contacted me mentioned 

how they’d read that part with particular interest. So, in this edition, I 

decided to expand on book marketing a bit more. This chapter is just 

a primer on book marketing, as the topic is a book in itself—and there 

are many good ones out there. The goal here is to provide an overview of 

the basics. This chapter also provides examples of how various marketing 

techniques were applied to my book and others my company has released 

during the past seven years. 

The Realities of Marketing Your Book as a Self-
Published Author
All of the great technological advances like POD printing and e-book 

publishing that have made publishing a book easier than ever have also 

flooded the marketplace with more books than ever before. More authors 

and publishers are fighting for the same pool of potential readers. When 

considering how best to market your book, then, where should you start? 

The process can be daunting.

Marketing your book and making it sell ultimately falls on you. The 

book publishing environment is not the “field of dreams”—there is no 

guarantee that if you publish it, someone will buy it. New, unknown 

authors face the same challenges regardless of whether they are published 
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by a traditional publishing house or are self-published. Depending on 

how much the publisher loves the book, the traditionally published author 

may enjoy a sizeable marketing budget, co-op advertising in bookstores, 

and potentially better media contacts. But in today’s publishing world, 

unknown, first-time authors published by traditional houses can’t count 

on anything other than bragging rights. Virtually all traditional publishers 

expect new authors to market and promote their own books with varying 

degrees of monetary assistance from the publisher. These authors often 

face the same uphill marketing battle that a self-published author like 

you faces.

Without the reputation and clout of a traditional publisher, you’re 

at a disadvantage when it comes to getting your book in front of some 

media outlets and reviewers. But, this actually gives you a different type of 

advantage. You can’t afford to sit back and expect publicity to happen. So 

maybe the guy with the pretty publishing deal gets a review in Publishers 

Weekly and you don’t. This is where you strike. Out-tweet, out-hustle, and 

out-market that guy. Prestigious review outlets are now just one of many 

places potential readers and retailers can go to learn about books. Back 

when we had three national TV networks, these were the only places to 

get news. Today, fewer and fewer people get their news from those three 

channels. See the parallels?

What can you, an independently published author with no in-house 

publicity or marketing team, do to promote your book? First, relax: 

there’s no one right way to market a book. Some successful authors 

have a blog with thousands of subscribers; others are brand-new to the 

Internet. Some authors look forward to the opportunity to promote 

their book at public events; others are mortified by the idea of face-to-

face sales. You may find that tweeting works great for you. Or, maybe 

you like attending book fairs. Perhaps you’d prefer to build an active 

Facebook fan page. 
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Regardless, you have to be a realist. If you don’t invest your own time 

and money in the promotion of your book, don’t expect it to sell. If you 

don’t want to spend the time learning how to make a Facebook page work 

for you, don’t expect the “likes” to roll in. Yes, there are stories about the 

self-published author who sold copies out of the trunk of his car and hit 

it big. But that’s like betting everything on one number at the roulette 

table—long odds. To sell a lot of books, you’ll need some luck along the 

way. And, unless you know a lot about garnering publicity and executing 

successful online marketing, you’re either going to have to learn it yourself 

or find some outside help.

You may not have an award-winning blog, strong media connections, 

or hordes of admirers waiting breathlessly for your book’s release—and 

that’s OK. Effective book marketing makes the most of your book’s assets 

and your own personal strengths so that your work reaches not just a lot 

of people, but the right people. 

Before You Spend a Dime on Marketing
Before you spend any money on marketing—ideally, even before you’ve 

completed your book—you should start thinking about your marketing 

plan, so that when the time is right, you can proceed in the most cost-

effective and efficient way. What you want to avoid is panic over the 

options overload you’ll likely encounter in the days or weeks before your 

book’s release. Otherwise you’ll end up spending your money on ill-

conceived marketing techniques, like sending an email blast to 100,000 

people whose email addresses were sold to you by a third party.

Remember the budget I talked about earlier in the book, and how you 

need to stay within yours? Well, part of that budget includes marketing 

dollars. Throwing a few extra dollars into marketing will have little to no 

effect on the overall results. So, whatever money you do have to spend, you’ll 

want to spend it on efforts that will give you the most bang for your buck. 
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Define Your Marketing Goals
Before you settle on a marketing strategy, it’s important to determine who 

your core audience is—the readers most likely to be interested in your 

book—and how much you can spend on marketing. There are really two 

types of marketing dollars: those spent on building your platform and 

those that help you sell books. With that in mind, you’ll need to figure 

out where and how to spend your time and money effectively.

Understand that a successful marketing campaign can look different 

to different people. Our publicists got one author’s book featured on 

twenty blogs; she was ecstatic. We had another book featured in several 

major media outlets across the country; this author was underwhelmed by 

the half-page features and wondered why she didn’t get full-page reviews.

It’s all about expectations. If you sell ten thousand copies of your 

book, but you can’t get The New York Times to acknowledge your release, 

is your campaign a success? If your book makes it to Amazon’s bestseller 

list in its genre but you aren’t making enough money to quit your day job, 

is your campaign a success? Only you can answer these questions (but my 

answer to both would be “Yes”). If you’re a relatively unknown author, 

you are going to have to work hard to get noticed. And, when you do get 

noticed, be glad. Every little bit helps. 

Figure Out Your Audience
If you still think your book is for “everyone,” go to the back of the class 

(and reread chapter 2). Let’s examine my audience as an example. I’m 

most interested in reaching people who have finished a manuscript and/or 

who have one well underway and are wondering what to do when they’re 

ready to publish. That is my core audience. An offshoot of that audience is 

an author who has published a book with a self-publishing company but 

is not happy with the results and is now hoping to find another publisher. 

Around the periphery of my core audience are the people who are just 
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thinking about writing a book, those who are helping a client research 

publishing, and those who want to get into the publishing business. 

On the far outside are those who get inspired to write because someone 

recently asked them, “Have you ever thought of writing a book?” I market 

to the core, but I happily take the spillover. 

One of the reasons I don’t advertise in Writer’s Digest or similar 

publications is because their reach is too broad. Magazines like that are 

sort of like unused gym memberships. Many people subscribe hoping 

the monthly reminder that they paid for something will motivate them 

to write (or work out), but ultimately they don’t. Also, these publications 

cover all sorts of writing areas, such as screenwriting and blogging, that 

wouldn’t necessarily appeal to my core audience.

Hopefully, you’ll have determined who your audience is while you’re 

still writing your book. In his how-to memoir On Writing, Stephen King 

suggests having what he calls an Ideal Reader in mind while you write, 

a real person you can imagine giving you feedback on each specific area 

of your book. This is fantastic advice; it’s much easier and more effective 

to conceptualize pleasing one person than satisfying your entire potential 

audience. Any good publicity professional will tell you that if your 

marketing tactics aren’t targeted to somebody, they won’t resonate with 

anybody.

I am not at all suggesting that you compromise your craft because 

of someone else’s preferences, nor am I telling you to cater to one Ideal 

Reader to the extent that your own unique voice is lost. But, as I’ve said 

before, if your goals include publishing a book so that people outside of 

your friends and family will read it, you need to understand who those 

people are and what they’re looking for so that you have the best shot at 

getting your book in front of them. Whether you have $2,000 or $25,000 

to spend on marketing, your money will be wasted if you don’t target 

those dollars to the Ideal Reader, not your idea of the ideal reader. My 
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Ideal Reader is the person with a completed manuscript who is about to 

self-publish. Four editions ago, I thought my Ideal Reader was anyone 

thinking about possibly writing a book.

Our company did publicity for a book written from the perspective 

of a horse that had been bred to be a racehorse, though had little success at 

the races. His bright narration and cheerful message showed readers that 

setbacks can end up making you happy if you have the right perspective. 

We knew the message would resonate with a lot of people, but the author 

had a small marketing budget. So, our publicists targeted the publicity 

campaign to traditional equestrian media outlets—radio, television, print 

media, and online—which helped the author land a full-page interview 

in the American Quarter Horse Association magazine (a big deal in that 

world). We got the book in front of those who were best suited to 

appreciate it: people who love horses, and who are interested in stories 

about horseracing and breeding.

Would the book have enjoyed similar success had we targeted a more 

traditional self-help audience? Maybe. But competition would have been 

stiffer, and the author’s considerable experience with horses may not have 

been appropriately leveraged.

Develop Your Elevator Pitch
No matter how brilliantly intricate your book is, if you want to grab your 

audience’s attention, you need to be able to sum it up in thirty seconds or 

less. This is true whether you’re talking to an editor at a traditional media 

outlet, your family and friends, or an interested potential buyer you 

meet at your kid’s soccer tournament. One of the first things I do when I 

speak with an author on the phone is see how evolved their elevator pitch 

is. I say, “Tell me a little about your book”—the operative word being 

“little.” You don’t want the person on the receiving end to be searching for 

genealogy software to connect all the parts of your pitch. A precise, easy-
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to-follow summation will give your audience a better sense of the book 

and increases the likelihood that your description will pique their interest. 

The elevator pitch for fiction isn’t exactly the same as for nonfiction. 

One way fiction writers can develop their elevator pitches is by focusing on 

who and what, not where—people and plot, not settings, are what readers 

will connect to the most passionately. Who are your characters? What 

are they trying to do, and what obstacles stand in their way? Nonfiction 

writers, on the other hand, might focus on what they’re promising the 

reader. How will readers benefit from what you have to say? What people, 

groups, or organizations will be interested in your knowledge, expertise, 

and perspective, and what will they take away from your work? 

Readers buy based on what they want to experience. Sell them on 

that experience in thirty seconds or less, and you’ll leave them hooked.

Draft a Marketing Plan
Once you’ve figured out who the Ideal Reader is and have your elevator 

pitch down, it’s time to draft a marketing plan. On the top of each page 

of your marketing plan remind yourself who the Ideal Reader is.

Why draft a marketing plan instead of just creating a marketing plan? 

Because at this point, it’s better to brainstorm potential marketing ideas 

and put them on paper. You’re still in the hunting and gathering stage. As 

you learn more about specific techniques, you may find that some don’t 

work and decide to strike them, focusing instead on the ones that have 

the best shot.

Pre-Publication Book Marketing
Authors often get distracted by marketing ideas before their book is 

complete. That’s natural. The sexy part of book publishing is the marketing. 

Writing, editing, and rewriting is the tedious part, and if you’re anything 

like me, you look for distractions from the humdrum of these necessary 
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steps. (I’ve taken about five Facebook breaks while writing the sentences 

you’ve just read.) 

In my opinion, it’s best to wait until you have a completed 
manuscript before you dive into pre-publication marketing. Once 
you know that major parts of your book won’t be edited out, 
and you have a front cover, title, and subtitle that won’t change 
noticeably, then it’s time to start working on the pre-publication 
marketing initiatives detailed below. If any of those elements are 
subject to change, wait. You don’t want to double back on your 
efforts. 

Build Your Platform
The self-publishing buzz on the web is all about platforms: advice on how 

to build your platform, pitch from a platform, and maintain a platform. 

But what is a platform, and how do you build one? Simply put, a platform 

is comprised of all possible ways to get the word out about your book: 

email, websites, blogs, social media, followers, a group from the college 

you went to, and so on. 
I like to think of a platform as an actual platform, built out of wood 

and nails. First, I have to get the pillars cemented into the ground (the 

pillars being your blog/website or social media presence). Then I start 

building on those pillars. Hammer in one plank (a blog post). Then 

another (send out tweets related to your book). Keep hammering those 

planks until you’ve built your platform high enough that those from afar 

can see and hear you. The more you get your message out there, the more 

people will start finding their way to your platform. Just as constructing 

a physical platform takes time, effort, and materials, so too will this one.

The best example of platform building I have is my own. When 

I published the first edition of this book in 2004, I, like many new 

authors, had no platform. Not a single plank. I got lucky in that I had a 
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unique product—no one had ever written a book about self-publishing 

companies—and so my platform began to build. That first edition was 

only available as a download, and that was back when e-books were only 

PDF files that had to be read on a computer. It never occurred to me 

that anyone connected to the self-publishing industry would hear about 

it. As people bought the book, they talked about it online (though the 

way we talked about stuff online in 2004 was quite different—and less 

viral—than we do today). About six months after my book came out, I 

got a call from the CEO of one of the self-publishing companies I had 

reviewed in the book. That was my first clue that maybe I did have a 

platform. I remember thinking, “Wow, someone really saw this book!” 

In mid-2005, the CEO of another self-publisher called me and asked 

why his company wasn’t included in my book. I knew then that this 

little platform of mine was growing, even though I wasn’t sure how big 

or solid it really was. 

When I started building my platform, Facebook and Twitter—

and social media in general—didn’t exist as we now know them. At 

the time the first edition of my book was released, I was CEO of an 

online business filing company and we had a heavy focus on website 

optimization strategies for our business units. I just treated my book 

like a business division. I knew that building a search engine optimized 

(SEO) website was important, so I made sure that my book’s website 

was optimized for every publisher I covered (more on this later); 

because of this, the pages of my site ranked well for searches with those 

publishers’ names. I also spent money on Google AdWords (more on 

that later, too). Both SEO and AdWords drove very targeted readers 

(aka “Ideal Readers”) to my site. If you’re an author searching the net for 

information about self-publishing companies and you see a link to a site 

that has information about scores of self-publishing companies, there’s 

a good chance you’re going to click the link. There is also a good chance 
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that once you get to the site, you’re going to buy the book if you like 

what you see. So, what does that have to do with building a platform? 

Everything. Each time someone buys my book, there’s a chance that 

they are going to recommend it to someone else.

As more and more people read the book, my name got out there. I 

was invited to speak to writers’ groups and at writers’ conferences. That 

led to more sales and more speaking engagements, which led to more 

people learning about my book and going to places like Amazon and 

buying it. Of course, the more people buy your book on Amazon, the 

higher it ranks when people search for books under that topic. And, the 

higher it ranks, the more people buy it.

Admittedly, I’m not as prolific at working my email list (even though 

it’s a big one), Twitter account, or Facebook fan page as I should be. For 

me, it’s just a time thing. Still, my platform continues to have one big 

advantage over many that have come after it: there were way fewer books 

about self-publishing ten years ago than there are now. So, while I don’t 

build out my platform as fast as I should given all of the digital assets 

I have, my platform keeps growing, and each successive version of this 

book does better than the one before.

The point of this story is that if you don’t have a platform, know that 

you can build one. You’re reading a book right this second by a guy who 

had no platform when he started and now has a solid one. I built mine 

slowly and methodically doing the things I was good at (SEO and online 

advertising). I also paid my own way to speaking opportunities as I was 

building my platform. I never calculated my travel costs versus what I 

would sell in books at a speaking event. I wanted to build a base. I knew 

book sales would follow. They did.

Every book sale is a hard one, whether you have a platform or not. 

Don’t assume your book will fly off the shelves because you have 5,000 

Twitter followers. It might, but it probably won’t. It doesn’t work that 
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way. With the competition in book publishing today, expect to work 

hard. With each sale, you open the door for more. . It can really become 

like the Fabergé Organic shampoo commercial from the ’80s—“And she 

told two friends, and so on, and so on, and so on.”

Build a Search Engine Optimized Website or Blog
A search engine optimized website or blog is one in which the content is 

optimized to rank as high as possible in a search for a particular keyword 

or set of keywords. You’ve benefited from SEO yourself, most likely. Type 

“best cat litter” or “how to fix a leaky faucet” or “lasagna recipes” into your 

Internet browser’s search field, and immediately you see a list of results, 

most of which (Google hopes) are exactly what you were looking for. You 

didn’t know the URLs ahead of time, but you knew what to type into the 

search bar to get exactly the information you wanted.

What does this have to do with your book? SEO can help you 

determine the terms your potential readers will be using to search for 

books like yours, allowing you to position your publication appropriately 

and giving your book a better chance of being found.

Many books have been written about search engine optimization. But, 

as search engines tweak their algorithms, SEO strategy changes, and a book 

written about SEO last year may already be outdated. A great place to learn 

the basics is Google’s free “Search Engine Optimization Starter Guide.”66

Having a search engine optimized website and/or blog is a 

cornerstone of my online business model. I’ve built two businesses from 

the ground up with SEO websites at the root of both. It’s critical that 

you have an online presence that you control, as opposed to a Facebook 

page or Twitter account that you ultimately cannot control should those 

companies restructure, sell, or change.

66 Google’s “Search Engine Optimization Starter Guide” can be found here: http://static.
googleusercontent.com/external_content/untrusted_dlcp/www.google.com/en/us/
webmasters/docs/search-engine-optimization-starter-guide.pdf.
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For me, having a website as the hub of my online presence was never up 

for debate. Whether it’s my actual website, BookPublishersCompared.com 

(the site for this book), or my blog, PublishingRevolution.com, I want to 

be in control of my little piece of the web. From these sites, I can share 

my thoughts, company news, and stories, and provide links to my book. 

I can also have people sign up for my email list.

For years, I’ve told any author who would listen that an optimized 

website (one designed to get web traffic based on actual keyword terms 

online searchers use) is probably the best investment they’ll ever make 

regarding their book. Of course, such advice assumes the author’s book 

is properly edited, formatted, and designed. A great website is working 

for you 24/7. And, the older it gets (i.e., the longer it’s been active), and 

the more links it has from trusted and relevant third-party sites, the more 

search engines like it. The more search engines like it, the higher it ranks 

in search results. 

There are many “build-your-own-website” makers these days, 

like WordPress and Wix. Both BookPublishersCompared.com and 

PublishingRevolution.com were built on the WordPress platform, but I 

still used professional designers and web developers. It’s worth the extra 

money to have professional designers make you a great-looking site, as 

adding all of the bells and whistles takes more effort than it may appear 

at first glance. If you want to learn about the WordPress basics, check 

out learn.wordpress.com. 

Register a Great Domain Name
Choosing a domain name, which seems like it would be the easiest part 

of the book publishing process, is one of the most important marketing 

choices you’ll make. Do you want a domain name that focuses on you as an 

author (e.g., JohnDoe.com or JohnDoeBooks.com)? Maybe you want 

a domain name that identifies your book (e.g., TitleofMyBook.com). 
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How about a domain name that identifies the type of book you’ve 

written (e.g., “SoulSearchingBook.com”)?

All three make sense, and I’d suggest buying up five to ten domain 

names—a few that contain part or all of your title, a few that contain 

your name, and a few that identify the book’s subject or genre. Domain 

names that have never been registered and/or that have reverted back 

to the registration pool are cheap—about $8–10 each. There are 

many domain registrars around. Our company owns more than 1,000 

domain names, and we bought most of ours through GoDaddy.com.

A great place to search for an available domain name is 

DomainTools.com. If a domain name is available, there will be a link 

to GoDaddy.com, where you can buy the name. If a name is taken, 

you can see who owns it (unless the name is privately registered) and 

when it expires. A “.com” is still the gold standard of domains, and 

unless you have a lot of Internet marketing experience, a “.com” is 

the best way to go—though many names with a “.com” extension are 

already gone. Still, it’s the easiest extension for your potential readers 

to find and remember.

I tell the authors I work with to envision themselves doing a radio 

interview and announcing their domain name on the air. The shorter, 

the better. The less confusing the spelling, the better. And whatever you 

do, don’t have dashes or numbers in your domain if you can help it. If a 

radio host says, “Tell our listeners where they can find your book,” it is 

going to be a lot easier for the listeners to remember “SoulSearchingBook.

com” than it will be to remember soul-searching-book.com (which will 

sound like “soul dash searching dash book dot com”).

Some sites sell or auction domains, and sometimes you can find the perfect 

domain that someone is trying to sell. I use NameJet.com, SnapNames.com, 

and Auctions.GoDaddy.com to search for names that are being auctioned off 

or sold. The domain aftermarket is much like real estate, with names going 
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from $50 to millions. If the perfect domain is available for $100, it might 

be worth it. But, if you aren’t experienced with buying and selling domain 

names, tread cautiously. A few hundred dollars is one thing, but when the 

prices start going up from there, you really need to decide how valuable the 

domain will be in terms of your overall book project.

Find the Right Keywords 
A keyword is a word or phrase that people use to search for things online. 

If you’re looking for books about self-publishing, you might search for 

“books about self-publishing” or “books on self-publishing.” Those are 

keyword phrases. A much broader search would be “self-publishing” or 

“books.” Those types of searches would pull up results about the process 

of self-publishing or self-publishing company websites as opposed to 

websites about books on self-publishing. In crafting your website or blog, 

your goal should be to build pages around keywords and phrases your 

Ideal Reader may be using to search online for books like yours or for 

subjects covered in your book. 

Before I create a website, the first thing I do is attempt to determine 

the volume of people searching for the subject of my website and the 

terms they’re using to perform such searches. There are many tools 

available for this, but the one I use the most is Google’s free Keyword 

Planner.67 Mastering this keyword tool in order to build a solid keyword 

list for your site or blog requires a bit of a learning curve. For under $500, 

you can find a keyword expert (usually someone who works in SEO and/

or social media) who will create an excellent keyword list for you based 

on the terms most relevant to your book. But, if you want to learn this 

on your own, Google AdWords has some excellent FAQs and tutorials.68

67 https://adwords.google.com/ko/KeywordPlanner/Home. You will need to set up a Google 
AdWords account in order to use the tool, but setup is free.

68 http://support.google.com/adwords/answer/2470029. Also, see http://support.google.com/
adwords/answer/2497836 for a description of Google Keyword Match Types.
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Every book and every audience is different, and there are no “right” or 

“wrong” keywords. There’s a great article on CopyBlogger.com69 that can 

help you determine which keywords to use based on your specific situation. 

If your book is called The Definitive Guide to Organic Cat Litter, your 

first inclination might be to optimize your site for the term “cat litter.” 

However, that search is so broad that it will pull up links to a lot of big-

time pet-related websites like PetSmart.com and TidyCats.com, along 

with the websites of large retailers like Walmart. With those giants coming 

up first, your new site, with few links to it, will have trouble ranking high. 

Long-tail keywords will really position your site or blog for organic 

traffic. These targeted, specific search terms are typically three or more 

words in length. Think of long-tail keyword searches as metaphors for 

niche marketing in general: your highly targeted messages are designed 

to connect with a very specific subset of people, who are looking for 

something very specific related to your book’s topic. In other words, 

you’re making yourself discoverable to those who may be looking for your 

book but don’t even realize it yet. 

In the case of a definitive guide to organic cat litter, you may want 

to build content around such long-tail keyword terms as “biodegradable 

cat litter,” “natural cat litter,” and “organic cat litter.” Are the people 

searching for organic cat litter on Google necessarily looking to purchase 

your book about organic cat litter? We don’t know—but we do know that 

they are warm prospects. They’ve already taken the time to open a browser 

and type in keyword phrases related to your book. If they click on your 

link (and/or an ad you have associated with that keyword), then you’ve 

successfully led them to your book. At that point, the book’s website, 

cover, content, price, and your credentials as a writer have to get them to 

click the “buy” button.

69 http://www.copyblogger.com/content-marketing-research-5/.
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Have Your Optimized Website Go Live Prior to Your Book’s 
Release
You may be wondering why this section is part of the pre-publication 

marketing checklist. Why bother with keywords and search engines and 

organic traffic when the book hasn’t even come out yet? 

There are two reasons to have a site or blog up as far in advance of 

your book’s publication date as possible. The first is that the longer a 

website has been live, the more search engine algorithms like it for ranking 

purposes. Also, it will take some time (days to weeks) for search engines to 

index to your site. Submitting your website’s site map, which essentially 

includes links to all of your website’s pages, to Google,70 Yahoo,71 and 

Bing72 will get the site indexed even faster.

The second reason to get your site live before your book launch is so 

that people can start finding it via search engines; then you can build or 

trade links with other sites so that you can start building your email list—

an important part of your platform. The more links you have coming 

from other sites to yours, the more chances you have of people discovering 

your site. Then, when the book is released, you will know who has already 

indicated interest in your book, which is extremely helpful when trying to 

secure early reviews, sales, and word-of-mouth buzz. 

Start your SEO campaign early. Your platform could depend on it.

Build Your Email List
Most people don’t give their email addresses out to just anyone. Between 

bank notices, work emails, order confirmations, newsletters, and account 

updates—not to mention actual correspondence—every decision to sign 

up for a mailing list means adding to the clutter. It’s not enough to just 

throw a “sign up here” button on your website. What’s in it for your readers?

70 https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/home?hl=en and click on the “Add a Site” button.
71 http://help.yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/smallbusiness/store/promote/sitemap/sitemap-06.html.
72 http://www.bing.com/toolbox/webmaster.
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Maybe you’ve written an e-book that you’re giving away for free to 

subscribers. Maybe you email weekly insider industry tips. Maybe you run 

giveaway contests for your subscribers. Regardless of your book type and 

target audience, there’s something you can offer to your readers as a thank-

you for signing up. But here’s the catch: you’ve got to make good on your 

promise and provide real, valuable content that addresses the needs you say 

it will. If your “insider’s guide to the industry” is a rehash of a Wikipedia 

article, the people who signed up will feel cheated and will very likely 

unsubscribe—either right there and then, or when your next email reminds 

them—and they will definitely not suggest your mailing list to their friends.

There are a number of ways you can build your email list, including:

•	 Adding a link to your signup form at the end of your book. (This 

is especially effective for e-books, since on almost all reading 

devices the reader can jump right to your page from the book.)

•	 Linking to the signup form in your blog posts

•	 Guest blogging and including the link to your signup form in 

your bio

•	 Adding a link to your site’s signup form on your Facebook page

•	 Sharing the link with your network 

•	 Tweeting the link to your Twitter followers

An email list is made up of people who are already interested not 

just in your book, but in you as the author, and who want you to keep 

them informed of your progress; in other words, the people who are most 

likely to buy your book when it’s out. Once you’ve assembled a list of 

contacts—whether you’ve got twenty or two hundred—start engaging 

with them. Remember, anyone on your list has ended up there because 

they specifically asked you to stay in contact. The choice is yours on how 

to do so, and the exact use of email lists varies from author to author. How 

do you want to interact with your readers?
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But perhaps a more important point is what you shouldn’t do with your 

email list. The answer? Don’t be a spammer. There are many reasons not 

to misuse email addresses. Examples of misuse could be sending emails 

too frequently, or sending content unrelated to what those on your list 

signed up for (e.g., they sign up to receive your newsletter about your book, 

but instead you email them about your unrelated multilevel marketing 

business). Frequency is in the eye of the beholder, but a good rule to follow 

is to send emails only once a month or when events are happening.

Most of the companies out there that help authors build lists, like 

MailChimp, prompt you to include the “unsubscribe” option required by 

law, though you can modify that language. Without it, you could get into 

serious trouble—not to mention annoy and alienate the very people you 

want to support you. Respect your readers’ time, remind them that they 

can unsubscribe at any time, and keep the quality and relevance of your 

content high, and you’ll develop a positive reputation among your fans. 

What constitutes quality content? Think about what content you’d like to 

read when you open another person’s email campaign. If you’re like me, 

you want information that is relevant and interesting, not just the person 

promoting himself or his business.

Do Not Purchase an Email List
Some company is offering to sell you a list of 50,000 “pre-qualified” email 

addresses for just a few hundred dollars. Boy, that doesn’t sound too good 

to be true. 

If it were that easy to build a great list for just a few hundred dollars, 

everyone would have one. Assume for the sake of argument that all 50,000 

people on this list agreed to receive emails from you. Guess how many of 

those 50,000 recipients are going to fall into your target audience and 

appreciate your content to the point where they even open your email, 

much less react to it. If your guess is “barely any,” you’d be spot on.
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Do not buy a list, no matter how tempted you are. The instant those 

folks get your email, you will lose any future credibility you would have 

had with them; future email you send to these people would be marked 

as spam and go directly into their spam folder. This tactic does not work, 

and no respectable company or author uses it.

Create an Email List (Even If You Have a Facebook Page)
Facebook can be an amazing marketing tool in that it can connect you 

with people based on their interests, creating an unprecedented ability to 

find people who are interested in what you have to offer. But, I wouldn’t 

use it as a substitute for my own email list. Think about it: If Facebook 

were to suddenly disappear and all of those carefully earned “likes” and 

shares were gone, how would you connect with your fans? Putting all of 

your eggs in one basket—let alone all of your contacts—is never a good 

idea, especially when that basket doesn’t belong to you.

Companies go out of business, data is hacked and deleted, and terms 

and conditions change. When it comes to your platform, make sure 

you’re allowed to manage your mailing list and back up names and email 

addresses yourself, or you could be left scrambling after your fans.

To Hire or Not Hire a Publicist
For an unknown author (self- or traditionally published), getting book 

publicity is hard. Getting book publicity that leads directly to sales is 

harder. The decision to hire a publicist should be based on whether you 

have extra room in your marketing budget. On average, a publicist will 

cost you around $2,500 to $3,000 per month. If you’re going to hire a 

publicist, consider hiring someone for a minimum of two months; at least 

the month before and the month after your book’s publication date. The 

first month will be pre-publication; your publicist will reach out to the 

media and pitch you for interviews, articles, etc. The second month will 
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be spent following up with any leads that may have come as a result of the 

efforts during the first month. 

If you’re choosing between spending $6,000 on a publicist or spending 

the $6,000 on building up your online presence and targeted online 

marketing, I’d take the latter every time. But a good publicist has plenty 

of benefits. A good book publicist can get your book in front of the right 

people and knows how to write marketing materials that will separate 

your book from the hundreds of daily pitches flooding the inboxes of 

those in print, TV, radio, and online media. A good publicist might also 

have media contacts, but the more extensive and prestigious their media 

contact list, the more you will pay. Most professional publicists have 

access to tools that help them find the right media contacts to pitch. 

For example, a subscription-based contact database called Cision provides 

users (generally PR professionals) with a list of more than 1.5 million 

editors, journalists, and other contacts in traditional media outlets. Many 

of these contacts are not made available to the public. Cision (and others 

like it) provide a similar database for social media outlets, as well as an 

insider’s look at a publication’s editorial calendar so pitches can be framed 

to appeal to the best interests of the editor. Other similar tools are out 

there, but the good ones are all in the same price range as Cision, which 

charges $3,000 a year or more.

If you’re thinking, “Why pay $6,000 for a publicist when I can just 

pay $3,000 for a service like Cision?” kill that thought. Just because 

you have access to an editor’s name and email address doesn’t mean you 

understand how that editor expects to be pitched. If those expectations 

aren’t met, your pitch will never even have a chance at resonating with the 

right people. A professional publicist knows what to put in the subject line 

of an email to optimize its chances at being read, or whether a particular 

editor prefers emails or phone calls. A publicist knows that one outlet’s 

lead times run two months longer than another’s, and can frame a query 
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to one that another would never accept. Each media outlet has different 

rules for submission and different expectations for being pitched. And no 

amount of PR software will buy you the experience, relationships, and 

personal touch a professional publicist can offer.

Should You Use a Self-Publishing Company’s 
In-House Publicist?

Some of the self-publishing companies mentioned in this book have 

their own in-house publicity teams, but few have actual book publicists 

skilled in pitching books to the media. Here’s how you can tell: if a 

company allows every author to buy a service that includes actual 

pitches to the media (as opposed to just providing media lists to the 

author or writing a press release), then I’d question the value of these 

efforts. It is nearly impossible that every self-published book would 

be of a caliber that a publicist could successfully pitch to a media 

outlet. A poorly written, edited, and/or designed book is just not 

pitch-worthy, and continually pitching books like this would ruin a 

publicist’s reputation among media outlets. No amount of money can 

change that. If your book doesn’t look or read like it came out of a 

traditional publishing house, it’s probably not ready for prime time. I 

suggest asking the self-publishing company that you’re working with if 

books have to meet any minimum editorial and design standards to be 

considered for a full PR campaign, which involves calling and emailing 

media outlets. If the answer is yes, have them explain. If the answer is 

no, don’t spend the money.

Should You Hire a Freelance Publicist?
Anyone can call themselves a publicist. But there’s a big difference between 

a professional book publicist and your friend who says she can write a 

press release. If you’re hiring your own publicist, it’s crucial that you do 
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your homework; your decision to hire one person over another could 

affect whether you get any press coverage at all. 

An astronomical number of books are published each year, and as a 

way to hold back some of the clamor, newspaper and magazine editors set 

up little screening processes—styles, tones, and formats they like to see 

professionals use. If they only accept pitches via email and your publicist 

leaves them a voicemail, you’re gone. If the pitch letter is addressed “Dear 

Editor,” rather than to the editor by name, you’re gone. Your publicist will 

need to understand these nuances and act accordingly.

Of course, that’s if your publicist has access to these people. With the 

high licensing cost of media databases like Cision, many independent 

book publicists forgo the expense. If you’re looking for freelance 

publicists, it’s a good idea to ask them if they have access to one of these 

databases—and, if they don’t, how they plan to locate the right people 

within different organizations. If they don’t have a good answer for you, 

it’s time to move on.

Some independent publicists have been in the PR business for a long 

time and have a solid Rolodex of contacts. Some of these publicists offer 

a “pay to play” model, meaning that you pay them if they get you on a 

certain TV or radio program. Many of them have contacts at smaller radio 

stations and I’ve seen situations where clients of one publicist, regardless 

of the type of book, all end up on the same media circuit. Some, of course, 

have contacts with major media outlets, but the price you pay to get on 

one big show is steep.

We work with outside publicists from time to time. Sometimes an 

author supplements our publicity efforts with that of an outside publicist 

because of specific media connections that that publicist has. Whether 

or not such a double-team approach works is as much dependent on the 

book and author as it is on the experience and contact list of the publicity 

team. 
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Several years ago we published a conservative ideology book, written 

by a politically well-connected, stay-at-home mom. While the book was 

well put together, substantively there wasn’t much to it. The author had 

no platform and the book was nothing more than her opinions about 

domestic and world politics. We told her that there wasn’t enough of a 

hook for us to effectively pitch her book. Through her connections she 

found a PR firm that specialized in conservative books and she paid for an 

appearance on Sean Hannity’s national Fox News TV program. She was 

one of three panelists discussing the day’s events with Mr. Hannity. The 

other two panelists were distinguished, seasoned, and relatively famous 

political talking heads. 

This author spent most of her outside PR budget to get on this one 

TV show. The fact that she was booked on the show helped our sales 

team get Barnes & Noble to order about 800 copies of her book to have 

in stores to coincide with the airing of the show. We knew the impact 

on online sales (if there was going to be one) would be fairly immediate, 

either during the segment or after the show.

Neither the appearance nor the effect on sales the author had expected 

went as planned. Her online sales barely fluctuated, and almost all of the 

800 books from Barnes & Noble were returned. The lesson here is that 

being seen by millions of people doesn’t equate to book sales. 

Of course, there are also times when a well-connected publicist can be 

a huge plus. We recently released a traditionally published book about the 

federal court nomination process written by a well-known conservative 

commentator, who often appears on the major networks and writes 

op-ed pieces in such newspapers as the Wall Street Journal. The book is 

geared to a specific, conservative audience and we are supplementing 

our own PR efforts with that of a book publicity firm that specializes 

in pitching to conservative media. In this case, my company is putting 

out the $6,000 for the two-month campaign. Given what I just wrote 
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about the disastrous Hannity appearance, you may be wondering why 

I’m doing it. The answer? This author has published a number of solid-

selling books, including one that just came out in February 2012; his 

latest book’s principal source of publicity was through the efforts of this 

PR firm. So, in this case, I’m choosing to have an outside publicist work 

with our in-house publicists to take advantage of the outside publicist’s 

connections with specific major media outlets where I want this author to 

appear. Given his platform and track record, and the past performance of 

the outside publicist, the $6,000 is easier to swallow.

Should You Act as Your Own Publicist?
I hope it’s clear by now that an inexperienced publicist is an ineffectual 

publicist, so it goes without saying (but I’ll say it anyway) that unless 

you’ve got strong media connections or are a professional book publicist 

yourself, this is an area best left to the professionals. But if a publicity 

campaign just isn’t in the budget for your book, don’t despair: traditional 

media coverage isn’t always the only means to a successful publication.

Online marketing can be a viable DIY option, especially if your 

target audience is already online. There may even be an existing online 

community that’s especially relevant to your book. For example, an 

author with a book on holiday crafts might go on a blog tour to promote 

her book on various craft blogs. If she has enough time to research, pitch, 

and maybe even write guest posts for these blogs, she could very well act 

as a publicist herself.

Of course, just because an editor oversees blog posts rather than 

magazine spreads doesn’t mean you can skip the research—these people still 

need to be pitched correctly if you want them to actually open your email.

If you’re going to pitch bloggers on your own, PublicEye.com (a book 

publicity website) provides a number of suggestions for crafting pitches 

bloggers like, including:
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1. Look at the blog’s review policy to understand what they’re 

looking for.

2. Read the blog to get a feel for their style and subject 

preferences.

3. Open the conversation by leaving valuable comments and 

becoming an active member of the blogger’s community.

4. Write a personal email to the actual recipient. (Nothing screams 

“I don’t know who you are and I don’t care” like an obvious 

form letter.)

5. Consider whether you have anything to offer the blogger, such 

as urging your own readership to promote the blogger’s posts.

Remember, bloggers aren’t in business to help authors; they’re in 

business to provide content readers want in order to grow their own 

platforms. Pitch your request with this in mind and you’re far less likely 

to end up in the Trash folder.73

Order Galley Copies
In traditional publishing, galley copies—bound early versions of a 

book—are often printed in advance of publication. This enables authors, 

publishers, and publicists to ask for reviews, book blog tours, and solicit 

cover blurbs before the book is officially ready for publication. The galley 

copy itself is often unedited. Sometimes the book is bound similarly to 

how it will be bound once it’s published, and other times the galley copy 

looks like it was printed at Kinko’s. I’ve provided blurbs for several books 

over the past few years and have received galley copies in both forms. The 

one that looked like it came from Kinko’s was from a major publishing 

house. Didn’t matter much to me.

73 You can read more about connecting with professional bloggers at http://www.publiceye.
com/getting-blogger-reviews-for-your-book/.
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The galley copy is one of those traditional book marketing steps being 

displaced by other simpler, more cost-effective methods, like digital galley 

copies that can be read on a tablet or e-reader. Historically, galley copies 

were sent to publications far enough in advance of the book’s publication 

date so that if the publication wanted to review the book, it could schedule 

that review to coincide with the book’s release date. Certainly that still 

happens, but as the number of review publications shrinks, it’s harder 

for self-published titles to compete with all of the traditionally published 

titles for the same small piece of review real estate. 

Securing endorsements from dream blurbers has also become 

increasingly difficult, as these people are inundated with requests. Often, 

you’ll have to go through several layers of people before even having a 

chance to get your book in front of your blurb crush. But, if you do 

something more memorable than just send a galley copy and a note, 

anything is possible. 

One of our authors, a former exotic dancer turned business 

consultant, published a book about applying the stripper mentality 

to business. She was able to get some big-time people to write 

endorsements, including Barbara Corcoran from the hit business-

themed TV show Shark Tank. This particular author delayed 

publication of her book as she hustled to make connections with the 

people she hoped would give her blurbs. She entered a contest to win 

a visit with Ms. Corcoran and then got 100 people to tweet about it. 

It wasn’t enough to win, but she forged on, starting a real-time Shark 

Tank viewing party on Twitter that became a trending topic a few 

times. Still, that wasn’t enough to get Ms. Corcoran’s attention. The 

author learned that Ms. Corcoran was speaking at a $700 per ticket 

marketing conference in New York City, but by the time the author 

learned of the appearance, her travel expenses made the trip cost-

prohibitive. However, one of the author’s clients was traveling to New 
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York and would be there the day Ms. Corcoran was speaking. Our 

author offered a free coaching session to her client and paid for the 

$700 ticket. Then she overnighted a personal note and a copy of the 

manuscript to Ms. Corcoran. Her note described all of the efforts this 

author had gone through to contact the businesswoman. Her efforts 

paid off, and she got the endorsement. Had she just sent a galley copy 

and a cover letter, that wouldn’t have happened.

Whether you decide to print physical galleys or just send a PDF 

really depends on the specific media outlet you’re pitching. An increasing 

number of media outlets prefer PDFs. When our publicity team requests 

blurbs from subject or industry experts on behalf of our authors, they 

will typically send an outline, summary, and the first few chapters—in 

PDF form—with an offer to send the whole book if desired. This allows 

recipients to write a blurb that can then be included in the print book, 

while saving the extra cost of printing unfinished galley copies.

Galley copies of standard books with black-and-white interiors are 

one thing. If you have a full-color book, the cost of printing galleys can 

be astronomical. If you do have a full-color interior, you’ll need to be 

creative with how you send pre-publication marketing materials. One of 

my favorite examples of this is the way our publicists marketed a full-

color book of beautiful photographs of garage doors from around the 

world, with equally beautiful narrative about the world as seen through 

these photographs. Our team worked with the author and came up with 

an untraditional, yet totally workable, marketing piece that was just as 

effective as a galley copy—in fact, it probably worked even better. We 

printed postcards with pictures from the book and shipped these as media 

kits to outlets. We even created a special “garage door” box in which to 

pack the kits, which showcased the creativity, beauty, and message of the 

book itself. Considering the narrow focus of our targeted coverage, the 

campaign was a success.
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If you have extra money in your budget and a good publicist, galleys 

might help. If you have extra money, but not enough for a publicist, 

and you’re willing to hustle like the author I described above, a galley 

campaign might work. A blurb by a really well-known person can make a 

difference if a buyer at Barnes & Noble recognizes the name; even if they 

don’t know your name, you’ll still get some of that credibility juice. That 

doesn’t mean the book will sell if you get it into these stores, but your 

chances increase if you can secure that initial shelf space. 

Post-Publication Book Marketing: Traditional
Solid pre-publication marketing efforts will make your book launch and 

post-publication marketing efforts much more successful. Pre-publication 

marketing not only gets you thinking in a marketing mindset, but helps 

you work out any marketing kinks before the book is available for sale. 

These efforts also get your book on your audience’s radar, feeding them 

just enough hooks to leave them eagerly anticipating your book’s release. 

Plus, these efforts prevent you from having to create a marketing strategy 

on the fly when your book is available for sale. Your publication date is 

not a great time to be reactive. 

Given how fast books are published today and how accessible they are 

via download or through online retailers, you can see the fruits of your labor 

more quickly than ever before. You no longer have to wait for retailers to 

order your books. These days, you can run an ad on Facebook or Google 

with a link directly to either your own sales page or to online retailers. 

Below are some post-publication marketing techniques, all of which 

can be done by you, assuming you have the time to learn how to do 

these as effectively as marketing professionals. Can you learn how to build 

your own Facebook fan page and create your own Facebook ad campaign? 

Absolutely. Is it worth paying someone who does this for a living to do 

it for you? Sure, if you can afford it. Will the efforts of a professional be 
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more effective than implementing your own campaign? That’s impossible 

for me to answer. But, like everything else with book publishing, if your 

budget allows for hiring professionals, and you hire good ones, you’ll get 

solid services worth the money. 

Write a Press Release
Investing in a professionally written press release will be one of your 

best marketing investments. So many aspects of book publicity require a 

press release, such as press kits and galley copies; the press release is also 

distributed to on- and offline media. A solid press release will give you a 

base from which to draft promotional material for specific events, and can 

be used for SEO purposes and as website copy as well.

Writing an Effective Press Release
There’s a reason industry experts recommend hiring a professional to write 

press releases; authors (myself included) often have a blind spot when 

writing or talking about our own books, and in these situations, the press 

release can suffer. Instead of giving the editor a quick, concise overview of 

the book’s contents and market, authors tend to emphasize aspects of the 

book that aren’t particularly commercial, giving the press release a dull, 

lopsided feel. Our tendency is to squeeze every bit of information we can 

onto the page, which in many cases makes a press release look like word 

vomit, with letters and fonts spewed everywhere.

Remember, editors from traditional media outlets are busy, busy 

people, and they just don’t have the time or inclination to read every 

letter in detail. If you’re lucky, your letter will get a five-second scan by 

an editor’s assistant to see if the book should be passed on for further 

consideration. If your press release starts with a long-winded explanation 

of your educational history and credentials, your life story, or your 

inspiration for writing the book, it’s likely that the most important part 
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of the press release—what your book is about, and why the editor should 

care—won’t even be seen before your letter is placed in that special filing 

cabinet on the ground.

Distributing a Press Release
If you read the earlier section on hiring a publicist, you understand how 

important it is to contact the right editors in the right way. If you want 

to distribute a press release to a traditional media outlet, it’s up to you 

to either hire a professional who knows what they’re doing, or do the 

research yourself on the best ways to approach each editor.

You can also distribute your press release through an online press 

release distribution service. Innumerable sites out there claim to distribute 

press releases to news outlets all over the country. But is this worth your 

time? While the promise of high distribution numbers may sound great 

on paper, there are good reasons not to take the hype at face value. A press 

release distributed through an online service may or may not be seen 

by a human. Many of the paid press release services will show you the 

number of people who received the release, and the number who opened 

the email, but this technology can’t, of course, tell you how many read 

the release. For my money, the most important feature of the online press 

release is that it is posted on high-ranking sites like Yahoo News; if you’ve 

written the release correctly, it can provide some great SEO juice for your 

site. And, yes, there are people skilled in writing search engine optimized 

press releases. 

If your book is geared toward a specific industry and there are media 

outlets unique to those groups, the press release might get picked up. Last 

fall, our company announced a partnership with an eighty-five-store coffee 

chain called Coffee & Books. We sent out the press release to selected 

publishing-related media outlets, and the two we cared the most about, 

Publishers Weekly and GalleyCat, both wrote stories about the program.
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Spend a little money to have a well-written, well-distributed press 

release. The online press release services with the best distribution charge 

around $300. If you’ve taken the time (or spent the money) to create a 

good, SEO-friendly release, the cost is well worth it. 

Schedule Book Signings
For us authors, a line wrapped around a bookstore with hundreds of 

adoring fans all clutching our books, giddy about the opportunity to meet 

us, is the ultimate publishing dream. But, you need the other publishing 

dream to come true first. The one where your book takes off and you 

overhear someone in the industry say, “I haven’t seen a book explode like 

this since Fifty Shades of Grey.”

In the real world, book signings take a lot of work to set up, and 

regardless of your efforts, it can be a challenge to drive people to the venue 

where the event is taking place. Book tours in general are becoming a 

thing of the past. Even major publishers don’t use them much except for 

the top-selling authors in the stable. 

Most of us authors get one chance for a book launch or signing 

event. That one event is worth your time planning. It doesn’t have to be 

at a bookstore. Launch your book somewhere that will be convenient for 

your anticipated guests; after all, you’re going to be asking them to plunk 

down some money for your book. Set up your table, display your books 

nicely, bring some cash (to make change), and have a device that allows 

people to pay with a credit card (e.g., the Square reader, which plugs 

into a smartphone), so that you won’t have to turn anyone away. Have 

someone take photos of the event; that way, if you get people to show up, 

you’ll have some action shots of you signing your book to post to your 

social media pages. 

Many independent bookstores will allow you to have a book 

signing. They don’t have much to lose—they get a cut of the book sales 
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and if a few friends of yours show up, the store may sell some books. As 

long as you have distribution through Ingram or Baker & Taylor, the 

stores themselves should be able to order copies of your book to have 

on hand at the signing. (It isn’t a bad idea to confirm this to avoid any 

nasty surprises.) 

B&N has more hoops to jump through. You can’t just show up with 

books and hold a signing. The store would have to order stock for the 

event. This one fact alone can make a B&N store less interested in hosting 

a book signing for you.

If you’re outgoing, bubbly, and have an infectious personality that 

people are drawn to, hosting a book signing without knowing who might 

show up can still work. We have such an author, and she set up book 

signings for herself all over the country, from coffeehouses to wine bars. 

She didn’t advertise and had no invite list. Yet at one signing alone, she 

sold forty books at a wine bar, where she didn’t know a soul. The way she 

managed this is so brilliant that it’s worth sharing. The author contacted 

the wine bar and asked if she could set up a table and sell her book on 

a slow weeknight. After setting up her table, she bought three bottles 

of wine: a red, a white, and a rose. As people came into the bar, she 

approached them, offered them a free glass of wine, chatted with them, 

and let them know she was selling a book. When an author with an 

infectious personality gives you a free glass of wine, you are buying that 

person’s book, whether you plan on reading it or not.

Consider Radio Interviews
In most cases, getting radio interviews is going to require a publicist 

pitching on your behalf, unless your book is on a specific hot topic for 

which stations are scrambling to find guests. If you wrote a biography 

about an obscure state governor and suddenly that governor is picked 

to be on a national ticket, you’ll be fending off interview requests with 
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a stick. Even with a publicist, securing radio interviews can still be hard. 

Talk to any producer of any radio show, local or national, and they’ll 

tell you about the never-ending stream of books and accompanying 

marketing materials they receive. 

While being interviewed on the radio is cool, and the additional 

exposure is great, I’ve rarely seen it equate to many sales. Just think about 

how and when people listen to radio today. We often listen to radio as 

a backdrop while driving to work, working in the yard, cleaning the 

house, or any number of other activities that take our full attention away 

from whatever we’re listening to. I listen to the same radio station on 

my commute to the office every day. The station has authors on all the 

time. Even if a book sounds interesting, I’m learning about it while I’m 

on the highway. It’s pretty difficult for me (and I’m guessing for you) 

to remember the name of an author or title of a book when I’m not 

in a position to immediately write it down or type it into my browser. 

On top of that, the morning show I listen to is general in nature, so the 

books featured cover a wide range of genres, only some of which will 

likely appeal to any one person.

The point is, even if you can get on a radio show, how many of the 

people listening to the show when you’re on are (a) going to be interested 

in the topic of your book, (b) going to remember you and/or the title of 

your book, and (c) going to then take steps to look up the book and buy 

it? If you have a tight marketing budget, consider abandoning radio; the 

other strategies described in this chapter are likely to be more effective. 

Ask for Book Reviews
If any part of the publishing landscape has changed dramatically over the 

past five years, it’s the clout of traditional book reviewers like Publishers 

Weekly and Kirkus. Certainly, a favorable review by a well-established 

book review source still means something when it comes to retailers 
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believing your book deserves a place on their shelves, and such praise 

can help a book gain initial traction among publishing tastemakers, 

who may go on to recommend it to library patrons or customers in 

their bookstores. But what do reviews by traditional sources mean to 

the actual reader thinking about purchasing your book? I don’t think 

they mean much.  

If you don’t get reviewed by traditional outlets, concentrate your 

efforts on where your Ideal Reader might be. For example, if certain 

blogs focus on your specific genre or are dedicated to topics related to 

your book, contact those bloggers and ask for a review. Work like a dog 

to get people who do read your book to write a review on Amazon. In 

at least one study, 90 percent of the participants claimed that positive 

online reviews about a product influenced their buying decisions.74 While 

the study wasn’t specifically about book reviews written by customers of 

resellers like Amazon and B&N, it’s safe to say that buying decisions are 

swayed by what our peer consumers think. 

An unexpected consequence of our reliance on product reviews 

is the rise of authors writing fake reviews to promote their own work. 

At the close of 2012, Amazon began cracking down on so-called “sock 

puppets”—authors hiding behind a false identity to praise their own 

book—and thousands of reviews were wiped out. (Sadly, many legitimate 

book reviews were caught in the crossfire; most notably, those written by 

authors about the work of their peers.)75

As Amazon works to ensure the legitimacy of posted book reviews, 

it’s even more important that your book receives reviews from impartial 

readers who don’t know you in real life. One of the best ways to get a book 

review, of course, is to ask for them—go ahead and put a little blurb at 

74 http://marketingland.com/survey-customers-more-frustrated-by-how-long-it-takes-to-
resolve-a-customer-service-issue-than-the-resolution-38756.

75 http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/23/technology/amazon-book-reviews-deleted-in-a-
purge-aimed-at-manipulation.html.
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the end of your book inviting readers to share their thoughts on Amazon. 

(E-book bonus: you can include a link right to your book listing!) 

Every time I speak or email with a person who indicates that they 

like my book, I always ask if they would consider writing a review on 

Amazon for me. I explain why it’s so helpful and how much I’d appreciate 

it. I always provide the link to my book’s Amazon sales page. I have close 

to 200 mostly four- and five-star reviews on Amazon for The Fine Print, 

and at least 50 percent of those came from me directly asking someone 

to write one. For me, an Amazon review means more than a review in 

Publishers Weekly ever would. My Ideal Readers aren’t reading PW, but 

they are looking up self-publishing books on Amazon. When they see 

my book has an average rating of 4.7/5, they can safely assume that other 

consumers have found the book valuable.

Post-Publication Book Marketing: Online
The Internet has made publishing a book accessible and affordable, and 

it’s done the same for book marketing. Between options like blog tours, 

Twitter, Facebook, Goodreads, and Google AdWords, the number of 

online marketing options available today is practically endless. Of course, 

not every online method will work for every book. And, just because an 

author in your writing group had success promoting his novel on Twitter 

doesn’t mean that you will, too. 

Many new authors are a little wary of social media. Often they’ve never 

used it to market anything, let alone a book, and it can be overwhelming 

to suddenly be handed a megaphone to the entire Internet. Some people 

want to jump in with both feet and set up an account with every social 

media site in existence, underestimating the learning curve and operating 

on pure enthusiasm. But when you spread yourself all over the Internet, 

one of two things tend to happen: (1) you end up wasting time you could 

be spending actually marketing—or writing, for that matter—obsessing 
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over “likes” and tweets and statistics; or (2) you spread yourself so thin 

that it’s a struggle to update each site with any regularity, and you then 

waste your efforts on an ineffective campaign that no one is interested in.

With social media, it’s much better to focus your marketing efforts 

on just one or two main social hubs, strengthening your voice in those 

corners of the Internet where you’re most comfortable, and where your 

target market is most prevalent.

Worried you might miss out on connecting with your readers if you 

forgo a few social networking sites in favor of others? Don’t be. Most 

users belong to more than one social network anyway, and once they see 

where you’re spending most of your networking time, that’s where they’ll 

connect with you. Sure, some single-network readers may slip through 

your fingers, but better to lose a few opportunities to engage with fans 

than to half-heartedly attempt to engage with them all.

What’s In It for Them?
You could fill an entire bookstore with books containing tips, hints, and 

strategies for social media, but when it comes right down to it, it’s all 

about content. Social media is a place to aggregate all of the other things 

you are doing online. Sharing links to a blog tour, your website, reviews, 

and any PR allows you to keep your audience informed and gives them a 

sense of your platform and legitimacy as a professional writer.

As an author, you are both an entrepreneur and a brand; social 

media is a great way to strengthen that brand and engage others in it. 

But your content must jibe with the interests of your potential readers 

and be consistent with your brand. For example, my brand as an author 

is related to self-publishing. If my blog posts and tweets were constantly 

about celebrity gossip, people who follow me because of their interest in 

self-publishing would quickly lose interest in what I had to say.
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Hold the Spam
Take a peek at your email inbox’s spam folder and you’ll find Nigerian 

princes soliciting your help, young foreign women offering their services, 

and drug manufacturers offering to reduce or enhance various pieces of 

your anatomy. These spam peddlers operate on the theory that while 

99.999 percent of recipients will trash a spam email without even looking 

at it, a tiny number of people new to the Internet game (or extremely 

gullible) will actually fork over thousands of dollars so that that poor 

Nigerian prince can reclaim his fortune. It only takes a few people. 

But what happens when an author tries this same tactic when 

promoting a book? Do you want to bombard the general public with 

spam in the hopes that you’ll trick one or two people into buying your 

book, or do you want to identify and target those people who might 

legitimately be interested?

“Not me,” you scoff. “I’m not a spammer; I’m just marketing my 

book like anyone else.” Well, I’ve got news for you. If you show up on 

forum after forum and only post about your book, you’re a spammer. 

If you blast Twitter with tweets about your book and never post about 

anything else, you’re a spammer. And if you leave comments on other 

blogs solely plugging your book, you’re definitely a spammer. I unfollow 

authors on Twitter who only tweet about how great their book is and 

where you can buy it online. Now, if posts about your great reviews and 

links to your sales pages are sprinkled in among other non-boastful posts, 

then by all means let people know. It’s all about balance.

Set Up a Blog Tour
A blog tour, which is a virtual book tour, has the potential to reach a wider 

targeted audience than a physical book tour. Instead of schlepping your 

books all over the country trying to hustle up interest among people who 

don’t know who you are, embarking on a blog tour of respected blogs 
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already popular with your target audience can be just the encouragement 

your book sales need.

Physical book tours are limited by travel expenses, advertising costs, 

and time. With a blog tour, you can be in many places at once and you 

can promote your book in a variety of ways. Some bloggers may just want 

to give away a copy of your book, which is still good, as it prompts those 

who didn’t win to check out your book’s online sales pages. Others may 

want you to write a guest post. 

The potential for exposure here is enormous—but only if you do it 

right. You’re probably sick of hearing it by now, but untargeted marketing 

efforts are the equivalent of standing on a random street corner and 

shouting at people. With a blog tour, it’s important that you find the 

right street corners—the ones where people who read your genre tend to 

congregate—and buy the biggest megaphone.

Blog tours allow you to take advantage of each blog’s existing 

readership, people who trust the blogger to bring them information 

they find valuable. This trust makes readers more receptive to the 

suggestion that they might enjoy your book than if you—a stranger 

to them—suggested the same thing on your own. Each review of your 

book (or giveaway contest, or interview, or whatever the nature of the 

coverage) will be sent out to all of the blog’s subscribers and remain in 

the blog’s archives indefinitely. Like Amazon reviews, blogs rank high 

with consumers when it comes to influencing purchasing decisions, 

outranking Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.76 This isn’t a surprise, since 

readers tend to have similar style preferences and tastes as the bloggers 

whose blogs they read consistently, and trust their recommendations as a 

result. That same level of trust isn’t going to result from a 140-character 

Twitter post.

76	 Technorati	Media	2013	Digital	Influence	Report,	http://technorati.com/business/article/
technorati-medias-2013-digital-influence-report/.
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Blog tours can also help your book’s discoverability thanks to SEO. 

Remember those keywords we mentioned before, the ones that help 

Google determine whether or not your site or blog is useful to someone 

based on the search terms they used? In fact, that’s only part of the story. 

Another way Google determines relevancy is by looking at how many 

existing blogs that have already been deemed relevant are linking to 

your blog or website. If Google sees a wave of links all heading your way 

from major blogs—and a link back to your site is something you can 

expect from a guest post or review on nearly any blog—it will assume 

your site is even more relevant, and bump you up even higher in those 

search results.

How to Approach Bloggers
There are more books out there than ever before, and more authors 

clamoring for attention in the blogging community. If you want to get 

a major blogger interested in your book, it’s going to take a little finesse.

First, get to know the community. Become active in the comments 

section, engage with other readers, and offer your own opinions. Share 

posts with your own network. Remember, bloggers have their own goal: 

to expand their readership by delivering valuable content. If you can 

help them out in return—say, by promoting their posts to your own 

followers and driving up engagement—they’ll be more interested in 

helping you.

Create a Twitter Page
While expressing yourself in just 140 characters at a time can be 

intimidating, Twitter is a powerful marketing tactic. No other social 

media network quite matches its ability to spur conversations from all 

over the world in real time. As a result, it’s an excellent place for authors 

to build their social media connections.
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But what do you do with it? Tweets about dinner, your dog, or dating 

have their place, but as an author, you need to think about upholding 

your brand. The goal is to be personable and engaging, but consistent 

with your messages.

Our marketing department operates under the 80:20 ratio with 

regard to our company Twitter posts. Eighty percent of the time we are 

sharing/re-tweeting/re-posting other people’s books, blog posts, websites, 

and other content we genuinely think is useful and interesting to our 

followers. We spend 20 percent of our time on Twitter talking about our 

company and its products and services. The 80:20 ratio increases the 

chances that our followers will be receptive to our relatively infrequent 

self-promotion.

Develop a Facebook Following
Some books are perfect for Facebook—the topic is timely and ripe for 

social sharing, and the target market is already on Facebook and engaging 

with relevant communities. For example, we launched a Facebook fan 

page for an author of a book about Alzheimer’s. The author, whose 

husband had suffered and died from the disease, had written the book as 

a guide for caregivers. We created a Facebook page where she could share 

excerpts, advice, and support with those going through this experience. 

We did a small Facebook advertising campaign (spending about $200) to 

target people who were active on other Alzheimer’s- and caregiving-related 

pages, and the author’s Facebook page got a few hundred “likes” from 

these ads. Our publicity staff encouraged the author to ask the audience 

questions, post pictures of her husband, and describe her experiences in 

detail. She posted several times a day and within a year her Facebook page 

had more than 14,000 “likes.” The result is a community that visits her 

page for advice, interacts with the content, shares the page, and buys the 

book. Her Facebook page is one of the best examples of how to do this 
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right, and I encourage you to check it out: https://www.facebook.com/

caregiving101.

An example of when Facebook isn’t a great fit is a campaign we did 

for an author with a book about how to please a woman in bed. The 

subject of the book was reinforced by its cover design. (I’ll say no more 

than that.) Now, there’s nothing wrong with this kind of book. There are 

how-to guides for nearly everything, and this author felt he was an expert 

with knowledge to share with others. But our publicity team was not 

surprised to see that the campaign was less than successful in garnering 

“likes.”

Let’s remember how Facebook works, at least with standard privacy 

settings enabled: when you “like” a page, a little icon of that page (in this 

case, the book’s cover) is displayed on your own page, publicly announcing 

your support, and this icon also appears on all of your Facebook friends’ 

newsfeeds. How many men do you think wanted to publicly admit they 

needed help in this particular area? If you guessed “very few,” you win a 

prize—one that doesn’t involve public embarrassment and ridicule. 

With any campaign, it’s absolutely crucial that you understand your 

audience so you can advertise in a manner that will connect with these 

readers. If your book and its message are not something your audience 

will be comfortable endorsing publicly, your social media campaign is 

dead before it even begins.

Take Advantage of Goodreads
Goodreads is a social media site just for authors and writers to connect 

with each other. Users share book recommendations, review books, and 

use virtual bookshelves to keep track of what they’ve read and what they 

want to read.

One of the most interesting features of Goodreads for authors is the 

ability to run book giveaways—a great way to gain exposure for your 
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book. (Many authors report that the number of people who add the book 

to their “to read” list jumps after a giveaway.) All you do is set up the 

giveaway, choose the number of books you have to give, and let Goodreads 

handle the rest (you’ll then have to send out the books, of course). My last 

The Fine Print of Self-Publishing giveaway acquired 479 requesting users 

with only five available copies. This was a great way to generate interest in 

the book while rewarding the audience for their participation.

Goodreads is a social site just like any other: if you want to drive 

engagement, you have to engage. One thing to point out is that Goodreads 

was sold in 2013 and is now a member of the Amazon empire; change 

could very well be in the wind.

Create Book Trailers
For a book trailer to be effective, it has to be one that has even a tiny 

chance of going viral. Can you produce a minute-long piece engaging 

enough to get people talking? It’s tough. Many fiction authors attempt 

to make their book trailers resemble a Hollywood blockbuster preview 

you might see at your local movie theater. And, that just isn’t happening 

for a few thousand dollars. The production value isn’t there, and a trailer 

for your novel isn’t going to be brimming with famous movie actors and 

actresses. So, if you are going to make a trailer for your novel, try to 

picture yourself as the average person bombarded by links to videos all 

day. Then, if you still think you can create an attention-grabbing trailer, 

think as far outside of the box as you can.

If you’re a nonfiction author, a trailer could be a series of instructional 

videos on your own YouTube channel or clips of you at speaking 

engagements or other events.

In some cases, a trailer can be effective in conjunction with a larger 

ad campaign. For example, a book around which an entire company is 

based may benefit from a book trailer, because the trailer would serve 
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multiple advertisement purposes and stand to reach more people through 

the company’s existing platform.

Make the Most of Online Advertising
Of any area of marketing, online advertising (e.g., the ads you see on 

the side of Google search results), can be the most difficult to master. 

If you don’t know what you’re doing you can blow through money at 

a pace only Congress can understand. When I started Click Industries 

(my previous online company), I spent months studying how online 

advertising worked, how to write effective ads, and how to bid on terms. 

We had an almost nonexistent budget, but had managed to scrape 

together $3,000. I set up my account (at Overture.com, which has since 

been folded into Yahoo), but forgot to unclick one default checkmark. 

The result was that my ads were shown to a much broader audience 

than I had anticipated. The $3,000 was gone before I even knew what 

happened.

At the time, I was advertising for a service that had an average return 

to the company of $500–$700 per order, so while I had to dig into my 

pocket again to get back on the online advertising horse, I was able to 

recoup the investment. Because you’re advertising a book with a small 

return, it’s harder to recover from any blunders. For this reason, this is one 

area where I suggest hiring a pro.

Keyword Advertising
Keyword advertising works on the same principle as SEO: users type 

keywords into search engines that describe something they are looking 

for. The key difference is that whereas SEO takes time, advertising allows 

you to pay for instant results. The most common places to advertise using 

keywords are found on Google AdWords and the Yahoo/Bing Network. 

Both of these companies have self-serve advertising platforms that allow 
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you to bid on keywords. You can pay either for each click (“CPC” or “Cost 

per Click”), or for every 1,000 impressions of your ad (“CPM” or “Cost per 

Mille,” or one thousand impressions). An “impression” refers to how many 

times the ad shows up on the page during a search, not how many people 

click on it. Generally speaking, it is preferable to pay for clicks, as you are 

guaranteed to only pay for people that have taken action and will end up on 

your website as opposed to people who never see your ad in the sea of other 

ads presented to them each time they perform a search. 

Typically this type of advertising works better for nonfiction books. 

The topics of nonfiction books are often the subject of searches that are 

very specific, which allows for very specific targeting. Searches related to 

fiction are another story. While there are many searches for keywords such 

as “crime novels” and “historical fiction,” these terms are quite broad and 

could apply to a wide variety of reader preferences. The result is a reduced 

ability to target, which typically spells less than desirable results for any 

paid advertising campaign. The same could be said of terms that are too 

targeted. Remember our friend who wrote the book about keeping his 

women, um,  .  .  . happy? He wanted to use some of the most popular 

search terms on the Internet (you know which ones I’m talking about) to 

get the attention of potential readers. As it turns out, the “readers” he was 

targeting weren’t interested in books at all.

How much should you pay per click? It’s impossible for me to tell you 

that. The answer depends on the keyword terms in question, how much 

you’re willing to pay per click, how much you’re willing to spend per day 

for that keyword tool, the competition for those keywords, and so on. The 

more you are willing to spend per click and per day, the more and better 

ad placement you get. 

Let’s say you have a romance novel and want to advertise under the 

keyword phrase “romance novels” on Google. There are three types of 

keyword phrases you’d want to consider:
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•	 Broad: The keywords are contained somewhere in the search 

(e.g., “I love romance, bonbons, and novels”).

•	 Phrase: The search contains the phrase, but may have other 

words before or after it (e.g., “romance novels at night”).

•	 Exact: The search contains the exact phrase (e.g., “romance 

novels”).

Each type of phrase comes with a different price per click. For the 

purposes of this example, let’s say you were willing to spend up to $0.50 

per click and had a daily ad budget of $10 ($300 for the month). Google 

requires you to set both amounts before it tells you how much you will 

pay per click. You can try various calculations using Google’s Keyword 

Planner (though you’ll need to set up a Google AdWords account to 

use it). Given the budget and maximum spend per click, the Keyword 

Planner estimates that for the exact phrase of “romance novels” you’d 

get 1.5 clicks a day at $0.27 per click. For the broad type you’d get 4 

clicks a day at $0.65 per click. And, for the phrase search you’d get 14.5 

clicks a day at $0.18 per click. Combined, you’d get 20 clicks per day 

with an average cost per click of $0.19, for a total of $3.73 per day for 

the variations of this one keyword phrase.

For an online advertising campaign to be effective, you need to bid 

on more than one keyword phrase. In our example above, you’d get 600 

visits to your website in one month, and you’d pay $112.00. On average, 

1 to 2 percent of those visitors might buy, which equates to six to twelve 

people. You might make a few dollars if you got twelve people to buy.

This snapshot of keyword advertising demonstrates that at even a 

low cost per click, it is hard to recoup this type of marketing investment. 

That’s why I never recommend keyword advertising for fiction and only 

recommend it for nonfiction when the author’s platform, rather than the 

book, is the focus of the author’s website (e.g., an author is a financial 
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planner and uses his book to get people to meet with him about his 

investment services).

Content Advertising
Content advertising is similar to keyword advertising, except that your 

ads show up on specific websites (for example, as banner ads) rather than 

in search engines. Some websites offer ad space directly and others have 

Google AdWords, Bing Ads, or other third-party tools to manage the ad 

space for them.77 

If you are dealing directly with a site that sells its own ad space, that 

site should provide metrics about the audience, traffic, and so forth. 

In using Google AdWords or Bing Ads, you can view the sites in their 

advertising networks and then pick the ones that you’d like to advertise 

on. For example, through Google AdWords you could advertise your 

romance novel on BarnesandNoble.com, although Google will get to 

decide where on that site your ad goes. You could pay for each click your 

ad gets (pay-per-click) or for every 1,000 times your ad is displayed (cost-

per-thousand). Much like keyword advertising, the pay-per-click option is 

often ideal in that you will only pay when a potential reader takes action.

Another site for targeted content ads is Goodreads, the world’s largest 

social network dedicated just to book reading.78 However, I have not tried 

Goodreads ads, as they seem to produce mixed results.79 

Social Media Advertising
Social media advertising works on the same principles as keyword 

advertising, but is based on information contained in users’ social media 

77 Bing’s FAQ section on the differences between search and content ads may be helpful: 
http://advertise.bingads.microsoft.com/en-us/help-topic/how-to/moonshot_conc_
searchadscontentads.htm/differences-between-search-ads-and-content-ads.

78 Learn more about Goodreads’s advertising options at http://www.goodreads.com/
advertisers.

79 http://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/787687-goodreads-ads---yay-or-nay; http://www.
goodreads.com/topic/show/768512-advertising-on-goodreads---who-s-tried-it-how-d-it-go.
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profiles. This type of advertising allows you to target based on age, gender, 

location, interests, and in some networks, profession. Popular sites to 

advertise on are Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.

There are two main options for authors choosing to advertise on 

Facebook.80 First, you can elect to send traffic to your author page within 

Facebook. You can also choose to send the traffic to a destination outside 

of Facebook such as your website. Typically speaking, directing the traffic 

to your author page within Facebook is more effective because it does not 

interrupt the social experience the person started when they first visited 

the Facebook site. When you force someone to leave Facebook, there is a 

greater chance that they will not interact with your website and will not 

return to your Facebook page. 

One of the main benefits of Facebook advertising is that you can 

target based on interests that people are talking about in their status 

updates. Another benefit is that you can get your ad seen by thousands of 

people, which helps build brand and name recognition, even if they don’t 

click on the ad. A third benefit is that by using the ad to get the Facebook 

user to “like” your page, you get more than one crack at making the 

sale, since every time you post something on your page, the person who 

“liked” your page has another opportunity to engage with you. Unlike 

a traditional online search ad, Facebook ads can create a fan, not just a 

one-timer browser. 

A successful Facebook ad campaign we did for a book of spiritual 

meditations targeted 2,200,000 Facebook users who met the following 

criteria:

•	 Residents of the US or Canada

•	 21 or older

•	 Female

80 https://www.facebook.com/advertising.
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•	 “Liked” Ashtanga Vinyasa yoga, meditation, self-improvement, 

compassion, self-help, self-compassion, or Hatha yoga

•	 Not already connected to the author on Facebook

•	 Classified by Facebook, based on their status updates, “likes,” 

posts, etc., to be interested in the broad categories of charity/

causes or health and well-being

Out of that group, 146,976 people had the ad appear on their 

Facebook page, 529 clicked on it, and 398 “liked” the author’s page. 

All of that for $200, which equates to about $0.50 per “like.” A solid 

investment.

Another example is the campaign we ran for the author who wrote 

the dementia book referenced earlier. In that case we targeted 1,340,000 

Facebook users who met the following criteria:

•	 Residents of the US

•	 35 or older

•	 “Liked” pages related to Alzheimer’s disease, Dementia 

Awareness Day, the Alzheimer’s Association, dementia, and the 

Alzheimer’s Society, Central New York Chapter

•	 Not already connected to the author on Facebook

Out of that targeted group, 84,435 people had the ad appear on their 

Facebook page, 556 people clicked on it, and 318 “liked” it. Again, all of 

that for $200. As you might recall, that launch helped the author build 

over 14,000+ “likes.” The author created a lot of content to engage her 

Facebook fans, but the original 318 “likes” were enough to build initial 

buzz. 

Twitter offers a very similar advertising platform to Facebook.81 

With Twitter ads you can target potential readers based on their interests, 

81 https://business.twitter.com/products/twitter-ads-self-service.
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their tweets, and the people they follow on the site. Let’s say I wanted to 

advertise a romance novel. I might target anyone who is tweeting about 

the latest Nicholas Sparks or Julia Quinn novels. I could also target people 

using the hash tags #romance or #romancenovel in their tweets. 

Since LinkedIn is a community focused on professional connections, 

this network is a must if you’re hoping to appeal to professional groups 

or your book touches on any topics of interest in a business-to-business 

relationship. LinkedIn allows you to target people similarly to Facebook 

and Twitter.82 For example, if you wrote a book about how to manage 

employees more effectively, you could target LinkedIn users who have 

“manager” as a job title with an ad about how your book can help them 

become more effective leaders. You could also focus on people that work 

at specific companies, organizations of a certain size, or even within a 

particular industry. For example, there are over 3.2 million LinkedIn 

users in the US who work at companies with 1,000+ employees and who 

identify themselves as a “manager” for their company in their LinkedIn 

profile. 

A Quick Note about Ad Copywriting
It is extremely important to be concise and clear when writing any type 

of ad copy. Writing for marketing is different than writing creatively, so 

make sure to only use essential descriptors that will make your ad stand 

out. Online ad copywriting in particular is a case where less is more. 

Remember, you have to grab someone’s attention with this brief copy and 

make them want to engage with you further. Below, I’ve created some bad 

ads and their better counterparts for a romance novel called Love Notes.

•	 Bad: “This love story will warm your heart. Read Love Notes, the 

newest book by Mark Levine.” 

82 www.linkedin.com/advertising.
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•	 Better: “Warm up with the love story of the century: Love 

Notes.” 

•	 Bad: “If you enjoyed The Notebook, we have the book for you. 

Read Love Notes, the newest novel about forbidden love and 

overcoming the odds.” 

•	 Better: “If you liked The Notebook, you’ll love Love Notes.” 

Both the “bad” ads and their “better” counterparts say the same 

thing, but in the “better” examples unnecessary words have been removed. 

For example, the “better” ads didn’t mention my name, because people 

probably wouldn’t identify me as a romance novelist, making the reference 

unnecessary. 

Always be honest when writing advertisements. Your goal should 

never be to “trick” someone into clicking one of your ads. This will only 

waste that person’s time and your money, not to mention the fact that 

it will tarnish your relationship with your potential readers. Notice that 

in none of my ad examples did I use the phrase “best-selling author”; 

doing so would only draw attention to the fact that I am not a best-selling 

romance novelist. 

Final Thoughts on Book Marketing
If your book doesn’t look and read like it came out of a New York 

publishing house (meaning exceptional editing, formatting, and cover 

design), then whatever amount of money you spend on marketing is 

a waste. But, if you have a book that can compete, then you have to 

decide how much marketing you are willing to do on your own and how 

much you can afford to pay someone else to do. It all comes down to 

budget. Most, if not all, of the marketing techniques I discussed in this 

chapter you can learn how to do yourself. Authors do it all the time, 

although most concentrate on one or two techniques. Anyone can put up 
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a blog, but can you teach yourself how to make it look nicer than just a 

standard template and effectively promote it? Can you learn how to create 

a successful Facebook ad campaign? What about putting together a cost-

effective Google AdWords program? If you have the time to master any of 

these, it’s a plus, both in terms of saving money and learning important 

skills that can be used beyond just book marketing. However, mastering 

one or more of these takes time, skill, and patience. And, when you release 

a book, you don’t have months to learn—you have to get right to the 

marketing. For the one or two marketing items that are most important 

to you, I’d hire a pro to help. You can spend some time tinkering on the 

other, less crucial ones, like Goodreads. 

You never know which marketing technique will lead to the right 

person seeing your book at the right time. Book marketing is not a science, 

and you can’t slot your book into some marketing formula that worked 

for one book and have it automatically work for yours. If everyone else 

is doing the same thing, think about doing something different. I do. 

Don’t let yourself be constrained by conventional wisdom. Take chances, 

be bold, and be creative. 
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C h a p t e r  8

an apples-to-apples Comparison of Major 
Self-publishing Companies

Comparing one self-publishing company’s publishing package to that 

of another is difficult, if not impossible: Company A’s basic package 

and Company B’s basic package could have similar features, but a 

price difference of a few hundred dollars. Or, one company’s packages 

may have some features and another company’s comparable package 

some slightly different ones. Looking at the number of packages and 

features in one company versus another becomes an Excel spreadsheet 

nightmare.

For the first time in this book’s five editions, I’ve provided a head-to-

head look at how the major self-publishing companies stack up against 

each other, not on publishing packages (as the disparity in price and 

services is so great), but on some of the most critical elements related to 

successfully publishing your book:

•	 Printing markups

•	 The price the author pays for copies of his/her book

•	 Royalty calculations

•	 The return of the original production files

•	 Ease of gathering information as a prospective client

You want to work with a good company, with good people who make 

good books and provide a fair contract. Whether a company marks up 

printing 15 percent or 200 percent, or takes no royalties or half of the 
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royalties, doesn’t inherently make a contract or the services fair or unfair. 

Sure, I have my opinions, but you can decide for yourself what will work. 

If you love a particular company that marks up printing 30 percent more 

than another one, choosing them isn’t the worst thing that’ll ever happen 

to you. Understanding the ramifications of these differences is what this 

chapter is all about.

Printing Markups
If there is one thing you take away from this book, let it be an understanding 

of how printing markups affect every aspect of your book’s success. Let’s 

start at the root of the problem: the misconceptions of POD printing. 

Most authors don’t think about the effect of printing markups because 

many self-publishing companies pound into their heads that “You only 

pay for printing when someone orders your book.” Which, loosely 

translated, means: “Who cares how much your printing is marked up? 

Let the person who orders your book pay more to cover that cost.” This 

mentality will make your book DOA before one copy has been printed. 

Sure, with POD printing, you don’t “pay” the publisher for the cost of the 

print job until the book has been printed. But, by sticking that markup 

with the end buyer (e.g., a customer on Amazon) or a brick-and-mortar 

retailer, you’ve assured yourself virtually no sales outside of your family 

and friends. 

In chapter 3, I discussed why you need to set the retail price of your 

book competitively. That’s impossible when the printing markups get 

much higher than 15 or 20 percent. From a retail pricing perspective, 

as long as your books are POD, you’ll never be able to compete dollar-

for-dollar with a similar traditionally published title where the publisher 

printed thousands of copies. But, you have to get in the ballpark. And, 

the only way to do that is to get the printing costs somewhat under 

control.
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Assume you have a 200-page, black-and-white interior, 6” x 9” 

paperback book. Assume also that you’re printing it on demand in small 

quantities with a publisher that prints with Lightning Source. You know 

that this particular book will cost your publisher about $3.90 to print 

(remember, most publishers get better pricing than this, but I always 

use stated prices for the purpose of examples). Assume Lightning Source 

is going to take a 55 percent wholesale trade discount.83 If you use 

CreateSpace, the trade discount is between 40 percent and 60 percent 

depending on the retail or wholesale channel.84 So, with that in mind, 

I use 55 percent as the baseline. Let’s also assume that your publisher 

isn’t taking any cut of the royalties (which you may know by now is the 

exception, not the rule).

While many self-publishing companies, including but not limited to 

CreateSpace, encourage you to price your book at any price you’d like, if 

you don’t price your book in line with similar books in your genre, you’re 

in trouble. You have to set the retail price at a competitive level. For the 

purposes of the example below, I’m going to set the retail price at what I 

consider the absolute highest reasonable retail price for a book of this size: 

$14.95.85 Watch how a few upticks in printing markup percentages can 

affect how you have to price your book.

83 Lightning Source does offer the option to set the trade discount between 20 percent and 
55 percent and only at the publisher level. (If you publish directly with Lightning Source, 
you’d be the publisher.) But, you can only choose one trade discount for both wholesale 
and retail. Some self-publishing companies allow you to set the trade discount within this 
range. Setting it below 40 percent almost guarantees no bookstore or other brick-and-
mortar retailer will buy the book, as most require a minimum 40 percent trade discount. I 
use 55 percent in all my examples, as that is the highest the trade discount will be, and I 
calculate all costs and royalties with that as a baseline.

84 If you publish through CreateSpace and use its standard distribution program, 
CreateSpace’s trade discount is 40 percent. If you use CreateSpace’s “Expanded 
Distribution” program, the trade discount jumps to 60 percent, and there may be times 
when	you	sell	a	book	on	Amazon	and	make	a	60	percent	profit	and	other	times	when	
you	make	a	40	percent	profit.	For	more	information,	see	https://www.createspace.com/
Products/Book/ExpandedDistribution.jsp.

85	 There	are	cases	where	certain	nonfiction	books	in	this	page	range	(e.g.,	reference	books)	
could command a higher retail price point.
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How Printing Markups Affect Royalties for a 
$14.95 Paperback86

200-Page, 6”x9” 
Paperback Retailing for 

$14.95

No Printing 
Markup 15% Markup 50% Markup 100% 

Markup

Print “Cost” $3.90 $4.49 $5.85 $7.80

Author “Profit” $2.83 $2.24 $0.88 –$1.07

Priced at really the highest possible retail price point, you barely profit 

when a publisher has even a 50 percent printing markup. And at the 100 

percent printing markup, you are in the red; with that type of markup, 

you’ll be forced to price the book even higher. 

The simple chart above also assumes that the publisher isn’t taking 

a cut of the sales (other than the printing markup). Add in a publisher 

royalty, and the royalty to the author becomes even less attractive as the 

printing markups rise.

So, let’s continue with my sample 200-page, 6” x 9” paperback and 

compare actual self-publishing companies’ printing markups. The chart 

entitled “Publisher Markups on Actual Print Costs on a 200-Page Paperback 

Sold through Online Retailers” reflects only this one sample 200-page 

paperback, and assumes a retail price of $14.99 (unless a higher minimum 

price is required). It doesn’t account for royalties (that comes later) or author 

discounts on books purchased by the author (that also comes later). 

When I started building this chart, the idea was to show you the 

printing markups of books sold through third-party retailers. But, as 

you’ll see below, most companies would not provide enough information 

to ascertain the printing markup, or would claim not to mark up printing, 

86 This example is based on a 200-page paperback with a black-and-white interior, at a 55 
percent trade discount, where the publisher is not taking any royalty: $14.99 (retail price) 
– $8.22 (55 percent trade discount) – $[X] (print cost) – $0 (publisher takes no royalty) = 
Author Royalty.
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only to bury the cost in excessive royalties. I wasn’t asking them what 

their printing costs were (I don’t expect a business to tell me their costs of 

goods); I was asking what my printing costs were. These folks were sure 

testy about this. I debated whether to take this chart out, but decided 

to keep it in to show you which publishers don’t like questions about 

printing markups and to what degree. Make sure you read the footnotes 

to this chart in order to learn how squirrely some of these guys get when 

asked reasonable questions. 

Of particular interest is that some of the Author Solutions companies 

(Abbott Press, Archway Publishing, Balboa Press, CrossBooks, WestBow 

Press) appear at first glance to have no printing markup. But, they are 

just pushing those markups into the royalties and printing markups when 

authors order copies of their own books. For example, Abbott Press, 

Archway, Balboa Press, CrossBooks, and WestBow all take a 50 percent 

net royalty (after backing out trade discount and printing costs).87 With 

so little going to the author, the true markups are buried in the huge 

chunk of each sale the companies make; whether there is technically a 

printing markup is inconsequential.

The core Author Solutions companies, iUniverse, Trafford, Xlibris, 

and AuthorHouse, pay authors a 10 to 20 percent royalty, and often 

require a higher retail price.88 With the exception of iUniverse (which 

marks up printing on third-party retail sales by 53 percent), the core 

Author Solutions companies wouldn’t provide any details as to their 

printing markups. 

87 http://www.abbottpress.com/faq/pricing.aspx#Calculate, http://www.archwaypublishing.
com/faq/pricing.aspx#Calculate, http://www.balboapress.com/faq/pricing.aspx#Calculate, 
http://www.crossbooks.com/help/royalties.aspx, http://www.westbowpress.com/FAQ/
Pricing.aspx.

88 http://www.iuniverse.com/faqs/royalties.aspx, http://www.trafford.com/FAQ/Pricing.aspx, 
http://www2.xlibris.com/faq_pricing_royalties.html#royalty, http://www.authorhouse.
com/pricingcalculator/pricingcalc.aspx. Select “black and white” and “regular pricing.” 
AuthorHouse	offers	a	“flex	pricing”	option	where	you	can	set	the	retail	price	lower	
but for a $250 fee. See http://www.authorhouse.com/Servicestore/ServiceDetail.
aspx?ServiceId=BS-2680.
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Given that almost every company is printing their books at the same 

printer, in theory printing markups should have been one of the few 

factors that allowed for an apples-to-apples comparison. But, since most 

companies didn’t want to provide the information, the chart on royalties 

below is the best way to determine the printing markups. Basically, you 

have to take the retail price and back out the royalties and trade discount 

(the portion of each sale a retailer, like Amazon or Barnes & Noble, gets 

for selling the book) to calculate the charged printing costs.

On this chart you will see which companies make it impossible 

to find out important information, which companies manipulate the 

print cost and push the markups into the publisher’s royalty, and which 

companies provide a print cost, making it easy to calculate the percentage 

of markups. Finally, it should be noted that while Lightning Source’s 

stated price for this particular book is $.015 per page and $.90 per cover, 

some bigger publishers pay less, hence the range of prices from $3.25 to 

$3.90 that would all be considered “at cost.”

Publisher Markups on Actual Print Costs on a 200-Page 
Paperback Sold through Online Retailers

Publisher Stated Print Cost Markup % on Actual 
Print Cost89

Abbott Press $3.7590 0%

Arbor Books Unknown91 Unknown

Archway Publishing $3.7592 0%

89 This chart assumes that all books use Lightning Source and have a print cost of $0.90 for 
the cover + $0.015/page. A printer that uses its own in-house printer may experience a 
slightly different print cost.

90 From an email with Abbott Press customer service: “Print cost on a 200-page soft cover 
book is $3.75.”

91 I was able to get very little out of Arbor Books via email: “If you want to speak on the 
phone, give me a call. Otherwise I can’t help you.”

92 Print cost (or Cost of Goods Sold) provided in an email with Archway Publishing customer 
service: “I estimate the COGS [the cost to produce/print the book] will be around $3.75.”
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93 AuthorHouse does not publish this information, and none of my three emails were 
acknowledged.

94 Print cost calculated by $0.90 cover cost + $0.015/page, as shown on http://www.
aventinepress.com/pub_agree.html.

95 Balboa Press customer service declined to answer my question about print costs; 
however, on http://www.balboapress.com/FAQ/Pricing.aspx#Calculate, the COGS is the 
same as other Author Solutions sites, so the “print cost” may be the $3.75 stated by its 
sister companies. 

96 I emailed to ask the print cost, and a BookLocker representative told me, “We do not 
publish our printer’s costs.”

97 CreateSpace prints in-house, thus they are able to print for lower actual costs than 
Lightning Source. The print cost is quoted in the Member Order Calculator under the 
Buying Copies tab of https://www.createspace.com/Products/Book/.

98 I emailed CrossBooks to inquire about the Cost of Goods Sold for a book that retails 
between	$13.99	and	$14.99	and	was	told,	“Don’t	hold	my	feet	to	fire	on	this	but	it	should	
be $3.50 to $3.75, give or take $0.25! Yes the COGS is based on page count.” For this 
example, I use the print cost of $3.75 that other Author Solutions companies quoted me. 
Also, at http://www.crossbooks.com/help/royalties.aspx, note that the COGS is the same 
as on other Author Solutions company sites.

99 Print cost calculated by $1.28 unit cost + $0.02/page, as shown on http://
dogearpublishing.net/ak-author-purchase-prices.php.

100 Dorrance does not provide this information, and when I contacted an employee via email, 
that employee declined to answer.

101	 Infinity	customer	service	told	me	they	do	not	provide	the	print	cost	to	authors.
102 I asked an iUniverse representative via Live Chat what the print cost would be, and he 

told me, “The print cost would probably be around 40 percent of the retail price [$14.95]. 
That would come out to $5.98.” I was quoted a similar number during a Live Chat with a 
customer service representative. 

103 On http://www.llumina.com/pricingbooks.htm, Llumina mentions that they multiply the 
number of pages by the print cost per page and add this to the cover cost to get the total 
print cost. However, Llumina’s customer service did not respond to my email request for 
more information on the print cost per page.

104 Lulu’s “Manufacturing cost per unit” is shown on the Retail Book Cost Calculator found at 
http://www.lulu.com/includes/calc_retail_inc.php.

AuthorHouse Unknown93 Unknown

Aventine Press $3.9094 0%

Balboa Press Unknown95 Unknown

BookLocker Unknown96 Unknown

CreateSpace $3.2597 0%

CrossBooks $3.7598 0%

Dog Ear Publishing $5.2899 35%

Dorrance Publishing Unknown100 Unknown

Infinity Publishing Unknown101 Unknown

iUniverse $5.98102 53%

Llumina Press Unknown103 Unknown

Lulu $5.50104 41%
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Remember, this is an example of one book, with a certain page count, 

and a specific retail price, printed on demand and then sold through third-

party online retailers. These numbers could change by tinkering with any 

of the book specs used in this example.

105 Cost per book calculated by $2/unit + $.015/page as shown on http://www.
magicvalleypub.com/publishingagreement.pdf.

106 Actual print cost shown at http://www.millcitypress.net/book-printing-costs and can vary 
depending	on	the	specific	printer.

107 “The $5.37 [you were quoted to order copies of your 200-page book] is the cost to print 
your book.” From emails with an Outskirts Press representative.

108 By this point, PublishAmerica customer service had informed me that they would 
not answer any further questions via email until they had received and accepted my 
manuscript.

109 Tate Publishing representatives declined to answer further questions until they received 
and accepted my manuscript. 

110 In response to my inquiry regarding print costs, Trafford customer service told me my 
retail price. When I responded to clarify my inquiry, my email was ignored.

111 My emailed inquiries about print costs were ignored.
112 By this point in our correspondence, WestBow customer service had informed me they 

would no longer be answering my emailed questions and that I would need to call the 
company to discuss anything further.

113	 WinePress	live	support	confirmed	that	there	is	a	markup	on	print	costs,	but	declined	to	
share what that markup is.

114 Three emails to Xlibris customer service were ignored. None of my inquiries received a 
response.

115 The production/print cost of $3.99 is shown on http://www.xulonpress.com/royalties/
royalty-rates.php in the example royalty calculations for a $15.99 book, which has a page 
count between 226 and 248 as shown on http://www.xulonpress.com/services/book-
retail-pricing.php. I could not get anyone at Xulon Press to tell me the print cost for a 
200-page book.

Magic Valley Publishers $5.00105 28%

Mill City Press $3.65–3.90106 0%

Outskirts Press $5.37107 38%

PublishAmerica Unknown108 Unknown

Tate Publishing Unknown109 Unknown

Trafford Publishing Unknown110 Unknown

Wasteland Press Unknown111 Unknown

WestBow Press Unknown112 Unknown

WinePress Publishing Unknown113 Unknown

Xlibris Press Unknown114 Unknown

Xulon Press 3.99115 2%
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The most frustrating part of putting together this chart was getting 

clear information out of these companies. Even to lock them down on 

what their “printing costs” were (including whatever they added for a 

markup) was next to impossible—and I had the advantage of knowing 

which questions to ask.

Author Price per Book
Not all printing markups are treated equally. Many publishers actually employ 

two types of printing markups for two different situations. As you read in 

the previous section, there are the printing markups for books sold through 

third-party retailers, but what about books sold to you for your own resale (at 

events, for example)? Some self-publishing companies are consistent in their 

printing markups, while others use different formulas to get the price they 

ultimately charge an author for copies of his or her own book.

Whether you’re selling your books on your website or out of your car, 

you need to be able to purchase those books cost-effectively so you can make 

a profit. In fact, an aggressive direct-to-consumer sales strategy can help make 

up for smaller profits from sales through third-party resellers. To illustrate 

this, let’s use our hypothetical 200-page paperback. For this example, we’ll 

assume that the publisher doesn’t mark up printing for third-party retail sales, 

but does mark it up on copies purchased by the author for his own use. We’ll 

also assume that the author gets a 50 percent royalty for third-party retail 

sales. Finally, we’ll take three printing markups—35 percent, 67 percent, 

and 150 percent—and see how those markups affect an author’s royalties on 

books sold on his own, through his website, and/or at events.
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Author Royalties via Direct Sale at Various Printing Markups

Sales by Third-
Party Resellers

Direct Sale by 
Author with 35% 
Printing Markup

Direct Sale by Author 
with 67% Printing 

Markup

Direct Sale by 
Author with 150% 
Printing Markup

$14.95 (Retail price)
 – 8.22 (55% 

Reseller trade 
discount)

 $6.73 (Net 
wholesale price)

 x 0.50 (Author 
royalty 
percentage)

$3.37 (Author royalty)

$14.95 (Retail price)
 – 3.90 (Actual print 

cost)
 – $1.37 (35% 

Printing markup)
$9.68 (Author 

royalty)

$14.95 (Retail price)
 – 3.90 (Actual print 

cost)
 – $2.61 (67% Printing 

markup)
$8.44 (Author royalty)

$14.95 (Retail price)
– 3.90 (Actual print 

cost)
– $5.85 (150% 

Printing markup)
$5.20 (Author royalty)

The example above is why it matters what your publisher charges 

you for printing copies of the book for your own use. I included royalties 

from third-party sales (e.g., Amazon), so that you can see how, if printing 

markups are reasonable, one sale by you can equal two or three generated 

through a site like Amazon.

Now that you see how your costs for printing affect your bottom 

line, it’s important for you to know how self-publishing companies 

charge you for copies of your own books. The following chart shows 

what each self-publishing company charges an author each time that 

author orders a copy of his or her own book for personal use or for sales 

at events. Again, for the purposes of this chart, I’m using a 200-page, 6” 

x 9” paperback with a retail price of $14.95. The reason the retail price 

is important here is because many self-publishing companies set the 

author’s purchase price based on the book’s retail price.116 While it’s rare 

that an author would only order one copy of his book at a time, in order 

to get a baseline, I needed to base this chart on one copy per order, as 

116 In the chart entitled “Author Royalties on Printed Book Sales” found in the next section 
of this book, you see how some publishing companies require that authors set higher 
retail prices for their books that are the exact same trim size, format, and page count 
as cheaper books by other publishers. For companies that base the author’s purchase 
price of books on the retail price, even slightly higher retail prices can mean much higher 
printing costs for you.
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some publishers give price breaks at various quantity levels. Remember, 

many of the larger companies that use Lightning Source are paying far 

less than the stated print costs. Thus, in reality, many of the markups 

will be higher.

Author Purchase Price per Book

Publisher Author Price/Book117 Markup on Actual Print 
Cost of $3.90118

Abbott Press $10.49119 169%

Arbor Books Unknown120 Unknown

Archway Publishing $10.46121 168%

AuthorHouse122 $11.86123 204%

Aventine Press124 $4.41125 13%

Balboa Press $10.46126 168%

BookLocker $9.72127 149%

CreateSpace $3.25128 0%

CrossBooks $10.46129 168%

117	 Prices	shown	reflect	the	cost	to	purchase	a	single	book.	Volume	discounts	and	retail	
prices are shown in appendix E.

118 This chart assumes that all publishers use Lightning Source. A publisher that uses its own 
in-house printer might experience a slightly different print cost.

119 Author purchase price equal to the list price minus 30 percent, as shown at http://www.
abbottpress.com/FAQ/Pricing.aspx#.

120 Arbor Books does not publish pricing information on its website and neglected to provide 
further information via email.

121 Author purchase price shown at http://www.archwaypublishing.com/FAQ/Pricing.aspx.
122 AuthorHouse retail price is $16.95 under “regular pricing” as shown at http://www.

authorhouse.com/pricingcalculator/pricingcalc.aspx.
123 Author purchase price equal to list price minus 30 percent, as shown at http://www.

authorhouse.com/FAQ/BookOrder.aspx.
124 Aventine’s retail price is $12.95, as shown on http://www.aventinepress.com/faqs.

html#price.
125 Author purchase price equal to actual print cost plus 13 percent, as shown at http://www.

aventinepress.com/faqs.html#cost.
126 Author purchase price equal to the list price minus 30 percent, as shown at http://www.

balboapress.com/FAQ/Pricing.aspx#volume.
127 Author purchase price shown at https://secure.booklocker.com/booklocker/book/

AuthorDiscounts022811.pdf. 
128 It should be noted that CreateSpace doesn’t offer any volume discounts. So, if you print 

one copy of this book it’s $3.25. If you print 1,000 copies, it’s $3.25. 
129 Author purchase price equal to the list price minus 30 percent, as shown at http://www.

crossbooks.com/help/royalties.aspx#volumediscount.
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130 Author price calculated as $1.28 per book plus $0.02 per page as shown on http://
dogearpublishing.net/ak-author-purchase-prices.php.

131 Author price calculated as 45 percent off the list price as shown at http://www.
dorrancepublishing.com/author-guide-promserv.asp. This chart assumes a retail price of 
$14.99, which Dorrance may or may not allow, as it could require a higher retail price.

132	 The	first	order	placed	receives	a	50	percent	discount;	subsequent	orders	receive	a	40	
percent	discount.	Author	purchase	price	found	at	http://www.infinitypublishing.com/book-
publishing-services/author-royalties-set-your-royalty-amount.html.

133 Author purchase price is equal to the list price minus 30 percent, as shown at http://www.
iuniverse.com/why-iUniverse/publishing-the-iUniverse-way/selling-your-book/author-
discounts.aspx.

134 Author purchase price is equal to the list price minus 30 percent, as shown at http://www.
llumina.com/contract.htm.

135	 There	does	not	appear	to	be	a	discount	for	volumes	fewer	than	fifteen	copies	as	shown	
on http://connect.lulu.com/t5/Product-Pricing-Information/How-much-will-my-printed-
book-cost/ta-p/33671.

136	 Magic	Valley	Publishers	requires	a	minimum	order	of	twenty-five.	Author	purchase	price	
shown at http://www.magicvalleypub.com/services.html.

137	 Print	cost	of	POD	and	short	runs	can	vary	slightly	depending	on	the	specific	printer	used.	
The example at http://www.millcitypress.net/author-royalties	uses	the	$3.90	figure,	but	in	
many cases the actual print cost for that particular book would be $3.65.

138 Author price per book listed for the Diamond package with Price Plan 50 selected, as 
shown at http://www.outskirtspress.com/calculator.php. Authors must order a minimum of 
five	books.

139 Sample list price of $14.95 used for this calculation may or may not be allowed by 
PublishAmerica.

140 Tate Publishing does not publish its author purchase price. 
141 Trafford does not publish its author purchase price; this chart assumed that the price is 

equal to the list price minus 30 percent, as with other Author Solutions companies.
142 Author purchase price shown in chart at http://www.wastelandpress.net/Prices_

paperbacks2.html.

Dog Ear Publishing $5.28130 35%

Dorrance Publishing $8.25131 111%

Infinity Publishing $8.37132 115%

iUniverse $10.46133 168%

Llumina Press $10.46134 168%

Lulu $7.75135 99%

Magic Valley Publishers $5.00136 28%

Mill City Press $3.65–3.90137 0%

Outskirts Press $6.28138 61%

PublishAmerica $11.96139 207%

Tate Publishing Unknown140 Unknown

Trafford Publishing $10.46141 168%

Wasteland Press $6.50142 67%
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In this sample of twenty-six self-publishing companies, only five had 

printing markups of less than 50 percent for books sold to their authors 

for the author’s personal use. And, sixteen of the twenty-six, or 61 percent 

of the publishers listed here, marked up printing by 100 percent or 

more.147 Remember, since most of these companies print at Lightning 

Source, you’re getting the exact same product. The book you have printed 

by Xlibris is the same physical quality as the one printed by Dog Ear, yet 

one company charges you two and a half times more for the same book. 

Note that the prices shown above are subject to vary based on page 

count, retail price, and specific publishing options. Many of the companies 

listed on this chart give authors bigger discounts when buying books in 

bulk. For a more detailed look at prices publishers charge authors to 

order copies of their own book, including publisher calculations, website 

sources, and volume discounts (which can be substantial), see appendix E.

Royalties
What better way to add more complexity and charts to this chapter 

than to discuss royalty calculations? Remember, in traditional book 

publishing, an author typically gets a royalty of somewhere between 

143 Author purchase price equal to the list price minus 30 percent, as shown at http://www.
westbowpress.com/FAQ/Pricing.aspx#volume. 

144 Author purchase price listed at http://www.winepresspublishing.com/publishing-guide/
royalties-and-return, calculated with a retail price of $15.99 as shown at http://www.
winepresspublishing.com/publishing-guide/pod-retail-prices. 

145 Author purchase price equal to a list price of $19.99 minus 30 percent, as shown at http://
www2.xlibris.com/bw_pricing_chart.html.

146 Author purchase price equal to a list price of $15.49 minus 30 percent, as shown at http://
www.xulonpress.com/services/book-retail-pricing.php.

147 Since Lulu’s markup was 99 percent, I rounded up and included them in the 100 percent club.

WestBow Press $10.46143 168%

WinePress Publishing $6.08144 56%

Xlibris $13.99145 259%

Xulon Press $10.84146 178%
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7 and 15 percent of the retail price.148 Sometimes there is an advance. 

Sometimes there isn’t.

My philosophy is that if you take all of the upfront financial risk, you 

should get most, if not all, of any financial reward. I’m not saying that 

a self-publishing company doesn’t deserve any portion of a book sale, as 

there are many companies that provide services throughout the sales and 

distribution process that do warrant a fee. However, the lion’s share of 

the royalties from book sales should go to whoever takes the upfront risk.

Royalties are calculated various ways by the various companies, 

depending on where and how a sale is made. Let’s first review the types of 

sales and possible royalty calculation breakdowns.

Net vs. Gross Royalty Percentages from Book Sales through the 
Publisher’s Online Store
If you’re only interested in POD distribution, you’ll want to find a publisher 

that pays a royalty based either on a fixed percentage of the retail sales price, 

or on the retail sales price less the printing cost. Period. If you’re interested in 

more traditional distribution, the royalty amount will also need to factor in 

any distribution fees, warehousing fees, etc. But, this section only concentrates 

on royalties paid for books distributed and sold through a POD system.

Let’s say your royalty is 50 percent of the retail price (less printing 

costs). If your book sells for $15.00 through your publisher’s website and 

the cost of printing the book is $6.00, you should make $4.50 on each book 

sale. Some publishers deduct the credit card processing charge incurred for 

each transaction (3 to 4 percent, on average). If the cost of the book to the 

consumer is $20.00 with shipping, and if the credit card processing fee is 

3 percent, then the publisher pays $0.60 for credit card processing on that 

transaction. Often this amount is charged to the author.

148 Our company puts out a few traditional publications a year. We don’t pay advances. We pay 
all	of	our	traditionally	published	authors	10	percent	of	the	retail	price	on	the	first	few	thousand	
printed books sold, and then the percentage goes up from there, maxing out at 15 percent.
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This is acceptable, because it’s an actual cost incurred by the publisher 

when selling your book. But the “net sales price” approach can become 

muddied when publishers inflate the actual cost to print a book, and 

then calculate a royalty based on that inflated figure. For example, if the 

publisher is able to include its printing markup as part of the “cost of 

printing,” which is deducted from any net royalty amount calculation, 

they are double-dipping and not disclosing it.

Take a 200-page, 6” x 9” paperback that costs $3.90 to print 

($0.015 per page and $0.90 per cover) and sells for $14.95 on your 

publisher’s website. Assume a 50 percent royalty—half of the profits 

going to the author, the other half to the publisher. If the publisher 

is using the actual print cost in determining the royalty amount, the 

breakdown looks like this:

$14.95 (Retail price)

–$3.90 (Actual printing cost)

$11.05 (Profit to be split)

 x 0.50 (Author royalty percentage)

 $5.53 (Author royalty)

With such a breakdown, the publisher also makes a $5.53 royalty. 

However, if the publisher tells you the printing cost is $6.00, watch what 

happens:

$14.95 (Retail price)

–$6.00 (Inflated printing cost)

 $8.95 (Profit to be split)

 x 0.50 (Author royalty percentage)

 $4.48 (Author royalty)
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In this scenario, the publisher also makes a $4.48 royalty—plus the 

printing markup of $2.10, bringing its total profit to $6.58. That’s double-

dipping: the publisher is making money on both ends of each sale. See how 

important it is to find out what the publisher includes in printing costs?

Publishers who pay based on a net price defined as something other 

than the retail price of the book (with the cost of production and credit 

card processing fees backed out) can be problematic. These companies 

often define “net price” however it best suits them.

For example, some publishers give themselves a trade discount 

similar to that given to the third-party retailers that sell your book. This 

is problematic. A trade discount is usually 40–55 percent off the retail 

price. When the publisher builds the inflated printing charge into the 

equation, then subtracts an additional 40 percent for the trade discount 

it gives itself for selling your book through its site, the math looks like 

this:

$14.95 (Retail price)

–$5.98 (40% “Trade discount” publisher takes for selling the book)

–$6.00 (“Print cost” = $3.90 actual print cost + $2.10 markup)

 $2.97 (Profit to be split)

 x 0.50 (Author royalty percentage)

 $1.49 (Author royalty)

Here, the publisher makes a total of $9.57 from this sale from its 

website (royalty + printing markup + trade discount), while the author 

makes $1.49.

Stay away from any publisher that arrives at the “net sales price” by 

giving themselves a trade discount and/or that deduct vague items such as 

“administrative costs” and “marketing costs.” That is a black hole that will 

suck up most, if not all, of your profits.
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There are a few self-publishing companies that operate like traditional 

publishers and have actual distributors that sell the books to wholesalers 

and retailers. In these cases, there will be a distributor fee and usually some 

shipping fees calculated into the costs. At this level, the royalty percentage 

becomes more like that of traditional publishing. The only difference is 

that in traditional publishing the publisher pays for the upfront costs, and 

in self-publishing, the author does.

Royalties Paid by the Publisher for Sales through Third-Party 
Retailers
Most self-publishing companies state that your book will have distribution 

through Ingram and is available through all major online retailers and 

twenty-five thousand other retailers. This means that if someone were to 

walk into a bookstore and specifically ask the store to order a copy, they 

could. It does not mean that a physical copy of your book is on the shelves 

of any bookstore. 

If you’re publishing your book with POD distribution, most of your 

sales will come through online retailers. When a publisher lists your book 

for sale on Amazon.com or BarnesandNoble.com, or sells to any other 

third-party retailer, the money that retailer makes comes from the trade 

discount, which is typically 40 percent for brick-and-mortar retailers and 

50 to 55 percent for online retailers. Even though the actual trade discount 

to a physical bookstore may be less than that to an online retailer, in many 

cases it ends up being the same (or even a bit more) because often the 

bookstore buys from a wholesaler or distributor, adding another 15 percent. 

Unless you have actual physical bookstore distribution, you only 

need to be concerned with online retailers’ trade discounts. Whether 

your publisher pays you based on the retail price or on the net sales 

amount, when calculating the royalties for sales made by third-party 

retailers, the trade discount will almost always be taken off the top first. 
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(Many publishers that base their royalties on the retail price, rather than 

net, will simply give the author a lower royalty percentage on sales via 

third-party retailers.)

In order to compensate for the steep trade discount and for printing 

markups, self-publishing companies usually inflate the retail price of an 

author’s book in order to create a situation where the author can see some 

kind of a royalty from sales on sites like Amazon. The result is a book 

that should be retailing for $13–$15 selling for $20–$22. Why would 

a consumer pay that much for a paperback copy of your book, when a 

book by an established author is sold for a retail price that the market 

supports? This is a huge problem in self-publishing, and it’s the reason 

it is imperative that you find a publisher that pays the author the higher 

royalty percentage and doesn’t drastically mark up the printing costs or set 

the retail price artificially high.

Assume you choose a self-publishing company that marks up the 

printing costs 40 percent (which, as you’ve already seen, is on the low end 

of markups), gives a 55 percent trade discount to online retailers, and pays 

the author a 50 percent royalty based on the net retail price of $14.95 on 

a book sold via an online retailer. For the 200-page paperback example I 

use throughout the book, here’s how the math works:

$14.95 (Retail price)

–$8.22 (55% Amazon trade discount)

–$6.00 (“Print cost” = $3.90 actual print cost + $2.10 markup)

 $0.73 (Profit to be split)

 x 0.50 (Author royalty percentage)

 $0.37 (Author royalty)

In this scenario, the publisher makes a total of $2.47 on this sale 

(royalty + printing markup). This should anger you. You pay a company 
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a lot of money to publish your book, then every time someone purchases 

your book from Amazon—a sale the publisher is doing nothing to 

facilitate—the company makes almost seven times what you do. Does 

the company deserve to make something? Sure. I don’t know what the 

acceptable amount is, but it’s certainly not more than two times what 

you’re making on the same sale.

Unfortunately, the above scenario tends to be the rule; the exception 

is the company that doesn’t inflate the printing costs. In that scenario, the 

numbers look like this: 

$14.95 (Retail price)

–$8.22 (55% Amazon trade discount)

–$3.90 (Actual print cost)

 $2.83 (Profit to be split)

 x 0.50 (Author royalty percentage)

 $1.42 (Author royalty)

The publisher would then also make a $1.42 royalty.

This is a much more reasonable split and is only possible when a 

company doesn’t mark up printing costs for sales through online retailers. 

Even so, should the publisher make as much as you for an Amazon.com 

sale? After you’ve paid the upfront fees to publish your work? Personally, 

I don’t think so, unless the publisher is spending its own money to 

help you market your book. However, it’s not unreasonable that the 

publisher make something for processing sales reports, cutting you a 

check, and so on. As long as you understand the process and the math, 

you can calculate what your potential publisher will make from sales of 

your book and decide if that amount works for you.

In both examples above, I used the lowest retail price point possible 

for this book. But with such paltry returns (especially if the publisher is 
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really marking up the printing and taking a cut of each sale), you can see 

why so many self-publishing companies create higher minimum retail 

pricing for books. They have to be able to show you a decent-looking 

return on each sale. Of course, a book that people don’t buy because it’s 

priced too high isn’t going to garner any royalties.

Using a baseline of a 200-page, 6” x 9” paperback with black-and-

white interior sold via a third-party reseller with a retail price of $14.95–

$14.99 (unless the publisher requires a higher minimum retail price or 

allows a lower minimum retail price), the chart below illustrates how 

royalties for a sale through this one retail channel stack up, publisher to 

publisher.  

Author Royalties on Printed Book Sales through 
Third-Party Resellers

Publisher Retail Price Author Royalty from Sales on Third-
Party Resellers (e.g., Amazon.com)

Abbott Press $14.99149 $1.48150

Arbor Books $14.95151 Unknown152

Archway Publishing $14.99153 $1.48154

AuthorHouse $16.95155 Unknown156

149 Retail price from an email from an Abbott Press customer service representative: “Based 
on a 200-page book, the retail price should be $14.99 for soft cover.”

150 Royalty calculations shown at http://www.abbottpress.com/FAQ/Pricing.aspx#Calculate. 
Calculations based on a COGS (Cost of Goods Sold) of $3.75 as provided in an email 
from customer service. 

151 From an email with Arbor Books: “The price of the 200-page book is up to you.” 
152 Arbor Books does not publish royalty information on its website and neglected to provide 

further royalty information via email.
153 Retail price estimated based on page count in an email with customer service.
154 Royalty calculations are based on a 50 percent split after the COGS and trade discounts, 

if applicable, are taken off the list price. Detailed explanations of royalties are shown at 
http://www.archwaypublishing.com/FAQ/Pricing.aspx#Calculate.

155 Royalty and pricing calculator shown at http://www.authorhouse.com/pricingcalculator/
pricingcalc.aspx with “regular pricing” selected. AuthorHouse website sales receive a 10 
percent royalty.

156 Three emails to AuthorHouse customer service were ignored.
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157 Pricing table found at http://www.aventinepress.com/faqs.html#price.
158 Royalties are calculated by taking 80 percent of the net after the trade discount and print 

cost are taken out, as shown at http://www.aventinepress.com/faqs.html#royal.
159	 Royalty	calculations	based	on	figures	from	Archway	Publishing	and	Abbott	Press,	also	

Author Solutions companies. (Balboa Press customer service refused to tell me the 
COGS or retail cost of a 200-page black-and-white standard-sized paperback.)

160 Pricing chart shown at http://publishing.booklocker.com/what-we-do/. Suggested list price 
was $13.95, but this can be raised.

161 BookLocker’s FAQ says, “Royalties on books sold through other sales channels vary 
depending on the channel and what we have to pay those channels in exchange for them 
agreeing to sell the books. Typically, though, we pay you 15% of the list price.”

162 List prices shown at https://www.createspace.com/Products/Book/Index.jsp.
163 Royalty calculator shown at https://www.createspace.com/Products/

Book/#content6:royaltyCalculator. Authors are paid more for sales on Amazon.com, 
but less for sales through other third-party retailers in CreateSpace’s Expanded 
Distribution program, as shown at https://www.createspace.com/Products/Book/
ExpandedDistribution.jsp. For example, if you publish our hypothetical book with 
CreateSpace and sell it through Amazon.com, you make $5.72 a book. If you sell that 
same book through BarnesandNoble.com, you make $2.73.

164 I was told via email from a CrossBooks representative that my standard book would have 
a retail cost between $13.99 and $14.99.

165 Royalty calculations shown at http://www.crossbooks.com/help/royalties.aspx#calculate. 
When I emailed to inquire about the Cost of Goods Sold for a book that retails between 
$13.99	and	$14.99,	I	was	told,	“Don’t	hold	my	feet	to	fire	on	this	but	it	should	be	$3.50	
to $3.75, give or take $0.25! Yes the COGS is based on page count.” For this example, I 
use the print cost of $3.75 that other Author Solutions companies quoted me.

166 Dog Ear Publishing allows authors to set retail prices at whatever they choose provided it 
is over the print cost, as shown on http://dogearpublishing.net/ak-pricing-your-book.php.

167 Calculated as shown on http://dogearpublishing.net/ak-wholesale-discounts.php using a 
trade discount of 55 percent.

168 Dorrance mentions Amazon sales, but the website does not explain how royalties from 
sales on Amazon are calculated. Customer service declined to answer my emailed 
questions.

169 Suggested cover price is $13.95, as shown on the Suggested List Pricing for Books chart 
emailed to me upon request. This retail price can be raised by a minimum of $2, then in 
$1 increments; raising the retail price will raise the royalty amount.

170	 Infinity	gives	a	royalty	of	15	percent	of	the	vendor’s	purchase	price	for	sales	through	
third-party resellers. Amazon’s 55 percent discount is assumed. Royalty information can 
be	found	at	http://www.infinitypublishing.com/book-publishing-faqs/how-often-am-i-paid-
my-royalties-and-what-book-sales-are-reflected-on-my-royalty-statement.html.

Aventine Press $12.95157 $1.54158

Balboa Press $14.99159 $1.48

BookLocker $14.95160 $2.24161

CreateSpace $14.95162 $2.73–$5.72163

CrossBooks $14.99164 $1.48165

Dog Ear Publishing $14.95166 $1.45167

Dorrance Publishing Unknown Unknown168

Infinity Publishing $13.95169 $0.94170
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171 Book price ranges by page count shown at http://www.iuniverse.com/why-iUniverse/
publishing-the-iUniverse-way/selling-your-book/pricing-your-book.aspx.

172 The $0.75 is based on the iUniverse 10 percent royalty program. The $1.50 is based on 
a 20 percent net royalties option, but this requires giving major wholesalers a smaller 
discount that reduces their incentive to carry your title. With the 10 percent royalty option, 
Amazon is given a trade discount of 50 percent. With the 20 percent royalty option, all 
retailers (brick-and-mortar and online) are given a 36 percent trade discount. More on 
iUniverse’s royalties can be found at http://www.iuniverse.com/faqs/royalties.aspx and 
http://www.iuniverse.com/faqs/booksellerdiscount.aspx. I spent a long hour with a rep on 
live support clarifying this. Here’s how the math works in the 10 percent program: $14.95 
(retail price) - $7.48 (Amazon trade discount) = $7.47 (net sale price) x 10 percent = $.75.

173 When I visited http://www.llumina.com/calculator.htm, the online calculator was not 
working. $14.95 may or may not be allowed.

174 Royalties are 10 percent of list price for Amazon sales, as shown at http://www.llumina.
com/royalty.htm.

175 Retail price calculator shown at http://www.lulu.com/includes/calc_retail_inc.php.
176 Lulu customer service did not respond to emailed inquiries regarding Amazon royalties.
177 Magic Valley Publishers does not provide royalty information and did not respond to emails.
178 “As a self-published author, the retail price of your book is ultimately your decision.” From 

http://www.millcitypress.net/setting-retail-price.
179 Royalty calculations from Amazon sales are based on the list price minus the trade 

discount and real print cost, as shown at http://www.millcitypress.net/author-royalties.
180 Outskirts Press allows retail prices to be set, raised, or lowered. Calculator provided at http://

outskirtspress.com/calculator.php. For purposes of this example, I set the retail price at $14.95.
181 There are several options to select that will change the royalty structure. Royalties shown 

based on the Diamond package with the recommended Price Plan 50 option selected. It 
is unclear whether the royalty of $1.32 shown is the case for Outskirts Press bookstore 
sales, Amazon sales, or both.

182 PublishAmerica does not provide retail prices, and their online store was down each time 
I tried to access it (http://www.publishamerica.com/shopping/index.htm). However, the 
previous version of this book found retail prices at the time to be excessively high, with one 
379-page paperback retailing for $29.95 and one 156-page paperback retailing for $24.95.

183 From email: “I can tell you our royalties start at the industry standard of 8% and are 
based on a climbing scale from there.”

184	 While	I	could	not	find	retail	pricing	information,	I	did	find	a	220-page	paperback	for	
sale on Tate’s website for $14.99 at http://www.tatepublishing.com/bookstore/book.
php?w=978-1-62147-879-9.

185 Some royalty information can be found at http://tatepublishingpresident.blogspot.
com/2008/10/dog-ear-publishing-being-sued.html. Unclear if percentage is taken off 
of net or gross. Tate Publishing’s customer service declined to provide further royalty 
information via email: “I am happy to help but until we receive your work to review and 
determine	if	we	are	interested	in	it	or	not	then	I	can’t	discuss	a	contract	or	specifics	with	
you because I do not know what we would offer you.”

iUniverse $14.95171 $0.75–$1.50172

Llumina Press $14.95173 $1.48174

Lulu $14.95175 Unknown176

Magic Valley Publishers Unknown177 Unknown

Mill City Press $14.95178 $2.83179

Outskirts Press $14.95180 $1.32181

PublishAmerica Unknown182 Unknown183

Tate Publishing $14.99184 Unknown185
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An expanded version of this chart can be found in appendix G. In 

addition to listing royalties on Amazon sales, it also includes royalties paid 

for sales made on the publishers’ websites. Appendix H shows those same 

companies’ e-book royalties, where applicable.

The Royalty Calculation Checklist
To determine whether a proposed royalty is acceptable, evaluate:

•	 Whether the publisher’s method of royalty calculation is based 

on the retail price of the book or the net sales amount. If it’s 

186 Trafford Publishing allows authors to set their own royalties by giving them the ability to 
set the book’s retail price as shown at http://www.trafford.com/FAQ/Pricing.aspx#How.

187 Trafford gives a 20 percent royalty of net received after Amazon’s trade discount, 
assumed to be 55 percent. Royalties are shown at http://www.trafford.com/FAQ/Pricing.
aspx#Who.

188 Author selects a retail price between a range provided by Wasteland Press, as shown on 
http://www.wastelandpress.net/Faq.html#whatis8.

189 Wasteland Press royalties change based on the publishing package selected. 
Calculations assume the royalty of 15, 25, or 30 percent is applied after Amazon’s 55 
percent trade discount is taken off the list price.

190 Retail price and royalty based on information from CrossBooks, another Author Solutions 
company with similar calculations.

191 Retail prices shown at http://www.winepresspublishing.com/publishing-guide/pod-retail-
prices.

192 Royalties for Amazon sales are equal to the list price minus the 55 percent trade discount 
minus the “Author Cost.” From http://www.winepresspublishing.com/publishing-guide/
royalties-and-return. 

193 Xlibris also provides a “set your own price” option for $249 in which you can reduce your 
paperback’s price to $15.99 and earn a $1 royalty. The cost cannot be brought down to 
$14.95 because in their model, there would then be no royalty.

194 Royalties are 10 percent of retail for Amazon sales, as shown at http://www2.xlibris.com/
faq_pricing_royalties.html#royalty.

195 Book pricing shown at http://www.xulonpress.com/services/book-retail-pricing.php. Xulon 
marked up the book $0.50 to $1.00 more than all other publishers to get to this higher 
royalty.

196 Royalty calculations shown on http://www.xulonpress.com/royalties/royalty-rates.php.

Trafford Publishing $14.95186 $1.35187

Wasteland Press $14.95188 $1.01–2.02189

WestBow Press $14.95190 $1.48

WinePress Publishing $15.99191 $1.12192

Xlibris $19.99193 $2.00194

Xulon Press $15.49195 $3.07196
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based on the net sales amount, the calculation should rely 

on hard numbers, such as production costs and credit card 

processing fees, and not on vague items such as “administrative 

costs.”

•	 Whether the publisher backs out the actual production cost of 

the book or an inflated printing cost

•	 Whether the publisher requires a higher minimum retail cost 

for a book with your book’s specs than other publishers do

•	 How much royalty is paid to the author. If the author receives 

less than 50 percent of the royalty amount, consider that a sign 

to pick another publisher.

The Return of Original Production Files
That a self-publishing company returns production files to the author 

upon termination of their relationship is a big deal for me, and it should 

be for you. Remember from chapter 4 that production files are different 

from high-resolution (print-ready) or low-resolution (viewable, but not 

print-quality) PDF files. Production files are the files that a cover or 

interior book designer would work in to create the guts of your book 

that then get turned into a print-ready PDF file. Most often, a book’s 

interior production files are created using Adobe InDesign and the cover 

files in Adobe Illustrator or Photoshop. These are expensive programs,197 

so unless you use them regularly, it’s unlikely you’d want to buy them, 

which means you won’t be able to open the files. Get the files anyway. 

You’ll always be able to find a designer who has the software and can make 

any changes you desire. 

If all you can get are the press-ready (high-resolution) PDF files, 

you may still be able to get a designer to tweak some parts of the book. 

197 These products run about $650 for InDesign and $1,400 for the Adobe Creative Suite, 
which includes Illustrator and Photoshop, programs commonly used to build book covers.
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Cutting out the copyright page from the book and inserting a new one in 

a press-ready PDF is easy, but depending on the complexity of the cover 

design, covering up the bar code and replacing the publisher’s logo could 

be trickier.

Many publishers will give you (or sell you) low-resolution PDFs of 

your cover and interior. Other than opening on your computer, there isn’t 

much value to these, as you can’t print from them. If you are buying back 

your files from your publisher, insist that they are the high-resolution, 

print -ready files. 

Below is a chart showing how some of the major self-publishers treat 

the return of the original production files. For a more detailed look at the 

specific policies of these companies, including costs involved in retrieving 

files, see appendix F.

Which Self-Publishing Companies Return Original Source Files?

Publisher Does Publisher Return Interior 
Production Files?

Abbott Press No
Arbor Books Yes

Archway Publishing No
AuthorHouse No

Aventine Press Yes
Balboa Press No
BookLocker Yes
CreateSpace No
CrossBooks No

Dog Ear Publishing Yes
Dorrance Publishing Yes

Infinity Publishing N/A198

iUniverse No

198	 When	I	emailed	to	ask	about	InDesign	production	files,	an	Infinity	Publishing	
representative	told	me,	“We	do	not	create	an	InDesign	file	from	your	Word	file—we	
only	use	InDesign	if	that	is	the	format	in	which	the	author	sent	his	original	file.	We	work	
predominantly in Word, and only convert to PDF when the book is ready to print.”
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Llumina Press No
Lulu N/A199

Magic Valley Publishers No
Mill City Press Yes

Outskirts Press Yes

PublishAmerica Unclear
Tate Publishing Yes

Trafford Publishing Unclear
Wasteland Press Yes
WestBow Press No

WinePress Publishing Varies
Xlibris No

Xulon Press No

Some of these companies charge a fee for the interior production files; 

others provide them free of charge. Some companies who don’t provide 

them at all include ambiguous and confusing language in their contracts. 

Remember, you want the original production files. Be clear when asking 

about these. Even some publishers interpret “original production files” to 

mean high-resolution PDFs. They are not the same thing. 

Ease of Gathering Information as a Prospective Author
In your search for a publishing service provider, you should ask all of 

the questions that you need to. Hopefully, after reading this book, you’ll 

have an idea of what questions to ask. Some self-publishing companies 

are quite willing to provide you helpful information as you weigh your 

publishing options. Others want to be cagey, sly, and basically unhelpful. 

And, if they aren’t helpful before you pay them, can you imagine what 

they’ll be like afterwards?

For every edition of my book, my research assistant contacts the 

self-publishing companies I write about here, poses as a potential 

199 In response to an email inquiry for further information, a Lulu representative explained, 
“We	do	not	use	InDesign	or	any	similar	file	types.	We	only	use	the	file	type	that	you	
upload	to	Lulu	and	then	the	print-ready	PDF	that	we	create	from	that	file.”
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customer, and asks them questions about their services, especially 

as they pertain to information that is unavailable or unclear on the 

company websites. Now, if I contact these publishers and say, “Hey, 

I’m working on the fifth edition of The Fine Print of Self-Publishing, 

can I ask you some questions?” the response time and answers to my 

questions may be different from what you would hear from the same 

publisher as a prospective author. Since we wanted to find out how 

the publishers answered questions from a prospective customer, my 

research assistant (we’ll call her “RA”) emailed each publisher asking 

everything from where she could find a copy of their publishing 

contract to how much an author pays to print copies of his own 

book. RA handled most of the contact and I prepared the questions 

to ask. We only communicated with the publishers via email so that 

we could have a record of communication (or, in some cases, non-

communication); that way, if any of these publishers wanted to dispute 

anything asked, we would have it all in writing. 

The point of this exercise was to see how publishers treat prospective 

authors. Some publishers bend over backwards to provide answers. 

Others don’t like being asked tough questions. Between the two of us, if 

we couldn’t get a reasonable answer after a few attempts, we gave up.

There was really no way for me to rate Mill City Press in this exercise. 

We have two rules for our sales people: (1) respond to all emails and 

phone calls within one business day and (2) never tell potential customers 

what they want to hear just to get a sale. An email or phone call can 

fall through the cracks occasionally, but if you inquire about the services 

of Mill City Press and experience something other than what I’ve just 

described, let me know.

 You’re about to spend your hard-earned money to publish your book. 

Don’t give it to a company that evades your questions.
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How Well Self-Publishing Companies Communicate with 
Prospective Authors

Publisher Ease of Contacting Publisher
Communication 
with Prospective 
Customer Grade

Abbott Press

After two emails from RA, a representative sent 
her a contract and their editorial standards and 
told her the retail price for her sample book. 
When she asked that same representative 
about production files and COGS (the “Cost 
of Goods Sold,” which is used to calculate 
royalties), he did not return her emails. A follow-
up email was also ignored. However, when she 
sent a third inquiry about the COGS through 
the contact form on the website, a different 
customer service representative received it and 
answered her question right away.

C

Arbor Books

RA received a form letter in response to her 
first email. She responded with a few specific 
questions and asked to see the contract. 
She received a personal response, but the 
questions were evaded, and she was told 
the company could not provide a copy of the 
contract without her phone number. RA followed 
up again and received this curt response from 
Larry Leichman, cofounder of Arbor Books: “If 
you want to speak on the phone, give me a call. 
Otherwise I can’t help you.”

D

Archway 
Publishing

The first response RA received was a 
request for a valid phone number so that 
the representative could contact her, but RA 
explained that she preferred emails and asked 
the rep for a copy of the contract. The rep 
attached the contract to her next response, 
and she was very helpful in subsequent 
correspondence about retail pricing and COGS. 

B

AuthorHouse
RA emailed AuthorHouse customer service 
three times with questions. None of the emails 
were returned.

F

Aventine Press

Aventine provides a great deal of information 
on its website, so RA’s contact with customer 
support was limited. When RA did reach 
out with questions, publisher Keith Pearson 
answered each of her emails right away.

A
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Balboa Press

When RA emailed to ask for a contract, she 
received it right away, along with a copy of 
the editorial standards. However, when RA 
asked about the COGS so she could calculate 
royalties, Balboa Press told her, “Please give 
me a call to discuss these particular questions. 
Unfortunately, the information you have 
provided is not enough for me to be able to give 
you an accurate example. Also, at this point, 
it would be a good idea for me to have some 
additional information about the book you are 
hoping to publish. I need to make sure you 
would even qualify for publishing with Balboa 
Press and Hay House.”

C

BookLocker

While RA was able to find most of the 
information on BookLocker’s website, when 
she did email with questions, every inquiry 
was answered right away, even well outside of 
standard business hours.

A

CreateSpace

In order to contact CreateSpace, RA had to 
create a member profile. Once she was able to 
submit a message through the website contact 
form, our questions were answered right away.

A

CrossBooks

When RA emailed with questions, a 
representative got back to her right away 
with answers. He asked if she’d like to give 
him a call to discuss specifics, but when she 
continued emailing, he was happy to respond 
in kind.

B

Dog Ear 
Publishing

A Dog Ear Publishing representative responded 
in detail to each of RA’s emails. While he 
did not provide specifics about their printing 
markup, he did disclose that there was one: 
“We earn a profit from printing books. We want 
to in some way be tied to the success of our 
authors.”

A

Dorrance 
Publishing

There are no email addresses published 
on its website and no contact forms—just a 
phone number and a mailing address. RA 
used LinkedIn to find the names and email 
addresses of a few employees, and eventually 
received a response. However, all RA learned 
was that they needed to review my manuscript 
and “determine exactly what we need to do 
for it.”

F



Infinity 
Publishing

While initial emails about royalties and 
production files were responded to right away, 
when RA followed up to clarify their answers 
about the production files, her email was not 
returned. RA received a response to a later 
email about print costs, but she was told 
information about print costs could not be 
shared.

B

iUniverse

iUniverse does not publish email addresses on 
its website. When RA entered a Live Chat with 
a representative, the representative agreed to 
give RA his email address so she could send 
him the email she’d already drafted, and he 
continued corresponding until our questions 
were answered.

B

Llumina Press
Several emails were sent by RA to Llumina 
Press customer service. No response was 
given. 

F

Lulu

RA had to create an account in order to 
contact customer service. The first time RA 
sent an email, she received an auto-response 
containing the FAQ from the company’s 
website. It took another email to receive a 
response from a person, but when RA did, that 
person corresponded with her quite a bit and 
answered all of her questions. Note: When 
emailing Lulu through their contact form, take 
care to keep track of what you asked; the 
company’s customer service email system 
does not include the initial inquiry below its 
responses.

B

Magic Valley 
Publishers

RA emailed the company three times at the 
address on its website. She did not receive a 
response.

F

Outskirts Press

RA sent the company two emails, and both of 
them were answered in detail, promptly and 
professionally. An email about e-book royalties 
was ignored, but RA did receive a response to 
an additional email about print costs.

B
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PublishAmerica

When RA asked for a contract, she was told, 
“We do not give out sample contracts until 
you have submitted your manuscript and it is 
accepted. Most questions will be answered at 
that time as well.”

When RA asked about e-book royalties, 
she was told, “You will need to contact Author 
Support at that time about the fee as I am not in 
that department so I cannot answer that for you.”

When RA asked twice about print royalties, 
she was told that it starts at the “industry 
standard of 8%” and is based on a climbing 
scale from there, but that they would not be 
able to answer any more questions until they 
had received and accepted her manuscript.200

F

Tate Publishing

RA sent a few questions via the contact form on 
Tate Publishing’s website, which put her in contact 
with a representative via email. However, only our 
question regarding interior production files was 
answered (“Yes, you can take them with you to 
another publisher.”). Our other questions received 
the following responses: “If you will send me a 
synopsis and 3 sample chapters then I will let you 
know if we are interested in publishing your work 
and then we could discuss our business model,” 
and “I am happy to help but until we receive your 
work to review and determine if we are interested 
in it or not then I can’t discuss a contract or 
specifics with you because I do not know what we 
would offer you.” 

C

Trafford 
Publishing

RA emailed to clarify a point in Trafford’s 
contract regarding the production files, and 
each of her questions was answered. Then, 
when asked about print costs, customer service 
told RA her retail price instead and ignored her 
follow-up email.

C

Wasteland Press

Timothy Veeley, Wasteland’s CEO, responded 
to RA’s email right away to clarify which files 
would be returned to the author. However, her 
subsequent email regarding print costs was 
ignored.

A-

200 All excerpts are from email correspondence with a PublishAmerica representative.
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WestBow Press

The first customer service response ignored 
RA’s questions and instead asked her to either 
call them or give them her phone number. 
The second response included a copy of the 
terms and conditions, along with the editorial 
standards, as well as this statement: “Should 
you have additional questions beyond this, it 
will require us to speak with one another so we 
can address any and all questions you may 
have.” Her follow-up inquiry was ignored.

D

WinePress 
Publishing

RA’s initial contact through WinePress’s 
website contact form was ignored. She 
followed up via email and asked my question 
about their files return policy again. RA and a 
WinePress representative went back and forth 
three times while the representative avoided 
our questions and challenged her motives for 
asking. Eventually, she was told that there is 
no policy and that the matter is dealt with on 
a case-by-case basis, as it arises. She was 
then told, “When we enter into a relationship 
with an author, we don’t do it on the basis of 
what may or may not happen if they decide 
to cancel their publishing agreement. That’s 
kind of like two people entering into a marriage 
with a pre-nuptial agreement on how to split 
the assets when they get divorced.” In my 
opinion, asking questions before signing up is 
less like getting married and more like being an 
informed consumer, but WinePress doesn’t see 
it that way.

F

Xlibris

RA found most of the information needed 
on Xlibris’s website, including the publishing 
contract. However, none of her three emails 
for clarification on the files return policy were 
acknowledged. 

F
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Understand that these grades reflect snapshots in time. The fact that 

Wasteland didn’t respond to one email doesn’t mean it makes this a practice. 

Also worth noting is that the varied grades among the Author Solutions 

companies (iUniverse, Trafford, CrossBooks, AuthorHouse, WestBow, 

and Archway) indicates that depending on the customer service rep on 

the other end of the email, you may have a very different experience. 

While these grades are certainly an indication of how responsive a specific 

company can be toward its prospective customers, they are not ratings 

of a company’s overall products or services. There should be an entirely 

different grade given for how effectively you’re able to communicate 

with your publisher after you’ve signed the contract. However, without 

going through the publishing process with each of these companies, I’m 

unable to fairly assess anything beyond how these self-publishers handle 

questions from prospective authors. 

Xulon Press

There isn’t any email contact info on 
Xulon.com, so RA finally emailed through the 
BBB’s website about the fact that the files 
return policy was not covered in the contract. 
Three days later, a representative emailed 
her with an answer. Once she was in email 
contact with a representative, all questions 
were answered—but she had to ask what the 
COGS of a 200-page book would be three 
times to two different representatives to get 
the correct answer. The original Xulon rep had 
incorrect information, and Xulon corrected the 
situation immediately.  Xulon would receive an 
“A” if it provided a way for potential customers 
to email its representatives directly. I’m not a 
fan of only being able to get in touch with a 
company by filling out a form or calling.

A-
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Final Thoughts on Comparing Publishers
Printing markups, royalties, the return of production files, and 

communication with prospective customers are criteria that I think are 

critical in choosing a self-publishing company. Certainly, others in this 

field could come up with additional criteria to compare and contrast self-

publishing companies, but the factors described in this chapter should 

give you a strong sense of how to measure these companies objectively, 

and are meant to help you choose the best self-publishing company for 

you and your book.
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C o n C l u S i o n

Many people who read this book will find its frank, non-sugarcoated tone 

to be refreshing, yet at times discouraging. Reality is not always pretty. I 

want you to see self-publishing as it really looks, warts and all. Publishing 

a book can be exhilarating (getting an email from a reader whose life 

your book impacted) and gut-wrenching (no one shows up for your book 

signing), sometimes at the same time.

If you’ve made it this far in my book, you’re probably pretty serious 

about publishing yours. You may have already started speaking to self-

publishing companies and related service providers. Just like in any other 

business that sells dreams (music, modeling, acting), there are going to be 

those who tell you the truth and those who tell you what you want to hear 

in order to make a buck.

I have a horse in the self-publishing race. I’d love you to consider our 

company, but only if you truly accept that self-publishing is a lot like going 

to Las Vegas. There is a high probability that you will spend money and 

never see it again. For some, the roll of the publishing dice will lead to a 

rush that few authors ever get to experience. You’ll sell a lot of books, set up 

book signings, receive emails from fans, and so on. Other authors will sell 

a few copies to family and friends and wonder why they didn’t sell more.

If you follow the advice in this book, you’ll end up with a reputable, 

author-friendly publisher that doesn’t gouge you by grossly inflating 

printing charges and taking steep royalties. That will put you in the best 

position to sell copies, and to make a profit when you do. But in order to 

make money selling copies of your book, you need people to first find it 

and want to buy it. The broad overview I provided about book marketing 

is meant to get the wheels turning. Don’t be boxed in by what everyone 

else is doing. Be creative. Keep reading—I’ll show you what I mean.
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In the third edition of this book, I decided to throw a sentence in the 

conclusion that offered a free thirty-minute consultation if you emailed 

me and put “Hey, I actually read the conclusion” in the subject line of the 

email. I’d never heard of anyone doing anything like that before (although 

I’m sure it had been done). I initially put that in just to see (a) if anyone 

made it to the conclusion and (b) if anyone would send me an email with 

that exact subject line. 

Not only did it work, but there are weeks when I can barely keep 

up with the requests. I love talking to authors about the process, and the 

authors seem to really appreciate it. So officially, for this fifth edition: If 

you’ve made it this far, email me at mark@hillcrestmedia.com and put 

“Hey, I actually read the conclusion” in the subject line. In the body of 

the email, feel free to tell me anything about your book and publishing 

goals. Also, give me days and times (including time zone) that you’ll be 

available for a call. You’ll get an email from me and we’ll set up a time to 

chat on the phone. You can ask all the questions you want about the self-

publishing process. 

(See how creative, free marketing can really work?)

Whatever you choose to do with your book, it’s an accomplishment 

to have completed it at all. How many people do you know who have a 

book inside of them, and yet never find the time or courage to write it?

I wish you success with your book. I hope I’ve helped make the 

process, especially your decision about publishing options, easier and a 

little less stressful. Good luck and good writing.

—Mark Levine
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a C k n o w l e D G M e n t S

It does take a village to publish a book. Luckily, within Hillcrest Media, 

I have a village of people who make publishing my book, and thousands 

of others, possible.

While Sarah Kolb-Williams is technically not an employee of 

Hillcrest Media, she’s one of our few outside editors and has worked on 

the third, fourth, and now fifth edition of this book. She’s the Gilligan 

to my Skipper, the Spock to my Captain Kirk—you get the picture. 

Sarah acted as editor and project manager, taking a mass of data, tons 

of emails to and from publishers, and a million notes and assorted 

gibberish from me and molding the manuscript into the book you’re 

reading now.

Kate Ankofski, who I was lucky and smart enough to hire from Simon 

& Schuster in 2011, runs Hillcrest Media’s editorial department and is 

one of the best editors I’ve ever known. Kate took the mold Sarah made 

and ensured that every line of this book is compliant with The Chicago 

Manual of Style, while doing a last check for flow and logic.

Jenni Wheeler, Hillcrest Media’s Creative Director, and the only 

person I trust to design my cover and format my interior, once again did 

an amazing job. She came up with this entirely new cover concept and 

told me I’d be crazy if I didn’t use it. Jenni also designed the cover and 

interior for the third and fourth editions.

There are many others from the Hillcrest Media team that helped 

provide insight and guidance for parts of this book. Lindsay Jones and 

Liz Schewe, from Publish Green (our e-book division), ensured that the 

chapter on e-book publishing was correct and made sense.

Karina Taylor, Hillcrest Media’s Marketing Director, and two of our 

in-house publicists, Kevin Finley and Ashley Olson, spent time with 
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me discussing some of the actual book marketing examples I provided 

throughout the book. Karina also provided some of her SEO and online 

media expertise as it pertains to publishing.

Finally, I want to acknowledge and thank every single person who 

takes the time to read this book and who calls or emails me. I know how 

hard it is to sell books and I’m grateful that you chose to spend some 

money on mine.
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appendix a: Standard poD trim Size offerings from 
lightning Source

The chart below illustrates the trim size options available for a perfect-

bound, black-and-white interior with Lightning Source, the company 

used by most self-publishers for all of their POD printing. Covers may be 

glossy or matte, hardcover or paperback. The subsequent chart shows the 

options for a color interior.

Lightning Source POD Trim Size Options: 
Black-and-White Interior

Trim Size Bind Type Paper Type Page Range Cover Finish

5 x 8 Perfect (Paperback) Crème or White Crème 18–1050
White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

5 x 8 Case Laminate 
(Hardcover) White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

5 x 8 Cloth (Hardcover) White 18–1200 n/a

5.06 x 7.81 Perfect (Paperback) White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

5.25 x 8 Perfect (Paperback) Crème or White Crème 18–1050
White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

5.5 x 8.5 Perfect (Paperback) Crème or White Crème 18–1050
White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

5.5 x 8.5 Case Laminate 
(Hardcover) Crème or White Crème 18–1050

White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

5.5 x 8.5 Cloth (Hardcover) Crème or White Crème 18–1050
White 18–1200 n/a

5.5 x 8.5 Dust Jacket
(Hardcover) Crème or White Crème 18–1050

White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

5.83 x 8.27 Perfect (Paperback) Crème or White Crème 18–1050
White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

6 x 9 Perfect (Paperback) Crème or White Crème 18–1050
White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte
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6 x 9 Case Laminate 
(Hardcover) Crème or White Crème 18–1050

White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

6 x 9 Cloth (Hardcover) Crème or White Crème 18–1050
White 18–1200 n/a

6 x 9 Dust Jacket 
(Hardcover) Crème or White Crème 18–1050

White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

6.14 x 9.21 Perfect (Paperback) White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

6.14 x 9.21 Case Laminate 
(Hardcover) White 18–1200 Glossy

6.14 x 9.21 Cloth (Hardcover) White 18–1200 n/a

6.14 x 9.21 Dust Jacket 
(Hardcover) White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

6.69 x 9.61 Perfect (Paperback) White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

6.69 x 9.61 Case Laminate 
(Hardcover) White 18–1200 Glossy

6.69 x 9.61 Dust Jacket 
(Hardcover) White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

7.5 x 9.25 Perfect (Paperback) White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

7.44 x 9.69 Perfect (Paperback) White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

7 x 10 Perfect (Paperback) White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

7 x 10 Case Laminate 
(Hardcover) White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

8 x 10 Perfect (Paperback) White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

8.25 x 11 Perfect (Paperback) White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

8.268 x 
11.693 Perfect (Paperback) White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

8.5 x 11 Perfect (Paperback) White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte

8.5 x 11 Case Laminate 
(Hardcover) White 18–1200 Glossy or Matte
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Lightning Source POD Trim Size Options: Color Interior
*All trims available in glossy or matte cover finish.

Trim Size Bind Type Paper Type Page Range

5.5 x 8.5 Saddle Stitch (Paperback) White 4–48

5.5 x 8.5 Perfect (Paperback) White 24–480

5.5 x 8.5 Cloth, Blue or Gray (Hardcover, No 
Jacket) White 24–480

5.5 x 8.5 Case Laminate (Hardcover) White 24–480

5.5 x 8.5 Dust Jacket (Hardcover) White 24–480

6 x 9 Saddle Stitch (Paperback) White 4–48

6 x 9 Perfect (Paperback) White 24–480

6 x 9 Cloth, Blue or Gray (Hardcover, No 
Jacket) White 24–480

6 x 9 Case Laminate (Hardcover) White 24–480

6 x 9 Dust Jacket (Hardcover) White 24–480

6.14 x 9.21 Saddle Stitch (Paperback) White 4–48

6.14 x 9.21 Perfect (Paperback) White 24–480

6.14 x 9.21 Cloth, Blue or Gray (Hardcover, No 
Jacket) White 24–480

6.14 x 9.21 Case Laminate (Hardcover) White 24–480

6.14 x 9.21 Dust Jacket (Hardcover) White 24–480

8.5 x 8.5 Saddle Stitch (Paperback) White 4–48

8.5 x 8.5 Perfect (Paperback) White 24–480

7 x 10 Saddle Stitch (Paperback) White 4–48

7 x 10 Perfect (Paperback) White 24–480

7 x 10 Case Laminate (Hardcover) White 24–480

8 x 10 Saddle Stitch (Paperback) White 4–48

8 x 10 Perfect (Paperback) White 24–480

8 x 10 Case Laminate (Hardcover) White 24–480

8.5 x 11 Saddle Stitch (Paperback) White 4–48

8.5 x 11 Perfect (Paperback) White 24–480

8.5 x 11 Case Laminate (Hardcover) White 24–480
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appendix B: Self-publishing Checklist

	Have Your Manuscript Edited

	Find a Cover and Interior Designer

	Get an International Standard Book Number (ISBN)

	Get a Bar Code

	Get a Library of Congress Control Number (LCCN)

	Set Your Retail Price

	Check Your Proof

	Create the E-Book Version

	Register Your Copyright

	Prepare Your Files for Print

	Find a Book Printer

	Find a Book Distributor
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appendix C: e-Book Distribution 
and royalties Comparison 

For purposes of comparison, this chart is based on an e-book priced at 

$2.99 and with a publisher, distributor, or aggregator fee taken out.

E-Book Royalties: Publishers, Distributors, and Aggregators

Publisher Author’s 
Royalty %

Amazon 
(70% 

Royalty)

Apple 
(70% 

Royalty)

BN.com 
(65% 

Royalty)

Kobo 
(50% 

Royalty)

Ebooks.
com (45% 
Royalty)

Smash-
words

85% of 
Net201 $1.78 $1.78 $1.65 $1.28 $1.15

Publish 
Green

100% of 
Net202 $2.09 $2.09 $1.94 $1.50 $1.35

Book-
tango

100% of 
Net203 $2.09 $2.09 $1.94 $1.50 $1.35

Book-
Baby

100% of 
Net204 $2.09 $2.09 $1.94 $1.50 $1.35

eBookIt 85% of 
Net205 $1.78 $1.78 $1.65 $1.28 $1.15

201 Royalties shown at http://www.smashwords.com/about/how_to_publish_on_smashwords.
202 Royalties shown at https://www.publishgreen.com/ebook-royalties.
203 Royalties shown at http://www.booktango.com/HowItWorks/Royalties/.
204 Royalties shown at http://www.bookbaby.com/howitworks.
205 Royalties shown at http://www.ebookit.com/distribution-retail-partners/102-how-much-do-

the-retailer-s-take-and-how-much-do-i-keep.
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appendix D: tips for recognizing a Great 
Self-publishing Company

Determine a Publisher’s Reputation:

•	 Get some author references from the publisher and find some 

of the company’s authors on your own, if you aren’t satisfied 

with the referrals.

•	 Check out The Independent Publishing Magazine’s 

service provider review section at http://www.

theindependentpublishingmagazine.com/p/below-is-full-list-of-

all-publishing.html.

•	 Look up the publisher’s rating and report at the Better Business 

Bureau (BBB.org) and look at both the letter rating and the 

number of complaints.

Assess a Publisher’s Website:

•	 Check to see how the website looks in your chosen browser.

•	 Determine whether you can easily navigate the site and find the 

information you need.

•	 Check the website copy for readability and grammar/spelling errors.

Determine an Honest Sales Practice:

•	 Insist on getting a copy of the contract prior to providing your 

contact information or paying a fee.

•	 Make sure there is a way to communicate via email with the 

company prior to signing up. 
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•	 If a company representative hounds you relentlessly or lavishes 

praise on your manuscript before he’s read it, take these as signs 

to reconsider.

Choose a Reasonably Priced Publishing Package:

•	 Don’t spend more than you can afford.

•	 High-quality design skill is worth the extra money.

•	 Beware of extremely low-priced publishing packages that 

provide no distribution or distribution only through the 

publisher’s online store.

•	 Examine the printing markups and royalty structure in 

conjunction with a publishing package price. Low-priced 

publishing packages with huge back-side printing markups and 

low author royalties are just higher priced publishing packages 

in disguise.

•	 If you purchase a publishing package, make sure that all of the 

basic publishing elements you need are provided.

Determine Production Value:

•	 Ask for a sample book to assess the quality of the printing, 

typesetting, and overall appearance.

•	 Pay attention to the sample’s cover image and back cover to 

see if the company made any attempt to impress you with a 

professional appearance.
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Determine Printing Markups:
•	 Ask the publisher to provide a calculation for how the “print 

cost” or “unit cost” is calculated.

•	 Check to see whether your price to purchase your own book is 

calculated from a print cost or from the retail price.

Determine Royalties:

•	 Confirm your print costs and, if applicable, your book’s 

minimum retail price so that you can calculate your royalty.

•	 Keep in mind that if the only way to gain a decent royalty is to price 

your book past what the market will bear, your sales will suffer.

•	 Always make sure you know whether the company calculates its 

royalties from gross or net sales.

Determine the Original Production Files Return Policy:

•	 Look for the term “production files” rather than just “digital 

files” or “interior files.” “Digital files” may refer to a low-

resolution PDF, which is fine for looking at but is not high-

enough quality for reprinting.

•	 Even if you see “production files” in the contract, make sure 

this refers to the InDesign or similar files—some contracts 

confusingly use “production files” to refer to the print-ready 

PDF, which is misleading.

•	 If a representative promises that you can have the production 

files, but there is no language in the contract that addresses this, 

ask to have the language added to ensure you’re legally entitled 

to the files.
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Compare Add-On Services:

•	 Make sure you clearly understand what any specific add-on 

entails and the value of having the company provide it for you.

•	 Understand whether a company’s markup on standard fees, 

like copyright registration, is reasonable, and whether its 

explanation for these fees makes sense.

•	 Ask to see a sample of an employee or independent contractor’s 

work before agreeing to allow them to work on your book.

Determine Wholesaler Availability:

•	 Make sure your book will be distributed through major resellers 

like Amazon.com and BarnesandNoble.com.

•	 Make sure that your publisher distributes books through 

Ingram and/or Baker & Taylor.

•	 Ask for a list of other resellers through which the company may 

make your book available.
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appendix e: author Volume Discounts

For a 200-page, 6” x 9” paperback with a black-and-white interior, the 

following volume discounts apply.

Author Price per Book and Volume Discounts206

206 Calculations based on what an author would pay for copies of her 200-page black-
and-white interior paperback book. Note that self-publishing companies may provide 
anywhere from 0 to 500 or more “free” paperbacks to the author as a part of the 
publishing package, so some authors may need to order additional books earlier than 
others.

207	 List	prices	shown	are	based	on	each	company’s	fixed,	minimum,	or	recommended	
retail price, which was obtained from each company’s website or through email 
correspondence. Where there was no suggested or minimum retail price, we used a 
retail	price	of	$14.95.	Retail	prices	may	vary	based	on	page	count	and	other	specific	
choices made during the publishing process. Shipping fees may not be included in these 
calculations. For the most accurate pricing information, consult each company’s website.

208 Volume discounts shown at http://www.abbottpress.com/FAQ/Pricing.aspx#volume.
209 Via email with an Abbott Press customer service representative. Author can set a higher 

list price.
210 In response to my emailed questions about list prices, an Arbor Books representative 

told me, “The price of the 200-page book is up to you. To explain the particulars will 
necessitate a phone call.”

211 In response to my inquiry about author prices and volume discounts, I was told, “If you 
want to speak on the phone, give me a call. Otherwise I can’t help you.”

212 Volume discounts shown at http://www.archwaypublishing.com/FAQ/Pricing.aspx#volume.
213 The “Suggested Retail Price” is discussed at http://www.archwaypublishing.com/FAQ/

Pricing.aspx#Price_determined. Author may set the list price higher than the “Suggested 
Retail Price.”

214 Volume discounts shown at http://www.authorhouse.com/FAQ/BookOrder.aspx.
215 Pricing calculator shown at http://www.authorhouse.com/pricingcalculator/pricingcalc.

aspx. “Regular pricing” selected. Author does have the option of choosing a different list 
price.

Publisher
Suggested/

Minimum List 
Price207

Author Price/
Book: 
1 Book

Author Price/
Book: 

100 Books

Author Price/
Book: 

500 Books
Abbott 
Press208 $14.99209 $10.49

(list price – 30%)
$8.24

(list – 45%)
$6.75

(list – 55%)

Arbor Books $14.95210 Unknown211 Unknown Unknown

Archway 
Publishing212 $14.95213 $10.46

(list price – 30%)
$8.22

(list – 45%)
$6.73

(list – 55%)

Author-
House214 $16.95215 $11.86

(list price – 30%)
$9.33

(list – 45%)
$7.63

(list – 55%)
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216 Volume discounts shown at http://www.aventinepress.com/faqs.html#cost.
217 Pricing table found at http://www.aventinepress.com/faqs.html#price. Per one of the 

FAQs	on	this	page,	“Aventine	Press	generally	prices	books	we	publish	based	on	finished	
page count, however, we will consider cover pricing requests to accommodate special 
situations whenever possible.” The “unit cost” referred to by Aventine is the print cost in 
the previous column minus the percentage listed.

218	 “Suggested	Retail	Price”	based	on	figures	from	Archway	Publishing	and	Abbott	Press,	
also Author Solutions companies. (Balboa Press customer service refused to tell me the 
COGS or retail cost of a 200-page black-and-white standard-sized paperback.) Author 
may choose a different retail price other than the one suggested.

219 Minimum list price and volume discount chart shown at https://secure.booklocker.com/
booklocker/book/AuthorDiscounts022811.pdf. Author can increase the list price, but not 
decrease lower than the minimum list price noted on the “Author Discounts” chart.

220 List price shown at https://www.createspace.com/Products/Book/Index.jsp. Author can 
lower list price as long as it is not less than the fees to produce the book.

221 Book order calculator found under the “Buying Copies” tab at https://www.createspace.
com/Products/Book/#content6:royaltyCalculator. CreateSpace prints in-house, thus is 
able to print for lower actual costs than Lightning Source.

222 Volume discounts shown at http://www.crossbooks.com/help/royalties.aspx#volumediscount.
223 I was told via email that my standard book would have a retail cost between $13.99 and 

$14.99. “CrossBooks determines the right price for your book based on genre and page 
count.” Found at http://www.crossbooks.com/help/royalties.aspx#price.

224 Dog Ear Publishing allows authors to set retail prices at whatever they choose provided it 
is over the print cost, as shown on http://dogearpublishing.net/ak-pricing-your-book.php. 
The publisher suggests a retail price of 2.5 times the production cost of the book.

225 Printing cost calculations shown at http://dogearpublishing.net/ak-author-purchase-prices.php.
226 Volume discount of 10 percent starts at 150 copies and 20 percent starts at 500 copies, 

via email with Dog Ear representative.
227 Dorrance Publishing did not respond to royalty questions via email. Books may or may 

not be allowed to retail for this price.
228 Authors may purchase books for 45 percent off the list price, as shown on http://www.

dorrancepublishing.com/author-guide-promserv.asp. It is unclear if there is a volume 
discount.

Aventine 
Press216 $12.95217

$4.41
(actual print cost 

+ 13%)

$3.97
(unit cost – 

10%)

$3.31
(unit cost – 

25%)

Balboa Press $14.99218 $10.49
(list price – 30%)

$8.24
(list – 45%)

$6.75
(list – 55%)

BookLocker $14.95219 $9.72 7.27 6.82

CreateSpace $14.95220 $3.25221 $3.25 $3.25

Cross-
Books222 $14.99223 $10.49

(list price – 30%)
$8.24

(list – 45%)
$6.75

(list – 55%)

Dog Ear 
Publishing $14.95224

5.28225

($1.28/unit + 2¢/
page)

5.28
($1.28/unit + 

2¢/page)

4.22226

(unit cost – 
20%)

Dorrance 
Publishing $14.95227 $8.22228 Unknown Unknown
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229 Suggested cover price is $13.95, as shown on the Suggested List Pricing for Books chart 
emailed to me upon request. Author can increase list price by a minimum of $2.00 and 
then by $1.00 increments after that. Increased book price information found at http://www.
infinitypublishing.com/book-publishing-faqs/why-would-i-want-to-increase-the-price-of-
my-print-on-demand-book.html. 

230	 The	first	order	placed	receives	a	50	percent	discount;	subsequent	orders	receive	a	40	
percent discount. There was no volume discount information available. Author discount 
information	found	at	http://www.infinitypublishing.com/book-publishing-services/author-
royalties-set-your-royalty-amount.html.

231 Book price ranges by page count shown at http://www.iuniverse.com/why-iUniverse/
publishing-the-iUniverse-way/selling-your-book/pricing-your-book.aspx.

232 Volume discounts shown at http://www.iuniverse.com/why-iUniverse/publishing-the-
iUniverse-way/selling-your-book/author-discounts.aspx.

233 When I visited http://www.llumina.com/calculator.htm, the online calculator was not working. 
The price of $14.95 may or may not be allowed. Distributor discounts can be adjusted. The 
retail pricing policy can be found at http://www.llumina.com/pricingbooks.htm.

234 Volume discounts shown at http://www.llumina.com/contract.htm.
235 Retail price calculator shown at http://www.lulu.com/includes/calc_retail_inc.php. Author 

may adjust retail price by adjusting the royalty rate.
236 There does not appear to be a discount for volumes less than 15 as shown on http://

connect.lulu.com/t5/Product-Pricing-Information/How-much-will-my-printed-book-cost/ta-
p/33671. These calculations assume the “bulk discount” is taken off of the “manufacturing 
cost” of $7.75 shown at http://www.lulu.com/calculators/bookCalc.php?cid=publish_book 
and	not	the	retail	price,	but	this	is	not	specified.

237 Retail price information addressed in contract found at http://www.magicvalleypub.com/
publishingagreement.pdf. Author may set retail price of book at any price so long as it is 
at least the cost of production plus an additional 40 percent.

238 Magic Valley Publishers requires a minimum order of 25. Pricing information shown at 
http://www.magicvalleypub.com/services.html. Cost per book is calculated at $0.15/page 
+ $2 cover charge per unit.

239 Authors set retail prices as shown at http://www.millcitypress.net/setting-retail-price. 
Publisher suggests a retail price, but author is free to set his or her own retail price.

240 Authors pay actual wholesale print costs as described in http://www.millcitypress.net/
author-royalties.

Infinity 
Publishing $13.95229 $8.37230

(list price – 40%)

$8.37
(list price – 

40%)

$8.37
(list price – 

40%)

iUniverse $14.95231 $10.46232

(list price – 30%)
$8.22

(list – 45%)
$6.73

(list – 55%)

Llumina 
Press $14.95233 $10.46234

(list price – 30%)
$8.22

(list – 45%)
$6.73

(list – 55%)

Lulu $14.95235
$7.75236

(“manufacturing 
cost”)

$6.97
(“manufac-
turing cost” 

– 10%)

$6.20
(“manufacturing 
cost” – 20% or 

more)

Magic Valley 
Publishers $14.95237 N/A238

$5.00
($2/unit + 15¢/

page)

$5.00
($2/unit + 15¢/

page)

Mill City 
Press $14.95239 $3.90240 $3.90 $3.90
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241 Outskirts Press allows retail prices to be set, raised, or lowered. Calculator provided at 
http://outskirtspress.com/calculator.php. 

242 Author volume discount listed for the Diamond package with Price Plan 50 selected; 
pricing calculator shown at http://www.outskirtspress.com/calculator.php. This discount 
may	only	be	applied	for	orders	over	a	quantity	of	five.	It	is	unclear	what	a	single	copy	
would cost.

243 PublishAmerica does not provide retail prices, and their online store was down each 
time I tried to access it (http://www.publishamerica.com/shopping/index.htm). However, 
the previous version of this book found retail prices at the time to be excessively high, 
with one 379-page paperback retailing for $29.95 and one 156-page paperback retailing 
for $24.95. The sample list price of $14.95 used for this calculation may or may not be 
allowed.

244 Author discount information shown at http://www.publishamerica.com/support/. First 
purchase of 60 or more books receives a 40 percent discount.

245	 While	I	could	not	find	official	retail	pricing	information,	I	did	find	a	220-page	paperback	
for sale on Tate’s website for $14.99 at http://www.tatepublishing.com/bookstore/book.
php?w=978-1-62147-879-9.

246 Pricing policy shown at http://www.trafford.com/FAQ/Pricing.aspx#How. Authors can set 
their own retail price.

247	 Trafford	Publishing	volume	discounts	not	shown	on	website;	figures	and	volume	
discounts assumed based on other Author Solutions companies.

248 Author selects a retail price between a range provided by Wasteland Press, as shown on 
http://www.wastelandpress.net/Faq.html#whatis8.

249 Author discount prices shown in chart at http://www.wastelandpress.net/Prices_
paperbacks2.html.

250 Retail price and calculations shown at http://www.westbowpress.com/FAQ/Pricing.
aspx#How. 

251 Retail prices shown at http://www.winepresspublishing.com/publishing-guide/pod-retail-
prices. It does not appear that authors can set their own retail price as they are charted 
by page count.

252 Author discount listed at http://www.winepresspublishing.com/publishing-guide/royalties-
and-return. 

Outskirts 
Press $14.95241 Unknown242 $6.28 $6.28

Publish- 
America $14.95243 $11.96244

(list price – 20%)

$10.46
(list price – 

30%)

$10.46
(list price – 30%)

Tate 
Publishing $14.99245 Unknown Unknown Unknown

Trafford 
Publishing $14.95246 $10.46247

(list price – 30%)
$8.22

(list – 45%)
$6.73

(list – 55%)
Wasteland 

Press $14.95248 $6.50249 $6.25 $5.50

WestBow 
Press $14.95250 $10.46

(list price – 30%)
$8.22

(list – 45%)
$6.73

(list – 55%)

WinePress 
Publishing $15.99251 $6.08252

(list price – 62%)

$6.08
(list price – 

62%)

$6.08
(list price – 

62%)
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253 Book pricing and volume discounts shown at http://www2.xlibris.com/bw_pricing_chart.
html. Publisher allows authors to set their own retail price for an additional $249. See 
http://www2.xlibris.com/add-on_syop.html. 

254 Book pricing and volume discounts shown at http://www.xulonpress.com/services/book-
retail-pricing.php. 

Xlibris $19.99253 $13.99
(list price – 30%)

$10.00
(list – 50%)

$7.99
(list – 60%)

Xulon Press $15.49254 $10.84
(list price – 30%)

$9.29
(list – 40%)

$7.75
(list – 50%)
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appendix F: return policies for Book production Files 

Production File Return Policy Comparisons

255	 InDesign	or	similar	production	files	can	be	used	to	publish	the	book	elsewhere	and	
are	used	to	create	the	final	PDF	of	the	book.	For	the	purposes	of	this	chart,	it	is	those	
InDesign	production	files	I’m	looking	for,	not	the	completed	PDF	(which	some	companies	
confusingly	call	“digital	production	files”).

256 From Abbott Press contract, emailed to me upon request.
257	 “PDF	files”	refer	to	the	high-resolution	print-ready	book	files—nice,	but	not	editable	for	

reprinting your book elsewhere.
258 “For a copy of the contract, I’ll need a phone number (that’s our policy).” From an email 

from Larry Leichman, cofounder of Arbor Books.
259 From email correspondence with Larry Leichman, cofounder of Arbor Books.

Publisher

Does Publisher 
Return Interior 

Production 
Files (InDesign 

or Similar)?

Is the Return 
Policy Stated in 
the Publishing 

Contract?

Stated Production 
File Return Policy255

Cost to 
Have 
Files 

Returned

Abbott 
Press No Yes

“AUTHOR shall have 
the right to purchase 

the text and cover 
digital production files 
of the WORK in PDF 
format and the .epub 
and .mobi files upon 
the effective date of 
termination of this 

Agreement.”256

$150 
for PDF 
files;257 
$50 for 
e-book 

files

Arbor 
Books Yes Unknown258

“In my company, you 
publish under your 

own name (a major ad-
vantage), so you own 
the production files. If 
you want them, let me 

know up front when 
we are assembling the 

contract.”259

No cost
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260 From Archway Publishing contract, emailed to me upon request.
261 An email request for a copy of AuthorHouse’s contract was ignored.
262 From AuthorHouse’s “Frequently Asked Contract Questions” found at http://www.

authorhouse.com/AuthorCenter/Protected/FAQ/Contracts.aspx.
263 From Aventine Press contract found at http://www.aventinepress.com/pub_agree.html. 

When	asked	if	language	regarding	the	return	of	publication	files	could	be	added	to	the	
contract, Keith Pearson, owner of Aventine Press, replied, “We have done over 800 
books with this Agreement form and feel that we do not have to add anything to it.”

264 From email correspondence with Keith Pearson, owner of Aventine Press.
265 From Balboa Press contract emailed to me upon request.

Archway 
Publishing No Yes

“AUTHOR shall have 
the right to purchase 

the text and cover 
digital production files 
of the WORK in PDF 
format and the .epub 
and .mobi files upon 
the effective date of 
termination of this 

Agreement.”260

$150 for 
PDF files; 

$50 for 
e-book 

files

Author-
House No Unknown261

“AuthorHouse does 
not provide the final 
galley or cover files 
to the author for any 

reason.”262

N/A

Aventine 
Press Yes No263

“We also will provide 
to you the InDesign 

files for the interior and 
Photoshop files for the 
cover at your request 
at the time that you 

officially leave Aventine 
Press at no cost.”264

No cost

Balboa 
Press No Yes

“AUTHOR shall have 
the right to purchase 

the text and cover 
digital production files 
of the WORK in PDF 
format and the .epub 
and .mobi files upon 
the effective date of 
termination of this 

Agreement.”265

$150 for 
PDF files; 

$50 for 
e-book 

files
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266 From BookLocker contract found at http://publishing.booklocker.com/contract.txt.
267 From email correspondence with a Booktango customer service representative.
268 From CreateSpace contract found at https://eu.createspace.com/pub/signup/print.

memberagreement.do. A follow-up email received this response: “We are also happy 
to	provide	you	with	the	original	book	files	that	you	submitted	to	us,	but	we	are	not	
able	to	send	you	your	book’s	print	files	which	have	been	processed	for	publishing	by	
CreateSpace.”

Book-
Locker Yes Yes

“Many publishers also 
demand all rights 
to production files 

authors paid them to 
create. Under the terms 

above, BOOKLOCK-
ER AUTHORS OWN 

THEIR PRODUCTION 
FILES. The Company’s 
philosophy regarding 

production files is: you 
paid for it, you should 

own it.” 266

No cost

Booktango No No

“Unfortunately, it is not 
possible to purchase 

the files after you can-
cel. Please be advised 

that the copyright to 
the files will be owned 
by Booktango so it’s 
also not possible to 

use any copy created 
by Booktango without 

permission.”267

N/A

Create- 
Space No Yes

“Subject to your 
underlying rights in the 
Content, as between 
the parties, we will 
own all right, title 

and interest in and 
to the templates and 

other materials created, 
provided or used by 

us in our performance 
under this Agreement 

(including Source Files, 
Future-Proof Archive 
Files and Packaging 

Materials, including all 
Intellectual Property 
Rights therein).”268

N/A



269 From CrossBooks contract emailed to me upon request.
270 From Dog Ear Publishing contract found at http://dogearpublishing.net/agreement-author-

contract.php.
271 From email correspondence with Dorrance Publishing.
272	 When	I	emailed	to	ask	if	these	were	the	InDesign	production	files,	an	Infinity	Publishing	

representative	told	me,	“We	do	not	create	an	InDesign	file	from	your	Word	file—we	
only	use	InDesign	if	that	is	the	format	in	which	the	author	sent	his	original	file.	We	work	
predominantly in Word, and only convert to PDF when the book is ready to print.”

273	 From	email	correspondence	with	an	Infinity	Publishing	representative.

Cross-
Books No Yes

“AUTHOR shall have 
the right to purchase 

the text and cover 
digital production files 
of the WORK in PDF 
format and the .epub 
and .mobi files upon 
the effective date of 
termination of this 

Agreement.”269

$150 for 
PDF files; 

$50 for 
e-book 

files

Dog Ear 
Publishing Yes Yes

“Dog Ear will return 
to the author, upon 

request, the digital files 
used to produce the 
final work (exclusive 
of any licensed soft-

ware).”270

No cost

Dorrance 
Publishing Yes Unknown

“Yes, you would be 
able to obtain the 

production files as you 
own all of the rights to 

your work.”271

No cost

Infinity 
Publishing N/A272 N/A

“Because we paid to 
use the art from a stock 

photography site for 
your cover, you cannot 
keep the exact cover 

unless you purchase the 
images yourself as well. 

As for the interior, we 
can send you the book 
file at your request, but 

will remove the copyright 
page with our company 

information.”273

N/A

248 Mark Levine
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274 From iUniverse Premier Pro Program contract found at http://www.iuniverse.com/
uploadedFiles/iUniverse/Packages/Agreements_for_Package_Pages/Book%20
Launch%20Premier%20Pro%20Program%20Publishing%20Agreement_08092012.pdf.

275 From Llumina Press contract found at http://www.llumina.com/contract.htm. 
276 In response to an email inquiry for further information, a Lulu representative explained, 

“We	do	not	use	InDesign	or	any	similar	file	types.	We	only	use	the	file	type	that	you	
upload	to	Lulu	and	then	the	PDF	print	ready	that	we	create	from	that	file.”

277	 In	response	to	an	email	I	sent	asking	for	clarification	on	the	contract	terms,	a	Lulu	
representative	confirmed,	“The	print-ready	file	you	can	download	(which	only	comes	as	a	
PDF), is your’s [sic] and you can do with it as you please. If you would like to use it else 
where [sic], you are more than welcome to do so.”

278 From Lulu contract found at http://www.lulu.com/about/legal.
279 From Magic Valley Publishers contract found at http://www.magicvalleypub.com/

publishingagreement.pdf.

iUniverse No Yes

“Author shall have 
the right to purchase 

the text and cover 
digital production files 
of the WORK in PDF 
format and the .epub 
and .mobi files upon 
the effective date of 
termination of this 

Agreement.”274

$150 for 
PDF files; 

$50 for 
e-book 

files

Llumina 
Press No Yes

“AUTHOR agrees that 
high-resolution PDF, 

InDesign, or Photoshop 
files created by 

PUBLISHER for POD 
printing will be retained 

by PUBLISHER.”275

N/A

Lulu N/A276 N/A277

“The publishing 
process converts 
your Content into 

publish-ready files. 
You may use these 
converted files to 

distribute and/or sell 
your Content, as you 
choose, through Lulu 

and/or distribution 
channel partners.”278

N/A

Magic 
Valley 

Publishers
No Yes

“Publisher will have no 
obligation to provide 
Author any submitted 

materials or production 
files at any time or for 

any reason.”279

N/A
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280 From Mill City Press contract found at http://www.millcitypress.net/terms/67.
281 From email correspondence with an Outskirts Press representative.
282 In response to my emailed request for a contract, a PublishAmerica representative said, 

“We do not give out sample contracts until you have submitted your manuscript and it is 
accepted. Most questions will be answered at that time as well.”

283	 In	response	to	a	follow-up	email	I	sent	asking	for	clarification,	a	PublishAmerica	
representative told me, “If your manuscript is an InDesign File then a copy of that would 
be	on	your	computer;	however,	if	you	are	talking	about	the	design	files	that	we	will	create	
after we have formatted your book to industry standards then we will keep those and you 
cannot keep a copy of it. If the contract is cancelled, then you would need to contact us 
and	ask	us	to	send	you	a	copy	of	the	design	files	which	we	would	charge	a	fee	for.”	If	
you sign a contract with PublishAmerica, make sure you understand exactly what the fee 
would be, and check the terms of the contract before you sign it.

284 In response to my emailed request for a contract, a Tate Publishing representative said, 
“If you will send me a synopsis and 3 sample chapters then I will let you know if we are 
interested in publishing your work and then we could discuss our business model.”

285 From email correspondence with a Tate Publishing representative, in response to my 
inquiry	about	keeping	the	InDesign	or	similar	production	files.

Mill City 
Press Yes Yes

“Customer at all times 
retains 100 percent 
of all right, title, and 
interest in and to the 

Book and its contents, 
including all copyrights, 

trademarks, deriva-
tive rights, and other 

intellectual property as-
sociated with the Book, 
including but not limited 

to any source files, 
production files, cover 
art, interior formatting, 

or anything else created 
by Hillcrest for Custom-
er’s Book pursuant to 

this Agreement.”280

No cost

Outskirts 
Press Yes No

“Yes, you do have the 
option of purchasing 
your InDesign files to 
use elsewhere if you 
decide to terminate 

your contract.”281

$499

Publish
America Unclear Unknown282

“No, you cannot keep 
the Design files. If your 
contract is cancelled, 

you will need to contact 
us for a copy.”283

“A fee”

Tate 
Publishing Yes Unknown284

“Yes, you can take 
them with you to anoth-

er publisher.”285
No cost
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286 From Trafford Publishing contract found at http://www.trafford.com/uploadedFiles/
Trafford/Common/Trafford%20Terms%20and%20Conditions_10122012.pdf. Follow-up 
requests	for	clarification	received	the	following	response:	“As	we	turn	your	manuscript	
into a high-quality book, we own the copyright for anything that we created and designed 
for	your	book	(cover/interior	layout).	These	files	cannot	be	used	by	someone	else	or	
by another publishing company since these were worked on and created by Trafford 
Publishing.”

287	 As	shown	in	the	contract.	A	request	for	clarification	received	the	following	emailed	
response: “We don’t follow the old pricing anymore, it should be $150 total charge if you 
want	to	get	the	high-resolution	files	of	your	book.”

288 From Wasteland Press contract found at http://www.wastelandpress.net/pdf/Ordergold.
pdf.	Customer	service	confirmed	via	email	that	“all	files”	indeed	refers	to	the	production	
files	that	can	be	used	elsewhere	and	that	“we	will	provide	you	full	resolution	files	to	
everything we have created for your book.”

Trafford 
Publishing No Yes

“We will retain in our 
possession all of the 
materials submitted 

by you. However, you 
shall have the right to 
purchase the text and 

cover digital production 
files of the WORK in 
PDF format and the 
.epub and .mobi files 

upon the effective date 
of termination of this 

Agreement.”286

$150 for 
produc-
tion files; 
$50 for 
e-book 
files287

Wasteland 
Press Yes Yes

“The Author acknowl-
edges and agrees 

that Wasteland Press 
acquires no right to 

ownership to the Work 
under this agreement 
and assumes no re-

sponsibility for review-
ing or correcting the 
content of the Work. 
The Author retains 

full rights to all related 
cover images and other 

book-related files to 
Work and may use 

these files elsewhere. 
Upon request, Waste-
land Press will provide 
all files to the Author at 

no charge.”288

No cost
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289 From WestBow Press’s contract, emailed to me upon request.
290 WinePress Publishing’s FAQ, found at http://www.winepresspublishing.com/publishing-

guide/faq, states, “Because of the intricate nature of publishing, we wait until we’ve had 
time to review your manuscript and assess the best route for your book before showing 
you a publishing agreement.”

291 From email correspondence with a WinePress Publishing representative.
292 From Xlibris contract found at http://www2.xlibris.com/legal_agreement.html.
293 From email correspondence with a Xulon Press representative.

WestBow 
Press No Yes

“AUTHOR shall have 
the right to purchase 

the text and cover 
digital production files 
of the WORK in PDF 
format and the .epub 
and .mobi files upon 
the effective date of 
termination of this 

Agreement.”289

$150 for 
produc-
tion files; 
$50 for 
e-book 

files

WinePress 
Publishing Varies Unknown290

“WinePress does not 
have any policy on 
providing or selling 

InDesign files to 
authors who cancel 
their agreements. If 
the situation comes 
up, or we receive a 

request from an author 
for InDesign files, we 
review the specific cir-
cumstances at the time 

and make a decision 
on that basis.”291

Unknown

Xlibris No Yes

“AUTHOR shall have 
the right to purchase 

the text and cover 
digital production files 
of the WORK in PDF 
format and the .epub 
and .mobi files upon 
the effective date of 
termination of this 

Agreement.”292

$150 for 
PDF files; 

$50 for 
e-book 

files

Xulon 
Press No No

“We do offer your 
completed files to you 
but not the InDesign 

files.”293

Unknown
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appendix G: author royalties: print Sales 

For purposes of comparison, the royalties below are calculated based on a 

200-page, 6” x 9” paperback with black-and-white interior and a retail price 

of $14.95, unless the publisher requires an alternate price. Shipping costs 

may not be included in these calculations.

Author Royalties on Printed Book Sales

294 Retail price from an email from an Abbott Press customer service representative.
295 Royalty calculations shown at http://www.abbottpress.com/FAQ/Pricing.aspx#Calculate. 

Calculations based on a COGS (Cost of Goods Sold) of $3.75 as provided in an email 
from customer service.

296 From an email with Arbor Books: “The price of the 200-page book is up to you.” 
297 Arbor Books does not have its own store.
298 Arbor Books does not publish royalty information on its website and neglected to provide 

further royalty information via email.
299 Retail price estimated based on page count in an email with customer service.
300 Royalty calculations are based on a 50 percent split after the COGS and trade discounts, 

if applicable, are taken off the list price. Detailed explanations of royalties are shown at 
http://www.archwaypublishing.com/FAQ/Pricing.aspx#Calculate.

301 Royalty and pricing calculator shown at http://www.authorhouse.com/pricingcalculator/
pricingcalc.aspx. “Regular pricing” selected.

302 AuthorHouse website sales receive a 10 percent royalty as shown in the link above.
303 AuthorHouse’s royalty and pricing calculator does not explain royalties for third-party 

sales; customer service did not respond to my emails.
304 Pricing table found at http://www.aventinepress.com/faqs.html#price.
305 Aventine Press does not have its own store, as explained on http://www.aventinepress.

com/faqs.html#bookstore.
306 Royalties are calculated by taking 80 percent of the list price or net after print costs are 

taken out, as shown at http://www.aventinepress.com/faqs.html#royal.
307	 Retail	price	and	royalty	calculations	based	on	figures	from	Archway	Publishing,	another	

Author Solutions publisher. (Balboa Press refused to tell me the COGS or retail cost of a 
200-page black-and-white standard-sized paperback.)

Publisher Retail Price
Royalty from Sales 
through Publisher’s 

Online Store

Royalty from Sales 
through Third-Party 

Resellers (e.g., 
Amazon.com)

Abbott Press $14.99294 $5.62295 $1.48

Arbor Books $14.95296 N/A297 Unknown298

Archway Publishing $14.99299 $5.62300 $1.48

AuthorHouse $16.95301 $2.10302 Unknown303

Aventine Press $12.95304 N/A305 $1.54306

Balboa Press $14.99307 $5.62 $1.48
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308 Pricing chart shown at http://publishing.booklocker.com/what-we-do/. Suggested list price 
is $13.95, but this can be raised.

309 Royalties for BookLocker website sales are 35 percent of list price, as shown at http://
publishing.booklocker.com/what-we-do/.

310 BookLocker’s FAQ says, “Royalties on books sold through other sales channels vary 
depending on the channel and what we have to pay those channels in exchange for them 
agreeing to sell the books. Typically, though, we pay you 15% of the list price.”

311 List prices shown at https://www.createspace.com/Products/Book/Index.jsp.
312 Royalty calculator shown at https://www.createspace.com/Products/

Book/#content6:royaltyCalculator.
313 Authors are paid more for sales on Amazon.com, but less for sales through 

other third-party retailers in CreateSpace’s Expanded Distribution program. 
Royalty calculations shown at https://www.createspace.com/Products/Book/
ExpandedDistribution.jsp.

314 I was told via email from a CrossBooks representative that my standard book would have 
a retail cost between $13.99 and $14.99.

315 Royalty calculations shown at http://www.crossbooks.com/help/royalties.
aspx#calculate. When I emailed to inquire about the “Cost of Goods Sold” for a book 
that	retails	between	$13.99	and	$14.99,	I	was	told,	“Don’t	hold	my	feet	to	fire	on	this	but	
it should be $3.50 to $3.75, give or take .25! Yes the COGS is based on page count.” 
For this example, I use the print cost of $3.75 that other Author Solutions companies 
quoted me.

316 Dog Ear Publishing allows authors to set retail prices at whatever they choose provided it 
is over the print cost, as shown on http://dogearpublishing.net/ak-pricing-your-book.php.

317	 Royalties	are	called	“author	profits”	and	are	equal	to	the	retail	cost	less	a	$2	processing	
fee, $0.75 credit card fee, and print cost, as shown at http://dogearpublishing.net/ak-
sales-payments.php.

318 Calculated as shown on http://dogearpublishing.net/ak-wholesale-discounts.php using a 
trade discount of 55 percent.

319 Dorrance Publishing did not respond to royalty questions via email. Books may or may 
not be allowed to retail for this price.

320	 Royalties	are	based	on	40	percent	of	the	list	price	for	the	first	3,500	copies	sold,	then	
drop to 25 percent of the list price for subsequent sales, as shown at http://www.
dorrancepublishing.

321 Dorrance mentions Amazon, but the website does not explain how royalties from sales on 
Amazon are calculated.

322 Suggested cover price is $13.95, as shown on the Suggested List Pricing for Books chart 
emailed to me upon request. This retail price can be raised by a minimum of $2, then in 
$1 increments; raising the retail price will raise the royalty amount.

323	 Infinity	gives	a	royalty	of	30	percent	off	of	list	price	for	website	sales	and	15	percent	of	
the vendor’s purchase price for sales through third-party resellers. Amazon’s 55 percent 
discount	is	assumed.	Royalty	information	found	at	http://www.infinitypublishing.com/book-
publishing-faqs/how-often-am-i-paid-my-royalties-and-what-book-sales-are-reflected-on-
my-royalty-statement.html.

BookLocker $14.95308 $5.23309 $2.24310

CreateSpace $14.95311 $8.71312 $2.73–$5.72313

CrossBooks $14.99314 $5.62315 $1.48
Dog Ear Publishing $14.95316 $6.92317 $1.45318

Dorrance Publishing $14.95319 $5.98320 Unknown321

Infinity Publishing $13.95322 $4.19323 $0.94
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324 Book price ranges by page count shown at http://www.iuniverse.com/why-iUniverse/
publishing-the-iUniverse-way/selling-your-book/pricing-your-book.aspx.

325 There is also a 20 percent net royalties option, but this requires giving major wholesalers 
a smaller discount that reduces their incentive to carry your title. With the 10 percent 
royalty option, Amazon is given a trade discount of 50 percent. More on iUniverse’s 
royalties are found at http://www.iuniverse.com/faqs/royalties.aspx and http://www.
iuniverse.com/faqs/booksellerdiscount.aspx.

326 When I visited http://www.llumina.com/calculator.htm, the online calculator was not 
working. $14.95 may or may not be allowed.

327 Royalties are 30 percent of list price on Llumina website sales and 10 percent of list price for 
Amazon sales, as shown on http://www.llumina.com/faq.htm#Can%20bookstores%20order.

328 Retail price calculator shown at http://www.lulu.com/includes/calc_retail_inc.php.
329 Calculations are shown on the Retail Book Cost Calculator found at http://www.lulu.com/

includes/calc_retail_inc.php.
330 Lulu customer service did not respond to my emailed inquiry about royalties for Amazon sales.
331 Magic Valley Publishers does not provide royalty information and did not respond to 

emails.
332 “As a self-published author, the retail price of your book is ultimately your decision.” From 

http://www.millcitypress.net/setting-retail-price.
333 Royalty calculations from website sales are based on the list price minus the real print 

cost	and	a	$2.40	processing/fulfillment	fee,	and	Amazon	sales	are	based	on	the	list	price	
minus the trade discount and real print cost, as shown at http://www.millcitypress.net/
author-royalties.

334 Outskirts Press allows retail prices to be set, raised, or lowered. Calculator provided at 
http://outskirtspress.com/calculator.php.

335 There are several options to select that will change the royalty structure. Royalties shown 
based on the Diamond package with the recommended Price Plan 50 option selected. It 
is unclear whether the royalty of $1.32 shown is the case for Outskirts Press bookstore 
sales, Amazon sales, or both.

336 PublishAmerica does not provide retail prices, and their online store was down each time 
I tried to access it (http://www.publishamerica.com/shopping/index.htm). However, the 
previous version of this book found retail prices at the time to be excessively high, with one 
379-page paperback retailing for $29.95 and one 156-page paperback retailing for $24.95.

337 From email: “I can tell you our royalties start at the industry standard of 8% and are 
based on a climbing scale from there.” Royalties are based on net amount publisher 
receives from each sale, per http://www.publishamerica.com/royalties/.

338	 While	I	could	not	find	retail	pricing	information,	I	did	find	a	220-page	paperback	for	
sale on Tate’s website for $14.99 at http://www.tatepublishing.com/bookstore/book.
php?w=978-1-62147-879-9.

339 Royalty information taken from http://tatepublishingpresident.blogspot.com/2008/10/dog-
ear-publishing-being-sued.html. Unclear if percentage is taken off of net or gross. Tate 
Publishing’s customer service declined to provide further royalty information via email: 
“I am happy to help but until we receive your work to review and determine if we are 
interested	in	it	or	not	then	I	can’t	discuss	a	contract	or	specifics	with	you	because	I	do	not	
know what we would offer you.”

iUniverse $14.95324 $1.50325 $0.75
Llumina Press $14.95326 $4.49327 $1.48

Lulu $14.95328 $1.58329 Unknown330

Magic Valley 
Publishers Unknown331 Unknown Unknown

Mill City Press $14.95332 $8.65333 $2.83
Outskirts Press $14.95334 $1.32335 $1.32
PublishAmerica Unknown336 Unknown337 Unknown
Tate Publishing $14.99338 “40% royalties”339 “15% royalties”
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340 Trafford Publishing allows authors to set their own royalties as shown at http://www.
trafford.com/FAQ/Pricing.aspx#How.

341 Royalties on publisher website sales are 20 percent of list price. Calculations shown at 
http://www.trafford.com/FAQ/Pricing. aspx#Who. There is also an option for 10 percent 
royalties.

342 Royalties on Amazon sales listed as 20 percent of net; trade discount assumed to be 55 
percent.

343 Author selects a retail price between a range provided by Wasteland Press, as shown on 
http://www.wastelandpress.net/Faq.html#whatis8.

344 Wasteland Press royalties are either 15, 25, or 30 percent based on the publishing 
package selected. Calculations assume the royalty of 15, 25, or 30 percent is taken after 
Amazon’s 55 percent trade discount is taken off the list price.

345 Retail price listed is based on information from CrossBooks, another Author Solutions 
company with similar calculations.

346 “For example, a standard two-hundred page book would have a retail price of around 
$15.99.” From http://www.winepresspublishing.com/publishing-guide/pod-retail-prices

347 Royalties for sales through the publisher’s website are equal to the list price minus a 38 
percent	“Author	Cost”	minus	a	$1.95	fulfillment	fee;	royalties	for	Amazon	sales	are	equal	
to the list price minus the 55 percent trade discount minus the “Author Cost.” From http://
www.winepresspublishing.com/publishing-guide/royalties-and-return.

348 Xlibris also provides a “set your own price” option for $249 in which you can reduce your 
paperback’s price to $15.99 and earn a $1 royalty. The cost cannot be brought down to 
$14.95, as in their model, there would then be no royalty.

349 Royalties are 25 percent of retail price for direct website sales and 10 percent of retail for 
Amazon sales, as shown at http://www2.xlibris.com/faq_pricing_royalties.html#royalty.

350 Book pricing shown at http://www.xulonpress.com/services/book-retail-pricing.php.
351 Royalty calculations shown on http://www.xulonpress.com/royalties/royalty-rates.php. The 

production/print cost of $3.99 is shown on http://www.xulonpress.com/royalties/royalty-
rates.php in the example royalty calculations for a $15.99 book, which has a page count 
between 226 and 248 as shown on http://www.xulonpress.com/services/book-retail-
pricing.php. I could not get anyone at Xulon Press to tell me the print cost for a 200-page 
book, but as the representative explained via email, “If we are looking at a $0.50 cent 
[sic] difference in retail cost, it would be safe to say that your royalty would probably only 
be affected by penny’s [sic].”

Trafford Publishing $14.95340 $2.99341 $1.35342

Wasteland Press $14.95343 $2.24–4.49344 $1.01–2.02
WestBow Press $14.95345 $5.62 $1.48

WinePress Publishing $15.99346 $7.96347 $1.12
Xlibris $19.99348 $5.00349 $2.00

Xulon Press $15.49350 $6.82351 $3.07
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appendix h: author royalties: e-Book Sales

For illustrative purposes, the e-book royalties below are calculated based 

on a retail price of $2.99. Sales through Amazon are subject to a 30 percent 

trade discount. Retail percentages may not be the same for e-books with 

a different retail price.352

Author Royalties on $2.99 E-Book Sales

352 Sample calculations do not include taxes or delivery charges.
353 From http://www.abbottpress.com/FAQ/Pricing.aspx#E-book. Royalties are 50 percent of 

list price for sales on publisher’s website and 50 percent of net for Amazon sales.
354 Arbor Books does not publish this information. By this point in our correspondence, cofounder 

Larry Leichman had informed me he would not answer any further questions via email.
355 Arbor Books does not have its own online bookstore.
356 From http://www.archwaypublishing.com/FAQ/E-book.aspx. Default e-book price is 

$3.99, but authors can modify this price. Royalties are 50 percent of list price for sales on 
publisher’s website and 50 percent of net for Amazon sales.

357 From http://www.authorhouse.com/DigitalFormattingandDistribution.aspx#Percent. 
Royalties are 50 percent of list price for sales on publisher’s website and 50 percent of 
net for Amazon sales.

358 From http://publishing.booklocker.com/what-we-do/. Royalties are 50 percent of list price 
for sales on publisher’s website and 55 percent of net for Amazon sales.

359 From contract emailed to me upon request. Royalties are 50 percent of list price for sales 
on publisher’s website and 50 percent of net for Amazon sales.

360 Found at http://dogearpublishing.net/book-marketing-services/marketing-ebook.php. Dog Ear 
Publishing does not sell e-books directly to consumers. Amazon royalties are 80 percent of net.

361 Dorrance Publishing does not provide e-book royalty information, and customer service 
declined to answer my emailed question.

362	 From	http://www.infinitypublishing.com/additional-book-publishing-services/ebook.html.	
Royalties are 70 percent of list price for sales on publisher’s website and 70 percent of 
net for Amazon sales.

E-Book Royalties from 
Website Sales

E-Book Royalties from 
Amazon Sales

Abbott Press353 $1.50 $1.05
Arbor Books354 N/A355 Unknown

Archway Press356 $1.50 $1.05
AuthorHouse357 $1.50 $1.05
BookLocker358 $1.50 $1.15
CrossBooks359 $1.50 $1.05

Dog Ear Publishing360 N/A $1.67
Dorrance Publishing361 Unknown Unknown
Infinity Publishing362 $2.09 $1.46
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363 From http://www.iuniverse.com/faqs/ebooks.aspx. Royalties are 50 percent of list price 
for sales on publisher’s website and 50 percent of net for Amazon sales.

364 From https://kdp.amazon.com/self-publishing/help?topicId=A30F3VI2TH1FR8. KDP is a 
direct-to-Kindle publishing service that is not available on other devices. Royalties are 70 
percent of list price.

365 From http://www.llumina.com/contractebook.htm. Royalties are 50 percent of list price for 
sales on publisher’s website and 35 percent of net for Amazon sales.

366	 Lulu	e-books	come	in	EPUB	format	only;	without	a	MOBI	file,	there	is	no	Amazon	
distribution. Lulu e-books are available on the iBookstore, BN’S NOOK, and other 
retailers. Royalties from sales on publisher’s website are equal to 90 percent of list price.

367 Outskirts Press’s contract does not explain e-book royalties, and customer service did not 
respond to my question regarding these royalties.

368 I was told via email, “You will need to contact Author Support at that time about the fee as 
I am not in that department so I cannot answer that for you.”

369 My email inquiry about royalties received the following response: “I am happy to help but 
until we receive your work to review and determine if we are interested in it or not then I can’t 
discuss	a	contract	or	specifics	with	you	because	I	do	not	know	what	we	would	offer	you.”

370 From http://www.trafford.com/uploadedFiles/Trafford/Common/Trafford%20Terms%20
and%20Conditions_10122012.pdf. Royalties are 50 percent of list price for sales on 
publisher’s website and 50 percent of net for Amazon sales.

371 Royalty information found at http://www.wastelandpress.net/pdf/Ordersupreme.pdf. 
Royalties are 70 percent of list price for sales on publisher’s website and 70 percent of 
net for Amazon sales.

372 From http://www.westbowpress.com/FAQ/Style.aspx#royalty. Royalties are 50 percent of 
list price for sales on publisher’s website and 50 percent of net for Amazon sales.

373 From http://www.winepresspublishing.com/production/e-books. Royalties are 80 percent 
of list price for sales on publisher’s website and 80 percent of net for Amazon sales.

374 From http://www2.xlibris.com/faq_addon_services.html#ebook-royalty. Royalties are 50 
percent of list price for sales on publisher’s website and 50 percent of net for Amazon sales.

375 From http://www.xulonpress.com/royalties/royalty-rates.php. Note that a Xulon Press 
e-book would likely not be allowed to retail at $2.99. Also from http://www.xulonpress.
com/royalties/royalty-rates.php: “Your retail price for eBook is half of the paperback retail 
price rounded to the next $0.99 and not to exceed $9.99.” Royalties are 75 percent of list 
price for sales on publisher’s website and 75 percent of net for Amazon sales.

iUniverse363 $1.50 $1.05
KDP (Kindle Digital Publishing)364 $2.09

Llumina Press365 $1.50 $0.73
Lulu366 $2.69 N/A

Outskirts Press367 Unknown Unknown

PublishAmerica368 Unknown Unknown

Tate Publishing369 Unknown Unknown
Trafford Publishing370 $1.50 $1.05

Wasteland Press371 $2.09 $1.46

WestBow Press372 $1.50 $1.05

WinePress Publishing373 $2.39 $1.67

Xlibris374 $1.50 $1.05
Xulon Press375 $2.24 $1.57
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appendix i: Book Marketing Checklist

Before You Spend a Dime on Marketing

	Define Your Marketing Goals

	Figure Out Your Audience

	Develop Your Elevator Pitch

	Draft a Marketing Plan

Pre-Publication Book Marketing

	Build Your Platform

	Develop a Search Engine Optimized Website or Blog

	Build Your Email List

	Hire a Publicist

	Order Galley Copies (Physical or Digital)

Post-Publication Book Marketing: Traditional

	Distribute a Press Release

	Schedule Book Signings

	Schedule Radio Interviews

	Ask for Reviews
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Post-Publication Book Marketing: Online

	Go on a Blog Tour

	Engage in Social Media Marketing

	Produce a Book Trailer

	Create Online Advertising


